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Abstract
Governments worldwide are increasingly becoming aware of the benefits of using the Internet to
provide public services to their citizens. This phenomenon, referred to as electronic government
(e-government), is said to generate substantial benefits such as accountability, transparency,
convenience, cost saving, efficiency to both the government and citizens alike. However, despite
the increase in e-government investments globally, low level citizens’ adoption of these services
has been identified as a serious impediment to their success in both developed and developing
countries.
Researchers in various countries have tried to understand citizens’ perception towards
e-government services, and to identify the factors that encourage citizens to adopt e-government
services. Despite the existence of several studies, no such study has yet been conducted in the
Kurdistan region of Iraq where government has planned to implement e-government in the
region. Thus, the current study was the first to explore Kurdish citizens’ behavioural intentions
towards e-government services to provide government authorities with information that could
assist them to increase citizen acceptance of e-government services in the region.
In addition to its practical significance, this study seeks to make theoretical and methodological
contributions to the existing e-government literature. The current study distinguished between
intention to use e-government for accessing information and intention to use e-government for
conducting transactions, and separate models were developed for each comprised of several
variables adapted from the technology adoption and e-government adoption literature. This
distinction is lacking in the majority of e-government studies despite the empirical evidence that
these two services are different in that transactional e-government is considered to be more
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complicated and more risky since it requires users to provide personal and financial information
to government agencies. Consequently, empirical evidence shows that citizens are more likely to
use e-government for obtaining information rather than conducting transactions. Therefore, it is
both practically and theoretically important to distinguish between these two types of
e-government services. This study also improves on the statistical approach used in other studies,
employing a more robust approach in order to more accurately identify the relationships between
the research variables prior to testing them.
The data were collected through a survey questionnaire administered by the researcher to two
groups of participants; undergraduate university students and non-academic staff at the
University of Salahaddin in Erbil. The data were analysed using multiple logistic regressions in
SPSS and path analysis in AMOS19. The results revealed that all the variables that were
hypothesized in this study to be associated with the intention to use e-government services were
indeed associated with the intention to use. For some the association was direct and for some it
was only indirect through their relationship with other independent variables. The results also
revealed that the strength of the association for those variables that were tested on both
informational and transactional e-government on the intention to use was more significant for
transactional e-government. This supported the argument that informational and transactional
e-government should be distinguished when investigating citizens’ e-government adoption
behaviour for both theoretical and practical purposes. Finally, the hypothesized relationship
between the intention to use informational e-government with the intention to use transactional
e-government was confirmed. This suggested that, higher intentions to use government websites
to seek information are associated with higher intentions to use government websites to transact
with government.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter provides a brief overview of what this thesis is about. The chapter begins by
describing the problem for which the current study was undertaken. Following this, research
questions and objectives are outlined. The chapter then explains the theoretical and practical
contributions that this study sought to make by answering these questions. Research methodology
and data analysis procedures are explained next. The chapter concludes by outlining the structure
of the thesis.

Research Problem and Background
Information communication technologies (ICT) are one of the most significant characteristics of
our age which have dramatically changed our societies and the way that we interact with each
other (Alshehri & Drew, 2010). In recent years, these technologies, particularly the Internet, have
revolutionized societies and have enabled individuals and businesses alike to communicate and
interact with each other more effectively at a lower cost, regardless of their physical locations
(Kumar et al., 2007). Businesses in the commercial sector for years have embraced the Internet
to communicate with their customers all over the globe (Shih, 2004). This phenomena, which is
also referred to as electronic commerce (e-commerce), has generated significant advantages for
both businesses and customers, such as convenience, cost reduction, faster transactions and the
availability of services 24/7 (Lu et al., 2011).
The use of the Internet to communicate with customers has not been limited to the commercial
sector only. Organizations in the public sector have also been increasingly aware of the
significant advantages of using the Internet and thereby have employed it to support government
activities and to communicate with their stakeholders (Kumar et al., 2007). The use of the
Internet by the public sector to deliver government services is referred to as
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electronic-government (e-government), and, similar to e-commerce, is believed to generate
substantial benefits to both the government and the customers. For instance, government
agencies can improve the efficiency of their services while reducing the cost, and citizens can
benefit from faster and more convenient transactions and can access the services 24/7 without
having to physically visit government agencies (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Featherman & Pavlou,
2003; Lean et al., 2009; Ndou, 2004; Wang & Shih, 2009).
According to Lin et al. (2011, p.1) “e-government is a fundamental element in the modernization
of any government, serving a means towards enhancing transparency, accountability, and good
governance”. Gupta and Jana (2003, p.365) state that “electronic government is no longer an
option but a necessity for countries aiming for better governance”. Consequently, investments in
e-government initiatives are on the rise worldwide and since the late 1990s, inspired by
successful stories from the commercial sector, governments around the world have taken serious
steps towards developing and implementing e-government initiatives (Gauld et al., 2010; Hung
et al., 2006). In 2008 the United Nations reported that 179 out of 192 UN members had
developed strategies to implement e-government systems (United Nations, 2008).
However, despite the increase in governments’ desire in electronic services (e-services),
surprisingly the majority of e-government initiatives fail to generate the intended outcomes. In
fact only 15% of e-government implementations are believed to be successful worldwide (Heeks,
2002). There are a number of barriers that may inhibit e-government initiatives from reaching
their potential in both developed and developing countries; for instance, lack of required
infrastructure, skills, strategies, policies, and financial resources (Basu, 2004; Dada, 2006;
Ebrahim & Irani, 2005; Lam, 2005; Ndou, 2004). Although these barriers may be experienced by
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both developed and developing countries, it is argued that they are more apparent in developing
countries (Heeks, 2002; Ndou, 2004).
These challenges reflect to the building blocks of e-government which are necessary in order to
prepare a nation for e-government implementation. However, overcoming these barriers and
developing a well-designed e-government system which meets its designers’ specifications does
not guarantee its success. In other words, having the e-government initiatives implemented and
ready to use is not the whole story. There remains another significant barrier that has almost
equally affected both developed and developing countries and is said to significantly contribute
to the failure of e-government initiatives; low level citizens’ acceptance of e-government
services (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Gupta & Gupta, 2008; Kanat, 2009; Kumar et al., 2007). Like
any other new technology, no matter how well-designed e-government services are, they will not
succeed in realizing their antecedent benefits if citizens as the users of these services simply
reject to accept and continually use them. In this regard, Gauld et al. (2010, p.178) stated that
“even apparently successful projects in terms of technological and project development may face
‘user failure’ if potential customers, employees, or citizens simply do not use the system,
something that is surprisingly common, suggesting that it is at least sensible to give some regard
to intended end users’ views on technology development and use”.
The success of e-government initiatives is highly dependent upon citizens’ willingness/intentions
to switch from traditional methods (face-to-face) of communicating with government to online
channels particularly because the use of e-government services is voluntary, and the introduction
of online services does not bring the traditional methods, paper-based, to an end (Alsaghier et al.,
2009; Lu et al., 2011; Tung & Rieck, 2005). Therefore, despite the availability of e-government
services, citizens may continue using the traditional methods which will result in the failure of
3

e-government initiatives. Thus, understanding citizens’ perceptions towards e-government and
identifying the factors that could encourage them to accept this technology is an important step
towards a successful e-government implementation in any country.
The current study was conducted to address the aforementioned problem in the Kurdistan region
of Iraq. Kurdistan is an autonomous region located in the north of the Republic of Iraq. The
region borders Iran to the east, Turkey to the north, Syria to the west and the rest of Iraq to the
south (Figure 1.1). The estimated population is around 5 million with almost 50% aged below
20, and its area is about 40,643 square kilometres which is four times the area of Lebanon and
larger than the Netherlands (www.krg.org). There are three main governorates in the region
namely Duhok, Erbil, and Sulaymaniyah with Erbil being the capital city of the region which is
also called Hawler by local people.
The current coalition government consists of several political parties that reflect the diversity of
the Region’s people, who are Chaldeans, Assyrians, Turkmen, Yazidis and Kurds living together
in peace. The main language in Kurdistan is Kurdish which is in the Indo-European family of
languages, and has two main dialects, Sorani and Kurmanji. The Sorani Kurdish dialect uses
Arabic script while the Kurmanji Kurdish dialect is written in Latin script. Sorani is spoken in
the cities of Erbil and Sulaymaniyah, while Kurmanji is spoken in Duhok. There are also other
languages in the region such as Turkmani, Arabic, Armenian, and Assyrian which are spoken by
their respective communities.
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Figure 1.1: Geographical map of Kurdistan (www.institutkurde.org).

Due to years of internal conflicts with the previous regime (Saddam Hussein) as well as the civil
war, the Kurdistan region remained underdeveloped and isolated from the rest of the world.
However, since the end of Saddam Hussein’s regime in 2003, the region has undergone
substantial reconstructions in all the areas and has experienced significant economic boost. The
government is determined to promote democracy in the region and to develop the life of its
inhabitants (www.krg.or). One area that KRG is particularly interested in is the implementation
5

of e-government in the region in order to establish itself as a modernized government and to
develop its long broken relationship with its people and to provide them with services that could
improve their lifestyle. To achieve this KRG has developed a five-year (2011-2015) plan to
prepare the region for e-government implementation. The government, with the collaboration of
PriceWaterHouseCoopers (PwC), has identified the major challenges and the areas that need to
be developed. However, citizens’ perception about e-government has not yet been explored in
the region. In other words, no study has yet been conducted to find out whether citizens as the
future users of these services in the region are willing to adopt e-government services or not, and
what factors could be associated with their decisions. Thus, this study was the first to investigate
e-government adoption from the citizens’ perspective and sought to answer the following
questions and to achieve the respective research objectives.

Research Questions
The main research question that this study sought to answer was:
“Do Kurdish citizens have the intention to adopt e-government services and what factors are
significantly associated with their intentions?”
Note that this study distinguished between informational and transactional e-government.
Informational e-government is the use of government websites to seek information only whereas
transactional e-government is the use of government websites to conduct online transactions with
the government. These two services are described briefly in the ‘contributions and significance’
section and described in detail in Chapter 2.
The above main research question was broken into the following three sub-questions which
would be answered independently.
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1. Do Kurdish citizens have the intention/willingness to adopt e-government services for
both informational and transactional purposes?
2. What are the factors that are significantly associated with citizens’ intentions to accept
informational and transactional e-government services?
3. Is there any relationship between intention to use informational e-government and
intention to use transactional e-government?

Research Objectives
Building upon the research questions, the current study sought to achieve the following
objectives:
1. To determine citizens’ behavioural intentions towards informational and transactional
e-government services.
2. To identify the factors significantly associated with citizens’ intentions to use
informational and transactional e-government services.
3. To identify potential differences in citizens’ behavioural intentions towards informational
and transactional e-government services.
4. To provide practical recommendations for the government authorities in Kurdistan to
assist them increase citizens’ acceptance of e-government services.

Contributions and Significance
In addition to its practical significance in providing government authorities in Kurdistan with
valuable recommendations that could assist them in increasing citizens’ acceptance of
e-government services, this study sought to make theoretical contributions to the existing
literature as well. This study adapted constructs from the existing technology adoption models
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(discussed in Chapter 3) and e-government literature to investigate e-government adoption in
Kurdistan. Thus, this study would empirically test these variables in the context of Kurdistan
which would provide further insight in regard to their ability in explaining e-government
adoption.

Although there have been several studies on e-government in developed and

developing countries, no studies of such phenomenon had been done in the Kurdistan region at
the time of the current research.
The study makes a second theoretical contribution by taking a different approach from the
existing e-government studies in investigating citizens’ behavioural intentions towards
e-government services. As mentioned earlier, this study distinguished between informational and
transactional e-government services. These are the two types of services offered by government
agencies on their websites that citizens can access. Informational e-government is the use of
government websites to obtain information only which does not require citizens to provide their
personal information to government agencies whereas transactional e-government is the use of
government websites to conduct transactions with government agencies online which requires
citizens to provide personal or financial information to government agencies (Reddick, 2005).
Thus, transactional e-government is considered to be more complicated and risky than
informational e-government (Horst et al., 2007). As a result, e-government practitioners have
stated that citizens are more likely to be willing to use government websites for accessing
information than for conducting transactions (Gauld et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2007; Vassilakis
et al., 2005). Therefore, it is both theoretically and practically important to distinguish between
these two services when investigating citizens’ behavioural intentions towards e-government
services. Practically, it enables government authorities to discover which type of service citizens
are willing to use and what factors are associated with their intentions towards each of these
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services. Theoretically, it allows the researchers to test the effect of specific variables on the
intention to use both services in order to detect potential differences in the results depending on
the type of the service.
Despite the importance of this distinction, a review of the e-government adoption literature
revealed that e-government studies have been mainly conducted without distinguishing between
these two services which has created a potential gap to be explored. So far, only one study was
found which had made this distinction (Almahamid et al., 2010). In this regard, Carter and
Belanger (2004) who have done extensive research in e-government argued that future studies
must distinguish between intention to use e-government to gather information and intention to
conduct a transaction. Consequently, the current study distinguished between intention to use
informational e-government and intention to use transactional e-government and a separate
model was developed for each comprised of several variables some of which were duplicated in
both models and some were relevant to one and not the other.
Finally, in addition to its practical and theoretical contributions, this study makes a
methodological contribution by employing a more rigorous analytical approach in identifying the
mediating relationships between the research variables. This study used Hierarchical Multiple
Logistic Regression to identify the potential indirect relationships between Independent
Variables (IV) prior to testing them through path analysis which increased the reliability and
accuracy of the results. These are discussed in Chapter 7.

Research Methodology
This study was conducted on a quantitative approach based on a face-to-face survey
questionnaire as the sole data collection method. A quantitative approach was adopted because
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the objective of this study was to collect numerical data in order to statistically test the
relationships between independent variables with the dependent variable (DV) and to test
pre-determined hypotheses. The questionnaire was administered by the researcher himself. The
sample consisted of two sub-samples; undergraduate university students and university
non-academic staff at the Salahaddin University in Erbil. These two groups have been widely
used by e-government researchers when investigating e-government adoption (Carter &
Belanger, 2004; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Suki & Ramayah, 2010; Wangpipatwong et al.,
2008).
E-government is an Internet-based application which requires users to be educated and to be
familiar with computers and the Internet. E-government researchers have argued that students are
the best sample for e-government studies because firstly, they are educated and use the Internet
in their daily life. Secondly, they are readily available and cost effective, and finally they are
more likely to become the active and influential users of e-government services in the future
(AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Huang et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2011).
Consequently, students were selected as the sample for the current study. The researcher,
however, decided to include university non-academic staff as the second sample. The reason for
this was because university staff were also believed to posses the necessary characteristics of
e-government users and thus more likely to become e-government adopters. Moreover, students
and staff were believed to be different in terms of their age, education and even experience with
computers and the Internet. Thus, having these two sub-samples would increase the diversity of
the sample, and would enable the researcher to create comparator groups in order to compare the
results between them for practical purposes, if required, to enable government authorities to
better understand which factors to consider when promoting their services amongst each of these
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groups. Another reason for having these two subsamples in this study was that due to relative
newness of e-government and participants’ lack of experience with e-government services it was
necessary to familiarize them with the concept of e-government in order to enable them to better
respond to the questionnaire. Since this study aimed to collect the data from a large number of
participants, this could be achieved only by explaining the concept to a large audience such as in
the classroom or office environment where a group of people are gathered.
A purposive sampling method was used to select students versus a random sampling technique
for staff. These procedures are described in detail in Chapter 5. The data were then carefully
cleaned and prepared for statistical analysis. The cleaned data were analysed using Statistical
Package for Social Science (SPSS) for Windows and Path analysis in AMOS 19. The results
indicated that over 70% of the participants in this study indicated having the intention to adopt
e-government not only for informational purposes but also for transactional purposes. In terms of
the significant variables associated with the intention to use, the results revealed that the all the
variables that were tested in this study were somehow important in explaining citizens’ adoption
of e-government services. Some of these variables were found to directly and independently
associate with higher intentions to adopt, and some were found to only indirectly associate with
higher intentions to adopt. The duplicated variables were all, except one, found to be important
in encouraging citizens to accept both informational and transactional services. However, the
strength of the relationships between these variables with the intentions to use was stronger for
transactional e-government suggesting that these variables become more important when the
nature of e-government services becomes more sophisticated. This provided support for the
research presumption that informational and transactional e-government should be investigated
separately. Finally, a positive relationship was confirmed between intention to use informational
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e-government and intention to use transactional e-government suggesting that those who have
the desire to use government websites to seek information are more likely to also use these
websites to perform transactions online. Theoretical and practical implications of these findings
are discussed in Chapter 8.

Overview of the Thesis Chapters
This thesis contains another seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides a full description of
e-government; its definitions, its maturity models, its categories according to its stakeholders and
the type of services it offers. The chapter also provides a brief overview of e-government in Arab
countries. Chapter 3 then reviews the literature in technology adoption and e-government
adoption in order to assist the researcher in developing the research model for the current study,
and to further shed light on the potential gap in the literature.
After reviewing the literature and identifying the important factors, Chapter 4 outlines and
explains the variables that were adapted in this study to develop the research model. Research
hypotheses are also presented in this chapter. Chapter 5 then explains the methodology
undertaken in this study. It explains the methods used to select the sample and collect the data.
The procedures that were undertaken to prepare the collected data for statistical analysis are
presented in Chapter 6. The chapter also provides an overview of the demographic characteristics
of the participants in this study. Chapter 7 presents the statistical techniques adopted in this study
to test the research hypotheses. Finally, Chapter 8 completes the thesis with a discussion of the
results in terms of their practical and theoretical implications and outlines the limitations of the
study and provides recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2: Review of E-Government Literature
This chapter provides a detailed overview of the e-government concept. It begins by defining
e-government. Following this, the various stages of e-government development are discussed.
The chapter then describes the two main types of e-government services which are the centre of
the current study. The categories of e-government in terms of its users are explained next. The
chapter then outlines some of the advantages and disadvantages of e-government implementation
and sheds further light on the research problem. The chapter concludes with a brief overview of
e-government in Arab countries and Kurdistan.

E-government Definitions
There is no one universal definition for e-government. Researchers and specialists have defined
it differently depending its objectives and goals (Carter & Belanger, 2005; Gupta et al., 2008).
Ndou (2004, p.3) argued that “some simply define it as digital governmental information or a
way of engaging in digital transactions with customers, for others eGovernment simply consists
of the creation of a website where information about political and governmental issues is
presented”. As a result of these differences in perspectives, multiple definitions exist for
e-government. Some of these definitions are presented here. Layne and Lee (2001, p.123)
defined e-government as,
Electronic government refers to government’s use of technology, particularly web-based Internet
applications to enhance the access to and delivery of government information and service to
citizens, business partners, employees, other agencies, and government entities. It has the
potential to help build better relationships between government and the public by making
interaction with citizens smoother, easier, and more efficient.

From the World Bank’s perspective, e-government is,
“the use by government agencies of information technologies (such as Wide Area Networks, the
Internet, and mobile computing) that have the ability to transform relations with citizens,
businesses, and other arms of government. These technologies can serve a variety of different
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ends: better delivery of government services to citizens, improved interactions with business and
industry, citizen empowerment through access to information, or more efficient government
management. The resulting benefits can be less corruption, increased transparency, greater
convenience, revenue growth, and/or cost reductions (http://web.worldbank.org).

Carter and Belanger (2005, p.5) defined e-government as “the use of information technology to
enable and improve the efficiency with which government services are provided to citizens,
employees, businesses and agencies”. Similarly, Pons (2004, p.31) believed that e-government
“is the use of the Internet to bring together a country’s citizens, businesses and government”.
Although various definitions exist for e-government, there are common central concepts that
underlie all these definitions. All e-government definitions have argued that the main
characteristic of e-government is the use of ICT tools, particularly the Internet to deliver
government services to its stakeholders; citizens, businesses, employees and other arms of
government (AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Almarabeh & AbuAli, 2010; Alshehri & Drew, 2010).
Moreover, a closer look at these definitions reveals that they all have mentioned that
e-government can be used for two purposes; delivering government information and enabling
online transactions. In addition, these definitions suggest that the use of e-government services is
not limited to citizens only, but businesses, employees and other arms of government can also
use these services. Finally, despite the diversity in perspectives about the e-government
definition, the objectives and goals of e-government are indisputable (Ndou, 2004).
E-government practitioners have agreed that well-designed and developed e-government will
generate significant benefits such as time saving, cost saving, convenient, transparency,
accountability, efficiency etc. The main characteristics of e-government are described in more
detail in the coming sections.
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Stages of E-government Growth
The ultimate goal of e-government initiatives is to transform government from ‘agency-centric’
to ‘citizen-centric’ by developing the capability to offer various services to its customers 24
hours a day and seven days a week (Seifert, 2003). However, this will not take place overnight,
and due to technical, economic, and political reasons it may take a long time for e-government
initiatives to reach their full potential (Seifert, 2003). That is why e-government practitioners
have argued that e-government is an evolutionary phenomenon which matures along a
development path, consisting of several stages (Layne & Lee, 2001; Moon, 2002). Similar to its
definitions, due to differences in perspectives, e-government practitioners have proposed various
but similar stages for the e-government development.
Layne and Lee (2001) proposed four stages for e-government growth; cataloguing, transaction,
horizontal integration and vertical integration (Figure 2.1). According to their framework, in the
first stage of cataloguing, the initial effort is to establish an online presence for the government.
This stage offers limited services to citizens, which are basically about providing governmental
information on-line so citizens can search for them and download necessary forms and return
them to the government agency. In the second stage, e-government services enable citizens to
transact with government agencies online without having to travel to a government agency or to
do paperwork such as paying fines and renewing their licences. Up to this stage government
agencies are not electronically connected. However, to further facilitate transactions they may
decide to integrate with other government agencies across various departments. This integration
can be either vertical or horizontal. Vertical integration is the integration of “local, state and
federal governments connected for different functions or services of government”. Horizontal
integration, by contrast, is the “integration across different functions and services” (Layne &
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Lee, 2001, p.125). This integration between government agencies at different levels allows them
to share their database electronically and is an important step towards creating ‘one stop
shopping’ for the users in which all the services that customers need are provided at a single
point of contact such as an e-government portal (Gupta & Jana, 2003).

Complex
Technological
and
Vertical
integration
-Local systems
linked to higher
Transaction
systems.
-Services and formslevel
online
-working databases supporting
online transactions

organizational
complexity

Simple

Horizontal
integration
-Systems integrated
across different
functions

Catalogue
-Online presence
-Catalogue presentation
-Downloadable forms

Spare

Integration

Complete

Figure 2. 1: E-government maturity model (Layne & Lee, 2001)

Although the maturity model developed by Layne and Lee (2001) is one of the most cited
models in various research communities, critics have remarked that the model does not capture
the future use of IT applications (Andersen & Henriksen, 2006). In response to this issue,
Andersen and Henriksen proposed the Public Sector Process Rebuilding (PPR) model. The
developers of this model argued that “Layne and Lee to a large extent have done little more than
replicated the stage models from the e-commerce area focusing more on technological
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capabilities than on case handling and effectiveness in the public administration” (Andersen &
Henriksen, 2006, p.241). According to Almarabeh and AbuAli (2010, p.31) “the major
difference between the Layne and Lee model and the PPR model is the activity and customer
approach rather than the technological capability”. The PPR model consists of four stages and
distinguishes itself from the Layne and Lee model in that it focuses more on e-government
processes and customers than technology matters (Andersen & Henriksen, 2006). The stages are
described below.
Cultivation is the first stage in which government agencies will be integrated both horizontally
and vertically, and the use of ‘front-end’ systems is limited as well as the use of Intranets within
government. In this stage, although a few online services may be provided to customers, the
digital service is not the main focus for organizations, and services are less likely to be delivered
online. The services that are provided in this stage are mainly limited to PDF files, or other sorts
of files that allow users to download, complete and return through either email or by mailing the
hard copy to a government agency (Andersen & Henriksen, 2006).
The second stage is extension in which the Intranet is used extensively and web pages are
personalized. However, online services are still limited and the information that government
agencies provide on their web pages is limited. However, government agencies may provide
links that direct users to other government agencies to obtain the information they need. The
third stage is maturity in which organizations mature, and an Intranet is no longer used by the
organizations. In this stage government agencies combine the Internet and the Intranet in order to
provide services to customers online to reduce costs. Unlike the two previous stages, in this stage
self-service is the ultimate objective of the organization, and government agencies provide all the
necessary information on their webpage instead of providing users with links to other pages. The
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last stage is revolution which is characterized by ‘data mobility’ (p.243) across government
agencies. This stage enables customers to view the progress of their case and to see at what stage
of progress it is. Although governments’ effort is to reach this phase, the literature shows that
many governments are still in stage 1 and still offer limited online services (Andersen &
Henriksen, 2006).
Moon (2002) has proposed five stages for e-government maturity according to the degree of
technical sophistication and interaction with users, namely, “simple information dissemination
(one-way communication), two-way communication (request and response), service and
financial transaction, integration (horizontal and vertical) and political participation”. Moon’s
framework is similar to that of Layne and Lee. However, Moon introduced a fifth stage in his
model which is political participation. This stage “involves the promotion of Web-based political
participation, in which government websites include online voting, online public forums, and
online opinion survey for more direct and wider interaction with the public” (Moon 2002, p.426).
According to Basu (2002) e-government maturity starts from broadcasting in which
governments present themselves by creating a website which provides information to citizens
and other stakeholders. In this stage communications are one-way only. The next stage is
interaction which is similar to the first stage, but the communication becomes two-way. Citizens
can interact with government agencies via e-mail, and they can download forms. The services are
still limited to information. In the third stage, transaction, citizens can perform online
transactions with government without having to visit the agency. This stage is more complicated
than previous ones and requires advanced processing capability, payment gateways and security
measures to be implemented because here citizens must share personal and financial information
online with government agencies. Up until the transaction stage government agencies are
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independent from each other. However, once they reach the final stage which is integration,
government agencies from various departments collaborate and share their databases to create
‘one-stop’ contact points which enable government departments to process the procedures of
other departments. This stage is equivalent to vertical and horizontal integration proposed by
previous models.
Similar to its definitions, despite the existence of several maturity models for e-government,
these models do not significantly differ from each other. In fact the stages proposed for
e-government development are identical across various models. For instance, all have suggested
that the development of e-government initiatives starts from creating a webpage and providing
information online before moving to more sophisticated stages such as enabling online
transactions or integration with other government departments both vertically and horizontally.

It is important to mention that e-government does not always mature according to these models,
and there is no one model that could be applied in every society (Gil-García &
Martinez-Moyano, 2007). In this regard Basu (2004, p.114) stated that “because every society
has different needs and priorities, there is no one model for e-government and no universal
standard for e-government readiness”. Moreover, it has been argued that the stages of
e-government growth are not mutually exclusive and do not progress in a linear order, therefore
some stages might be skipped or performed simultaneously (Holden et al., 2003; Yildiz, 2007).
This is particularly relevant to developing countries since these countries implement their
e-government initiatives later than developed countries, which gives them the opportunity to
learn from the success and failure of e-government projects in developed countries (Yildiz,
2007).
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An important similarity that can be noticed in the various e-government maturity models which
is also consistent with its definitions is that they all have distinguished between the informational
stage and the transactional stage; suggesting that the services that are offered by governments
through their websites can be categorized into informational and transactional. That is,
e-government starts by developing a webpage that provides users with information and
sometimes forms to be downloaded. Transactional services are introduced in the next stage
which allows users to perform an entire transaction with government online. Consequently, users
may decide to use government websites to either access information and download forms only or
to go further and conduct transactions as well. The fact that transactional services are introduced
after informational services shows that transactional services are more complicated than
informational services and are harder to be achieved. These two services are described next.

Types of E-government Services
The e-government definitions and maturity models revealed that the services offered by
government websites through their webpage can be categorized into two groups: informational
and transactional. That is, users may decide to visit government websites to either obtain
information or to conduct transactions with the government (Horst et al., 2007; Reddick, 2005).
Informational e-government is the use of government websites to obtain information such as
opening hours, download forms, or obtain government personnel contacts. In using this type of
e-government the interaction between the users and the government agencies is a one-way
interaction, and users do not have to provide any personal or financial information to receive the
service (Almahamid et al., 2010; Chatfield & Alhujran, 2009; Horst et al., 2007).
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Transactional e-government, in comparison, is the use of government websites to conduct
transactions with government online (Irani et al., 2006; Reddick, 2005). This type of e-service,
known also as two-way interaction, allows users to conduct an entire task online such as
renewing a driver’s licence or car registration, applying for government jobs, or paying taxes
(Chatfield & Alhujran, 2009). Reddick (2005, p.41) argued that “this stage will empower citizens
to deal with government online anytime, saving hours of paperwork, the inconvenience of
travelling to a government office, and time spent waiting in line”. Unlike informational
e-government, to use transactional e-government, users must provide personal or financial
information to the government department which makes this service more complex and more
risky (Chatfield & Alhujran, 2009; Horst et al., 2007; Irani et al., 2006). In this regard Horst et
al. (2007, p.1838) stated that “the risks of electronic services on the transactional level are more
profound than at the informational level”.
In light of these differences between these two services, the literature suggests that people are
more likely to use government websites to search and access information rather than use them
for complex activities such as conducting a transaction online (Coursey & Norris, 2008;
Kolsaker & Kelley, 2008; Reddick, 2005). In their study, Gauld et al. (2010) found that people in
Australia, a leading country in e-government, were more likely to use government websites to
seek information than to undertake a transaction. Such findings indicate the importance of
distinguishing between

informational

and

transactional

e-government

services

when

investigating citizens’ adoption behaviour because the differences between these two services
may cause people to have different perceptions towards them. Distinguishing between
informational and transactional e-government is something that the existing e-government
studies, except Almahamid et al. (2010), have not considered which has created a need for
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empirical studies in this area. The current study was designed to fill this gap by investigating
citizens’ behavioural intentions towards informational and transactional e-government
separately. In addition to contributing to the literature, this distinction would provide valuable
practical implications for government agencies in Kurdistan (see Chapter 8).

E-government Categories According to its Stakeholders
As stated above, the use of e-government services is not limited to citizens only. Businesses,
employees and even other government departments may also become the users of e-government
services. Thus, depending on the type of users, e-government can be categorized into
government-to-citizens e-government (G2C), government-to-business e-government(G2B),
government-to-government e-government (G2G), and government-to-employees e-government
(G2E) (Akman et al., 2005; Gupta et al., 2008; Jaeger, 2003; Kanat & Ozkan, 2009; Ndou, 2004;
Pons, 2004; Seifert, 2003).
Government-to-citizen e-government (G2C) is the electronic interaction between government
agencies and citizens which covers the majority of government services (Hung et al., 2006;
Ndou, 2004). These interactions may vary according to their level of complexity. It can be as
simple as just obtaining information, or can be used to interact with government agencies and to
conduct transactions, or to form political links with citizens such as voting online (Gupta et al.,
2008; Huang & Bwoma, 2003; Jaeger, 2003; Kanat & Ozkan, 2009). This type of e-government,
which is the ultimate goal of e-government, enables citizens to access government services both
informational and transactional, at anytime and anywhere (Al-shehri et al., 2006; Affisco &
Seifert, 2003; Soliman, 2006). The main objective of this type of e-government is to facilitate
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citizens’ interaction with government which is one of the primary goals of e-government
initiatives (Carter & Belanger, 2005; Hiller & Belanger, 2001).
Similarly, business organizations may also decide to interact with government online. This is
referred to as government-to-business e-government (G2B) (Basu, 2004). This type of
e-government which is the second major application of e-government is about the electronic
interaction between government and the business community which is essential to economic
development (Carter & Belanger, 2005; Huang & Bwoma, 2003; Jaeger, 2003; Ndou, 2004;
Seifert, 2003). Businesses can use the Internet to transact with government electronically to
renew their registration, to lodge taxes, to download tender information, and other similar
transactions (Gupta et al., 2008; Hiller & Belanger, 2001; Kanat & Ozkan, 2009). The
transaction is not only one-way, and governments can also benefit from the online transaction by
using the Internet to transact with businesses such as selling goods and services to them (Huang
& Bwoma, 2003).
Quite often citizens must visit a number of government agencies in order to complete a simple
transaction. To avoid this, government organizations at different levels may decide to collaborate
and coordinate electronically. This type of e-government partnership is referred to as
government-to-government (G2G) and is created when government organizations at different
levels interact with each other electronically (Basu, 2004; Hung et al., 2006; Ndou, 2004). The
primary objective of this sort of e-government is to enable various governmental actors to share
data and conduct electronic exchanges amongst themselves (Huang & Bwoma, 2003). This type
of e-government is analogue to Layne and Lee’s vertical and horizontal integration discussed in
the maturity models which suggested that government departments at federal, state and local
levels can integrate electronically which would allow them to share their databases in order to
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deliver services more effectively and create a single access point. Thus, citizens no longer have
to visit various government agencies in order to complete a transaction.
The last and least adopted type of e-government is created when e-government is used by
government agencies to facilitate their relationship with their employees (Basu, 2004).
According to Ndou (2004, p.6) “G2E is an effective way to provide e-learning, bring employees
together and to promote knowledge sharing among them”. This type of e-government gives
employees the opportunity to have access to information such as learning opportunities, benefit
policies, pay dates etc (Basu, 2004; Hiller & Belanger, 2001). In addition, G2E e-government
facilitates the management of the civil service and enhances the government-employee
relationship (Huang & Bwoma, 2003). It is important to note that only the first three types of
e-government (G2C, G2B, and G2G) categories have been widely mentioned in the literature. In
this regard, Ndou (2004) also argued that “most researchers and academics refer only to the first
three blocks, without considering the fourth or simply including it as part of government to
government block”.
As has been mentioned earlier, the objective of the current study was to investigate
e-government adoption from the perspective of citizens. Therefore, this study fell in the
government-to-citizen (G2C) e-government category only, and other categories were beyond the
scope of this study. Regardless of its type of users, e-government has the potential to generate
substantial benefits to all parties involved. These benefits are discussed next.
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Advantages of and Challenges for E-government Initiatives
Advantages
E-government initiatives, if implemented and used successfully, have the potential to generate
substantial benefits not only for the governments, but also for citizens, employees and businesses
(Alshehri & Drew, 2010; Gupta & Jana, 2003; Jaeger & Thompson, 2003; Kumar et al., 2007;
Mishrif & Selmanovic, 2010; Tung & Rieck, 2005). The benefits of e-government applications
are similar across developed and developing countries. In this regard, Ndou (2004, p.8) stated
that “benefits assured by use and application of e-Government in developing countries are the
same as those in developed countries” but “the difference between these two groups could result
from the fact that many potential benefits of e-Government are not reaped by developing
countries as consequence of their limited use of e-government”.

E-government researchers and practitioners have identified various advantages for e-government
initiatives. For instance, Tung and Rieck (2005, p.418) have categorized the benefits of
e-government as “increased accountability and transparency, less corruption, greater
convenience, increased citizen involvement, greater efficiency, and cost reductions for both the
government itself and the adopter of e-government services”. Similarly, Basu (2004, p.112) has
highlighted the advantages of e-government services as “less corruption, increased transparency,
greater convenience, revenue growth, and/or cost reduction”. Overall, the review of the literature
shows that e-government researchers have identified the same advantages of the e-government
services namely, accountability, transparency, convenient, less corruption, greater citizen
participation, reducing communication and information cost, broadening reach, flexibility in
time, and greater efficiency (AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Alshehri & Drew, 2010; Carter &
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Belanger, 2004; Huang & Bwoma, 2003; Kumar et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2011; Wangpipatwong et
al., 2008). However, for these promising advantages to be realized, e-government initiatives
must be successfully implemented, and to be implemented, a number of challenges may need to
be overcome. These are described in the next paragraph.
Challenges
The aforementioned advantages of e-government are so promising and appealing that
governments around the world are becoming more determined to implement e-government.
However, e-government implementation is not a straightforward task and cannot be achieved
over a short period of time (Ebrahim & Irani, 2005). That is why e-government is still in its
infancy stage; informational or early transactional in many countries (Lam, 2005).
A number of significant challenges have been identified by the literature that may hamper the
efforts towards implementing e-government. These include the digital divide (the gap between
those who have access to the Internet and those who do not) (Carter & Belanger, 2005; Jaeger &
Thompson, 2003), ICT infrastructure (Alshawi & Alalwany, 2009; Jaeger & Thompson, 2003;
Ndou, 2004; Tapscott, 1996), internal resources such as reliable electricity, financial and human
resources (Alshawi & Alalwany, 2009; Basu, 2004; Dada, 2006; Ndou, 2004), legislation and
policy issues (Basu, 2004; Carter & Belanger, 2005) and trust (Carter & Weerakkody, 2008).
Ebrahim and Irani (2005) identified five dimensions in the literature for e-government adoption
barriers: IT infrastructure, security and privacy, IT skills, and organizational and operational
costs. Similarly, Lam (2005) identified four categories of e-government barriers: strategy,
technology, policy, and organizational. Vassilakis et al. (2005) propose five categories of
barriers: legislative, administrative, technological, user-culture, and social barriers.
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These challenges are likely to create obstacles for successful implementation of e-government
initiatives in both developed and developing countries. Studies on e-government, however, have
suggested that developing countries are more likely to be affected by these challenges than
developed countries and this can be seen from the high failure rate of e-government in
developing countries (Dada, 2006; Heeks, 2003; Ndou, 2004). In his study of e-government in
developing countries, Heeks (2003) found that the rate of the failure of e-government
implementation in developing countries was very high with 35% total failure and 50% partial
failures, and only 15% considered a success.
Total failure occurs when “the initiative was never implemented or was implemented but
immediately abandoned” (Heeks, 2003, p.2). Partial failure, on the other hand, occurs when “the
major goals for the initiative were not attained and/or there were significant undesired outcomes”
(Heeks, 2003, p.2). Nevertheless, this is not to say that all e-government projects in developed
countries are successful. Indeed, similar to developing countries, developed countries also
experience a degree of e-government failure though less than developing countries (Chen et al.,
2006). Indeed, 20%-25% of e-government projects in developed countries are considered as a
total failure and 33% are considered as partial failure (Heeks, 1999).
Therefore, identifying these challenges and overcoming them is an important first step for
successfully implementing e-government. That is why e-government practitioners have argued
that the first step towards implementing e-government is to assess a society’s readiness to
participate in the information era also referred to as ‘e-readiness’ (Bui et al., 2003). Zaied et al.
(2007, p.77) define e-readiness as “the degree to which a community is prepared to participate in
the information age”. Bui et al. (2003, p.5) define e-readiness as “the aptitude of an economy to
use information and communications technologies to migrate traditional businesses into the new
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economy”. According Bui et al. (2003) there are eight factors that determine the e-readiness of a
society namely, knowledgeable citizens, skilled workforce, strong economy, digital
infrastructure, industry competitiveness, culture, ability and willingness to invest, and cost of
living.
Nevertheless, overcoming the aforementioned challenges and putting e-government initiatives
into action is not the end of the story. Like any other technology, for e-government initiatives to
realize their anticipated benefits they must be accepted by their potential users; citizens in this
case (Carter & Belanger, 2005). Without citizens’ acceptance and continued use of e-government
services these services will fail to reap their intended goals. Low level citizen adoption of
e-government is regarded as an important challenge for its success which has equally affected
both developed and developing countries (Lin, 2011; Wang, 2002). According to Sahraoui
(2005) even the UK, one of the top 10 countries in e-government performance which provides
almost 100% of its government services online, recorded only 20% usage level. Carter and
Belanger (2005, p.6) stated that “the success and acceptance of e-government initiatives, such as
online voting and licence renewal, are contingent upon citizens’ willingness to adopt these
services”.
Citizens’ acceptance of e-government services plays a significant role in the success of
e-government because the use of e-government services is voluntary and despite the availability
of e-government services, government agencies cannot shut their doors on citizens and they must
continue providing the traditional paper-based processes (Basu, 2004). Thus, if citizens reject the
substitution of e-government with traditional methods of communicating with government, the
intended goals of e-government will not be attained no matter how well-developed e-government
initiatives are (Carter & Belanger, 2005; Tung & Rieck, 2005). Belanger and Carter (2008,
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p.165) stated that “despite the governments’ growing investment in electronic services, citizens
are still more likely to use traditional methods, e.g., phone calls or in-person visits, than the Web
to interact with the government”. Thus, having e-government services readily available does not
guarantee that they would be accepted and used by citizens (Featherman & Pavlou, 2003).
Vassilakis et al. (2005) stated that “governments tend to be slow in releasing new services, and
citizens often prefer to conduct business with the government through paper forms and physical
presence, rather than using online methods”. Therefore, understanding citizens’ perception
towards e-government services is a significant issue that government authorities must consider
when developing e-government services if they wish to prevent failure.
Overall, it can be seen that understanding citizens’ adoption behaviour is a crucial part of
e-government success in both developed and developing countries. Consequently, the current
study was conducted to address this problem in the Kurdistan region. The government of
Kurdistan has planned to develop its e-government initiatives. However, citizens’ perceptions
towards e-government services have not yet been explored. Thus, the current study was the first
to address e-government adoption in the region from the citizens’ point of view. A review of the
existing e-government studies is provided in Chapter 3.

E-government Adoption Definition
The concept of government-to-citizens (G2C) e-government adoption, which is the focus of the
current study, has been defined differently by various researchers (Kumar et al., 2007). Some
have described it as the ‘intention’ (Carter & Belanger, 2005), and some others have described it
as the ‘willingness’ (Gilbert et al., 2004) to use e-government services. Kumar et al. (2007, p.69)
described e-government adoption as “a simple decision of using, or not using, online services”.
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Consistently, e-government adoption, for the purpose of the current study, is defined as citizens’
intention/willingness to use government websites for informational and transactional purposes.
Note that willingness and intentions are used interchangeably in this study. The reason for
measuring intention and not actual usage was because e-government in Kurdistan is new and is
in its infancy and participants were believed to have no experience with e-government services.
Therefore, this study was conducted to discover whether citizens in Kurdistan are willing to
adopt e-government services when they become available. However, this does not undermine the
reliability of the results because studies have shown that intention to use is a strong predictor of
actual usage suggesting that those who have the intention to use are likely to actually use (Ajzen,
1991; Belanger & Carter, 2008; Chau & Hu, 2001; Chu et al., 2004; Venkatesh et al., 2003).

Two Streams of E-government Studies
Based on the fact that public services are provided to the public (customers) by the government
(Supplier), Reddick (2005) categorized the e-government literature into two streams; supply side
and the demand side. The supply side perspective includes those studies that investigate
e-government from the perspective of the provider of the services to intended consumers at
different levels (Reddick, 2005). Studies in this stream are conducted with the objective of
identifying the factors that influence e-government adoption by government organizations
(Ciborra & Navarra, 2005; Holden et al., 2003; Moon, 2002). For instance, resistance to change,
IT infrastructure, financial resources, and skilled personnel are some of the factors that the
literature suggests are significant determinants of e-government adoption by government
organizations (Reddick, 2005).
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The second stream, on the other hand, consists of studies that have investigated e-government
adoption from the perspective of the users of these services, mainly citizens (Reddick, 2005).
These studies mainly investigated the factors that might influence citizens’ adoption of
e-government services (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Carter & Belanger, 2005; Fu et al., 2006;
Gilbert et al., 2004). Since the objective of the current study was to investigate the adoption of
e-government services by citizens, this study fell within the demand category, and thus only the
literature in this stream was reviewed to identify the factors that e-government researchers in this
domain have proposed as important determinants of e-government adoption. This literature
review is discussed in the next chapter. The next section provides information about the
development of e-government in Arab countries in general and the Kurdistan region in particular.

E-government in Arab countries and the Kurdistan region
In 2009 Chatfield and Alhujran conducted a study to investigate the state of e-government
development in Arab countries. The study compared 16 Arab nations using cross-country
comparisons of e-government websites and portals. The authors proposed that Arab countries
could be classified into three groups based on their e-government capabilities. The first group is
Arab e-government leaders that have e-government portals and provide payment transaction
capabilities to their users. United Arab Emirates (UAE), Bahrain and Qatar are in this group. The
second group is e-government up-and-comers which include the majority of Arab countries.
Countries in this cluster have a clear set of strategies for their ICT and e-government with a
committed leadership to provide e-services to their citizens. E-government laggards are the last
group which includes Sudan, Yemen, and Iraq. Transactional e-government services are not
developed in these countries, and they offer limited informational services.
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Arab countries have taken serious steps in developing their online services to benefit from the
potential gains with the hope that e-government will help them to promote transparency and
accountability, and at the same time contribute to improving competitiveness (Basu, 2004). One
of the most common problems that businesses and citizens face in Arab countries is the
complexity of government formalities and paperwork and the routine that is experienced in
government departments. Arab countries would not be successful without implementation of
initiatives that would simplify these processes for businesses and citizens. E-government
initiatives have proliferated in developing countries, and particularly in the Arab world (Ndou,
2004). This can be seen from the United Nations’ (UN) e-government survey in 2008, 2010 and
2012 (www.unpan.org/e-government). Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 present the top 20 countries in the
world in 2008, 2010 and 2012 in terms of their e-government development index. According to
the United Nations Public Administration Network (UNPAN), the e-government development
index is a scale used to measure,
“capacity and willingness of countries to use e-government for ICT-led development which
incorporates the access characteristics, such as the infrastructure and educational levels, to reflect
how a country is using information technologies to promote access and inclusion of its people.
The measurement of e-government is an assessment of a state’s use of Internet and the World
Wide Web (WWW) for provision of information, products and services; plus the level of
telecommunication

and

human

capital

infrastructure

development

in

a

county

(http://www.unpan.org/egovkb/global_reports/08report.htm).

Table 2.1 shows that in 2008 not a single Arab country had made it to the top 20 global
e-government ranking. However, in the 2010 survey, Bahrain made it to number 13 in the top 20
countries in e-government development (Table 2.2). Despite this progress, in the 2012 ranking
(Table 2.3) Bahrain lost its position in the top 20 countries and no other Arab country made it to
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the top either. This shows that, as discussed previously, developed countries have been more
successful in implementing e-government compared to developing and particularly Arab
countries. Table 2.4 shows that Iraq was the second last country amongst the Western Asia
countries for the years 2008, 2010 and 2012. However, the table shows that Iraq moved from
ranking 151 in the world in 2008 to 136 in 2010 which shows that Iraq as a whole has made
significant progress towards implementing e-government. However, in the 2012 ranking Iraq’s
position fell by one to rank 137 in the world which suggests that Iraq did not make significant
progress between 2010 and 2012.
Table 2.1: Top 20 countries in e-government in 2008 (United Nations, 2008)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country
Sweden
Denmark
Norway
United States
Netherlands
Republic of Korea
Canada
Australia
France
United Kingdom
Japan
Switzerland
Estonia
Luxembourg
Finland
Austria
Israel
New Zealand
Ireland
Spain

E-government development index (2008)
0.9157
0.9134
0.8921
0.8644
0.8631
0.8317
0.8172
0.8108
0.8038
0.7872
0.7703
0.7626
0.7600
0.7512
0.7488
0.7428
0.7393
0.7392
0.7296
0.7228
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Table 2.2: Top 20 countries in e-government in 2010 (United Nations, 2010)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country
Republic of Korea
United States
Canada
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Norway
Denmark
Australia
Spain
France
Singapore
Sweden
Bahrain
New Zealand
Germany
Belgium
Japan
Switzerland
Finland
Estonia

E-government development index value (2010)
0.8785
0.8510
0.8448
0.8147
0.8097
0.8020
0.7872
0.7863
0.7516
0.7510
0.7476
0.7474
0.7363
0.7311
0.7309
0.7225
0.7152
0.7136
0.6967
0.6965

Table 2.3: Top 20 countries in e-government in 2012 (United Nations, 2012)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country
Republic of Korea
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Denmark
United States
France
Sweden
Norway
Finland
Singapore
Canada
Australia
New Zealand
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Israel
Germany
Japan
Luxembourg
Estonia

E-government development index (2012)
0.9283
0.9125
0.8960
0.8889
0.8687
0.8635
0.8599
0.8593
0.8505
0.8474
0.8430
0.8390
0.8381
0.8264
0.8134
0.8100
0.8079
0.8019
0.8014
0.7987
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Table 2.4: E-government development in western Asia 2008-2010-2012 (United Nations, 2008, 2010,
2012)
Country

Bahrain
Israel
Cyprus
United Arab
Emirates
Kuwait
Jordan
Saudi Arabia
Qatar
Turkey
Oman
Azerbaijan
Lebanon
Georgia
Armenia
Syrian Arab republic
Iraq
Yemen
Region
World

2008
Development
Index

2008
World
Ranking

2010
Development
Index

2010
World
Ranking

2012
Development
Index

2012
World
Ranking

0.5723
0.6903
0.5872
0.5718

42
17
35
32

0.7363
0.6552
0.5705
0.5349

13
26
42
49

0.6946
0.8100
0.6508
0.7344

36
16
45
28

0.4431
0.4639
0.4105
0.4895
0.4960
0.3405
0.3773
0.4560
0.4034
0.3625
0.2871
0.3334
0.2125
0.4384
0.4267

57
50
70
53
76
84
89
74
90
103
119
151
164
-

0.5290
0.5278
0.5142
0.4928
0.4780
0.4576
0.4571
0.4388
0.4248
0.4025
0.3103
0.2996
0.2154
0.4857
0.4514

50
51
58
62
69
82
83
93
100
110
133
136
164
-

0.5960
0.4884
0.6658
0.6405
0.5281
0.5944
0.4984
0.5139
0.5563
0.4997
0.3705
0.3409
0.2472
0.5547
0.4882

63
98
41
48
80
64
96
87
72
94
128
137
167
-

Overall, it can be seen that Arab countries including Iraq have significantly improved their
e-government initiatives over the past few years. However, despite these efforts, e-government is
still in its infancy in many Arab countries and lags behind developed countries (AlAwadhi &
Morris, 2009). Although no data were available regarding the current status of e-government in
Kurdistan, an overview of the government websites revealed that, similar to other parts of Iraq,
e-government in Kurdistan is also in its early stages, and seems to be developing according to the
e-government models discussed earlier. That is, the majority of government agencies in the
region have launched their websites which provide sufficient amount of information to citizens.
Some of these websites also provide downloadable forms as well as online polling options.
However, government agencies have not yet reached the transactional stage, although some
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agencies such as the Ministry of Higher Education have offered a few online transaction services
such as application for higher degree courses. Moreover, government agencies have not yet
integrated electronically, neither vertically nor horizontally.

Therefore, since e-government is still in the informational stage it is important to understand
citizens’ perceptions towards e-government services before advancing to higher stages in order
to incorporate citizens’ perceptions in the design and development of these services which could
then increase citizens’ acceptance. The outcomes of the current study would provide valuable
information for government agencies in Kurdistan which are still in their infancy. The outcomes
of the current study will indicate which type of e-government services citizens are willing to
adopt and what factors are important in increasing their intentions to adopt e-government
services. This would enable government to more accurately understand what factors to consider
when promoting their informational and transactional services in order to increase citizens’
acceptance.

Chapter Summary
The review of e-government definitions and its maturity models revealed that e-government
services can be categorized into informational and transactional, and that informational
e-government is the first to be introduced in the e-government development cycle. The chapter
also revealed that despite the increase in governments’ desire to implement e-government, low
level citizens’ adoption of e-government services continues to be an important challenge in both
developed and developing countries. Consequently, researchers have tried to understand citizens’
adoption behaviour and to identify the factors that could encourage them to accept e-government
services. However, an important thing that has been missing in the majority of e-government
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studies is distinguishing between informational and transactional e-government despite the fact
that these two services are different and that e-government practitioners have argued that citizens
are more willing to use informational e-government.
Finally, the chapter also showed that Arab countries in general and Iraq in particular have taken
significant steps towards developing their e-government services. However, despite the
progresses achieved, e-government is still in the early stages of development in most of these
countries and Kurdistan alike. The next chapter reviews the models and theories that have been
developed to predict technology adoption as well as the literature in e-government adoption to
identify the important constructs that have been proposed by the literature to be significantly
associated with citizens’ intentions to adopt e-government services. This would enable the
researcher to develop the research model for the current study.
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Chapter 3: Technology Acceptance Theories & Models
This chapter critically reviews the existing theories and models in technology adoption that have
been developed by researchers from the psychology, sociology and human behaviour domains to
predict user acceptance of new technologies, and evaluates them in terms of their strengths and
weaknesses. The chapter then presents the review of the literature in e-government adoption, to
identify the key determinants of e-government adoption.

Overview of Technology Adoption Models
In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that low level acceptance of e-government by citizens
is a serious challenge which can prevent it from reaching its potential. Low level user
acceptance, however, is not a new topic and it has been around for decades since the introduction
of information technologies (IT) and information systems (IS) particularly computers. Since the
1980; government organizations have invested extensively in these technologies to improve
productivity (Venkatesh et al., 2003). However, low level user acceptance has always been an
impediment to their success. Consequently, researchers from various disciplines over the years
have tried to understand what factors encourage users to accept a new technology resulting in the
emergence of multiple theoretical models originating in sociology, psychology and human
behaviour (Venkatesh et al., 2003). These models, however, have also been extensively used by
e-government researchers to explain user acceptance of e-government services.
Innovation Diffusion Theory was developed by Rogers (1962) and originated from sociology.
The Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and its extensions; Theory of Planned
Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991) and Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour (Taylor & Todd,
1995a), and the Motivational Model (Deci, 1971) were contributed from psychology. The
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Technology Acceptance Model was developed by Davis (1989) to explain the adoption of
information technology in the workplace and was later extended to the Technology Acceptance
Model 2 (Vankatesh & Davis, 2000). The Model of PC Utilization (Triandis, 1971) and Social
Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986) were both contributed from the human behaviour discipline.
Finally, the Unified Theory of Technology Acceptance and Use (Venkatesh et al., 2003) was
developed by integrating the significant constructs from these models. These models are
explained below in detail.
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT)
Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) is one of the well-established theories in explaining users’
adoption behaviour in various domains (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Rogers developed the model in
1962. The theory explains the innovation decision process, factors that influence the rate of
adoption, and divides adopters into different categories. Innovation was defined by Rogers
(1983, p.11) as “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit
of adoption”. He also defined diffusion as “the process by which an innovation is communicated
through certain channels over time among the members of a social system” (Rogers, 2003, p.5).
The model suggests that an individual must go through five stages before making a decision on
whether to adopt or reject an innovation. The first stage is the knowledge or awareness stage in
which, as the name suggests, an individual becomes aware of an innovation’s existence and
learns what the innovation is and how it works. Persuasion is the second stage in the adoption
process in which a person forms a positive or negative attitude towards an innovation (Rogers,
2003). It is in this stage that potential users start evaluating the expected outcomes of the
innovation and its related risks, ending in forming a favourable or unfavourable attitude towards
the innovation. However, neither positive nor negative attitude will lead to a direct or indirect
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adoption or rejection of that innovation. At this stage, sometimes they may seek information
from their peers to reduce the level of uncertainty that comes with the new idea.
Once the individual has formed an attitude towards an innovation, he/she will go through a
Decision stage in which he/she must decide whether to adopt or reject the innovation. In this
stage, the potential adopter puts more effort into collecting information that would assist him/her
to make a decision. Rogers (2003, p.177) defined adoption as “a decision to make full use of an
innovation as the best course of action available”. He also defined rejection as “a decision not to
adopt an innovation” (2003, p.177).
Up to this stage, the individual has been engaged in mental information processing and
decision-making, but now he/she must put the innovation to use, which takes him/her to the
implementation stage. Once the innovation has been accepted by adopters, problems may emerge
as to how to use it, in these situations change agents can be a reliable source for providing
information and technical assistance.
Although individuals who have gone through the implementation stage have decided to use the
innovation, they will continue seeking information about the innovation in order to ensure that
they have made the right decision. This stage is labelled confirmation. It is at this stage that those
individuals who have decided not to use the innovation might adopt the innovation as a result of
being exposed to positive messages about the innovation. Conversely, those who have already
adopted the innovation might decide not to use it anymore due to being exposed to conflicting
information. “Discontinuance is a decision to reject an innovation after having previously
adopted it” (Rogers, 2003, p.190).
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In his model, Rogers claimed that five characteristics of an innovation affect individuals’
decisions of whether to adopt or reject the innovation. These characteristics are especially
important in the persuasion stage where individuals form an attitude toward the innovation. The
first attribute is relative advantage defined as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as
being better than the idea it supersedes” (Rogers, 2003, p.229). Compatibility is the second
characteristic which is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent
with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters” ( Rogers, 2003, p.15).
Compatibility is believed to decrease the degree of uncertainty for potential adopters, thus
increasing the rate of adoption.
The third characteristic is complexity which is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is
perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use” (Rogers, 2003, p.15). Unlike the two
previous attributes that positively influenced adoption, complexity is argued to negatively
correlate with the adoption rate. Thus, an innovation which is perceived by its potential users to
be difficult to implement, will negatively influence their attitudes, and thus is more likely to be
rejected. The fourth characteristic is trialability which is “the degree to which an innovation may
be experimented with on a limited basis” (Rogers, 2003, p.16). Thus, an innovation which is
more tried is more likely to be adopted. Trialability of an innovation is important in reducing the
degree of uncertainty about the innovation which can positively influence its rate of adoption.
The last characteristic is observability, which is “the degree to which the results of an innovation
are visible to others” (Rogers, 2003, p.16). This characteristic enables the results of innovation to
be communicated among members of a social system resulting in decreasing uncertainty among
members and is also positively correlated with the rate of adoption. Figure 3.1 demonstrates
various stages of the adoption and their related characteristics.
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Prior conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Previous practice
Felt needs/problems
Innovativeness
Norms of the social systems

Communication channels

I. Knowledge

II. Persuasion

Characteristics of
the decision making
unit:

Perceived
characteristics of
the innovation:

1.

1.

2.
3.

Socio-economic
characteristics
Personality
variables
Communication
behaviour

2.
3.
4.
5.

III. Decision

IV. Implementation

Adoption

Relative
advantage
Compatibility
Complexity
Trialability
Observability

V. Confirmation

Continued adoption
Later adoption
Discontinuance

Rejection

Continued rejection

Figure 3.1: A model of stages in the innovation-decision process (Rogers, 2003)

The Innovation Diffusion Theory was reviewed and expanded by Moore and Benbasat in 1991,
and two more constructs were added to Rogers’ five innovation attributes. The first construct
was image which is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived to enhance one’s
image or status in one’s social system” (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p.195). The second construct
was voluntariness of use which is defined as “the degree to which the use of innovation is
perceived as being voluntary or of free will” (Moore & Benbasat, 1991, p.195). Moore and
Benbasat (1991) argued that both constructs positively influence individuals’ attitudes toward
innovation. When individuals perceive that adoption of an innovation will enhance their image
and status in their social system, they are more likely to adopt such technology. It is worth
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mentioning that, according to Moore and Benbasat (1991), it is not the actual voluntariness of
use that influences individuals’ behaviour, but in fact perception of voluntariness. The authors
found support for the predictive validity of the innovation characteristics of IDT.
The Innovation Diffusion Theory seeks to predict the likely rate of adoption of an innovation
through identification of the determining factors as well as categorizing the adopters. However,
critics of the theory pointed to its inability to clarify how attitude turns into acceptance or
rejection decisions, and the role that innovation characteristics play in this scenario (Chen et al.,
2002; Karahanna et al., 1999).
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
The Theory of Reasoned Action was developed in 1975 by Fishbein and Ajzen and asserts that
behaviour is determined by behavioural intention to undertake the behaviour. This model was
drawn from social psychology and has been extensively applied to explain and predict behaviour
across many domains (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The theory (Figure 3.2) is built upon the belief
that individuals’ behaviour is best predicted by their behavioural intention (BI) which, in turn, is
determined by their Attitude (A) towards performing the behaviour and Subjective Norms (SN)
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).
Attitude itself is formulated by a person’s belief about the consequences of undertaking a
specific behaviour as well as the person’s evaluation of the perceived consequences of the
behaviour (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Davis et al., 1989). Thus, if a person believes that
performing a particular behaviour will generate positive outcomes, his/her attitude will be
positive towards the behaviour. On the other hand, a negative belief regarding the outcomes of a
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given behaviour will result in having negative attitudes towards that behaviour (Anandarajan et
al., 2000).
A subjective norm is a person’s belief about whether important people around him/her think that
he/she should or should not perform a given behaviour (Davis et al., 1989; Fishbein & Ajzen,
1975). The significance of this component in determining attitude depends on how important the
referent individuals or groups are to the person (Mathieson, 1991). If the person believes that the
majority of those important individuals and groups think that he/she must carry out the
behaviour, this would increase his/her perception about the social pressure which would in turn
increase the motivation to perform the behaviour. However, if the person believes that the
majority of individuals and groups think he/she should not carry out the behaviour, this would
increase the social pressure not to perform the behaviour therefore decreasing his/her motivation
to execute the behaviour. In this regard, Venkatesh and Davis (2000) argued that some
individuals may decide to perform the behaviour without considering either their own intention
regarding the behaviour or the consequences following the behaviour, and just because they
believe that those who are important to them think they should perform the behaviour.
Although the TRA has been widely used in social psychology, it has received criticism for its
limited explanation of behaviour that is not under the individuals’ control (Ajzen, 1991; Ozer &
Yilmaz, 2011). The theory assumes that behaviour is always under one’s control but fails to
explain any behaviour that is not under a person’s control and is not consciously thought out
beforehand (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen, 2002; Davis et al., 1989).
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Figure 3.2: Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975)

Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)
The Theory of Planned Behaviour was proposed by Ajzen (1985) to overcome the weaknesses of
the Theory of Reasoned Action. Therefore, TPB (Figure 3.3) is an extension of the theory of
reasoned action and so, similar to the original theory, proposes that an individual’s performance
of a specified behaviour is the result of his or her behavioural intention towards that behaviour
(Ajzen, 1985; Ajzen, 1991; Ramayah et al., 2009). However, unlike its origin (theory of
reasoned action), TPB does not assume that the behaviour is always under an individual’s
volitional control (Ajzen, 1991).
For this reason, Ajzen (1985) revised TRA and expanded it by adding a new construct- Perceived
Behavioural Control (PBC) - as a third variable that can influence the intention to perform a
particular behaviour. PBC is defined as “an individual perception of the presence or absence of
requisite resources and opportunities” (Ajzen and Madden, 1986, p.457) necessary to carry out
the specific behaviour. This new determinant of intention applies to situations where individuals
have no control over their behaviour and lack the resources required to perform the behaviour
(Chau & Hu 2002; Ramayah et al., 2009; Taylor & Todd 1995a).
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According to PBC, the degree to which an individual will perform a particular behaviour
depends on the availability of the resources required to perform the behaviour such as time,
money, and skills (Ajzen, 1991; Mathieson 1991). The basic assumption is that, when two
individuals have the intention to undertake a specific behaviour, the individual who possesses the
necessary resources is more likely than the other (who does not possess such resources) to
perform the behaviour (Ajzen 1991, 2002). Thus, one might describe the PBC as the availability
of facilitating or impeding factors to perform the behaviour (Mathieson 1991).
There are two beliefs that form PBC; Control Beliefs (CB) and Perceived Facilitation (PF). CB is
defined as an individual’s perception of whether he/she believes that the resources that are
necessary to perform the behaviour are available (Mathieson, 1991). PF, on the other hand, is an
individual’s perception about the importance of the available resources in achieving the expected
outcomes (Ajzen 1988, 2002: Mathieson, 1991; Ozer & Yilmaz, 2011).
It is worth mentioning that the significance of PBC in influencing behaviour may vary across
situations (Ajzen, 1991). For instance, in situations where people have complete control over
their behaviour, PBC will have little or no influence on the intention to perform behaviour.
However, PBC becomes a significant predictor of behaviour in situations where people have no
control over their behaviour. (Ajzen 1991; Ajzen & Madden, 1986; Ramayah et al., 2009). TPB
has been successful in predicting and explaining users’ acceptance of a variety of technologies,
particularly information technology (Hung et al., 2006).
Although the integration of the new construct increased the explanatory power of the model, the
model still had a number of limitations. One of the main limitations of the theory of planned
behaviour (TPB) according to Taylor and Todd (1995a) is that this model, and its original theory
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of reasoned action (TRA), require individuals to be motivated to undertake a specific behaviour,
and this assumption might cause problems when consumer adoption behaviour is being studied.
Moreover, the TPB integrated PBC as a response to the TRA’s limitation in explaining
behaviour that is beyond an individual’s control. However, the theory does not specify what
factors exactly contribute in predicting PBC. To make up for this limitation, Taylor and Todd
(1995a) revised the model and developed the decomposed theory of planned behaviour (DTPB)
which specifies the factors that can formulate behaviour. This theory is explained next.
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Figure 3.3: Theory of Planned Behaviour (Taylor & Todd, 1995a, p.146)

Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour (DTPB)
In 1995, Taylor and Todd introduced an alternative version of the theory of planned behaviour
called the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour. In this model, the authors decomposed
attitude belief, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control into ‘multi-dimensional’
constructs (Figure 3.4). However, similar to original TPB, this model asserts that behavioural
intention is the primary determinant of behaviour. Taylor and Todd (1995a) argued that this
decomposition has some advantages over the previous theory of planned behaviour. For instance,
decomposition makes clearer the relationship between those beliefs and provides a way to better
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understand these relationships. Additionally, decomposing beliefs into specific dimensions
enables the researchers to more specifically point out the factors that influence adoption and use.
In the DTPB, attitude towards use is decomposed into three constructs: perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and compatibility (Taylor & Todd, 1995a). The relationship between
compatibility and attitude follows the path specified by the Innovation Diffusion Theory
described earlier (Rogers, 1995).
Normative beliefs were also decomposed into peer influence and superior influence (Taylor &
Todd, 1995a). The reason for decomposing normative belief into these two constructs, according
to Taylor and Todd (1995a), is because people in different referent groups may have different
opinions towards technology. For example, a potential adopter’s peers may resist the adoption of
a particular technology because they believe that it requires the existing work processes to be
changed significantly, therefore requiring more effort. On the other hand, a potential adopter’s
superiors may encourage the adoption and implementation of such technology as they believe it
will develop productivity, and will generate more benefits. According to Taylor and Todd, in
such situations, under the traditional TPB model, the effect of subjective norms on intention may
not be clear and visible as these two would cancel each other out, therefore, it is important to
decompose normative belief into two different constructs in order to clearly identify the effect of
each construct on attitude (Taylor & Todd 1995a).
In addition, perceived behavioural control was decomposed into two different constructs;
self-efficacy and facilitating conditions. Self-efficacy, in the IT domain, measures an individual’s
perception about his/her ability to perform a task. Taylor and Todd (1995a) claimed that an
increase in the levels of self-efficacy will positively increase individuals’ behavioural intention
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and usage of IT. Facilitating conditions, on the other hand, were believed to have two different
underlying dimensions. The first dimension was related to resource factors such as time and
money (resource facilitating conditions), and the second dimension was related to technological
issues (technology facilitating conditions) that may limit usage (Taylor & Todd, 1995a, p.153).
Taylor and Todd claimed that individuals are less likely to have the intention to use an IT if these
two conditions are not available. Thus, the lack of resource facilitating conditions and
technology facilitating conditions would negatively influence the intention to adopt and use IT.
However, Taylor and Todd (1995a) explained that this was not to say that the availability of the
facilitating resources will always encourage individuals to adopt and use technology.
In comparing the TPB and DTPB, Taylor and Todd (1995a) argued that although the
decomposition has increased the complexity of the model, it had also increased the explanatory
power of the model which provides better “diagnostic value” (p.169). The authors argued that,
the decomposition of the constructs enables designers of new technologies to understand more
specifically what factors influence individuals’ intentions to adopt a new technology. Therefore,
the authors claimed that the decomposed TPB is superior to the original model.
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Figure 3.4: Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour (Taylor & Todd, 1995a, p.146)

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
The Technology Acceptance Model was introduced by Davis (1986), and is an extension and
adaptation of the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), particularly developed to predict user
acceptance of information systems in organizations (Davis, 1989; Davis et al., 1989;
Schneberger et al., 2007). The goal of TAM was “to provide an explanation of the determinants
of computer acceptance that is general, capable of explaining user behaviour across a broad
range of end-user computing technologies and user populations, while at the same time being
both parsimonious and theoretically justified” (Davis et al., 1989, p.985). Therefore, the key
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purpose of TAM is to provide a basis for understanding how internal beliefs, attitudes and
intentions are affected by external factors.
TAM asserts that Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) are the primary
factors influencing computer acceptance behaviour (Figure 3.5). PU is defined as the
“prospective user’s subjective probability that using a specific application system will increase
his or her job performance within an organizational context” (Davis et al., 1989, p.985). PEOU,
on the other hand, refers to “the degree to which the prospective user expects the target system to
be free of effort” (Davis et al., 1989, 985). Similar to TRA, TAM theorises that behavioural
intention (BI) is the core determinant of actual usage. However, in TAM the relation differs in
that unlike TRA, BI is determined by individuals’ attitudes (A) towards using the system (Taylor
& Todd, 1995a; Venkatesh & Bala, 2008).
Therefore, TAM is also a special case of TRA. However, it differs from TRA in several ways
(Taylor & Todd, 1995a). The first difference between TAM and TRA is the exclusion of
subjective norms from the model. TAM argues that subjective norms are a context-driven
construct which was found to be not significant when validating TAM in empirical work (Dillon
& Morris, 1996). Davis et al. (1989) argued that when the technology is of personal or individual
nature people’s intentions to use it would not be influenced by social influences.
Another difference between TAM and TRA is that it violates the assumption proposed by TRA
which claims that beliefs influence intention only through their impact on attitude, and posits that
PU can directly influence behavioural intention (Dillon & Morris, 1996; Taylor & Todd, 1995a).
According to Davis et al. (1989) the reason for making this assumption is that sometimes people
in the work environment may have the intention to use a technology because they believe that it
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will be useful in increasing their job performance even though they may have a negative attitude
towards that technology. For instance, an employee may not have a positive attitude towards a
new technology, but still decide to use it because he/she believes that it will enhance his/her job
performance (Davis et al., 1989; Venkatesh, 2000).
According to Davis et al. (1989) there are other factors that are not included in TAM but are
likely to influence intentions and usage through their impact on perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness. These include factors such as system design characteristics,
documentation, training, support and the characteristics of the decision maker (Davis et al.,
1989). Moreover, TAM also suggests that perceived usefulness can be influenced by perceived
ease of use as people may perceive those technologies that are easy to use to be more useful
(Davis et al., 1989; Venkatesh, 2000). Empirical studies have found that TAM has been
successful in explaining the variance in usage intentions and behaviour and its power is not
limited to specific time, settings, populations, or technologies and TAM is favoured by
researchers over other alternative models such as TRA and TPB (Hashim, 2008; Schneberger et
al., 2007; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
Since its introduction, TAM has become a well-established and parsimonious model in
explaining and predicting acceptance behaviour of new technologies, and empirical evidence has
shown that TAM is capable of explaining a large proportion of variance in intention to use
(almost 40%) (Chau, 1996; Hu, 1999; Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Venkatesh & Bala, 2008).
However, the model is not without limitations. One of the major areas that TAM has been
criticized for is its assumption that self-reported usage can be reflective of actual usage (Lee et
al., 2003). Another shortcoming of TAM has been related to the inconsistent relationships
between its constructs from studies to another; in some studies for example, perceived ease of
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use (PEOU) has been found significant in affecting perceived usefulness (PU) and attitude
whereas in other studies it has been found non-significant. The reason though has been attributed
to the type of users being investigated or their experience. That is, the more experienced people
are, the less is the effect of PEOU (Lee et al., 2003). Moreover, TAM has also been criticised for
ignoring the role of social factors in influencing technology adoption (Fu et al., 2006; Mathieson,
1991). According to Lee et al. (2003) in most studies TAM has relied on only a single
information system or single subject such as one organization, one department or MBA students.
Finally, TAM has also been criticised for not specifying the factors that determine its core
constructs; perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use (Gefen & Keil, 1998). In this regard,
Venkatesh and Davis (2000, p.187), state that “a better understanding of the determinants of
perceived usefulness would enable us to design organizational interventions that would increase
user acceptance and usage of new systems”. In an attempt to overcome these limitations TAM2
was developed by Venkatesh and Davis (2000). This model is described in the following section.
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Figure 3.5: Technology Acceptance Model (Davis et al., 1989, p.985)
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Extension of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM2)
The goal of TAM2 was to identify the determinants of perceived usefulness and usage intention,
and to identify the changes in the effects of these determinants with increase in users’ experience
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). TAM2 integrated several additional constructs as determinants of
perceived usefulness which are categorized into two groups: social influence processes
(Subjective norm, voluntariness, image) and cognitive instrumental processes (job relevance,
output quality, result demonstrability, and perceived ease of use) (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000)
(Figure 3.6). TAM2 was tested by conducting four longitudinal field studies which spanned a
range of industries, organizational contexts, functional areas, and types of system being
introduced (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
TAM2 posits that there are three social influence mechanisms that are effective in understanding
the social influence process namely, compliance, internalization, and identification (Venkatesh &
Davis, 2000, p.189). Compliance is a “situation in which an individual performs behaviour in
order to attain certain rewards or avoid punishment” (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008, p.277).
Identification “refers to an individual’s belief that performing behaviour will elevate his or her
social status within a referent group because important referents believe the behaviour should be
performed” (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008, p.277). Internalization “refers to the process by which,
when one perceives that an important referent thinks one should use a system, one incorporates
the referent’s belief into one’s own belief structure” (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008, p.277). According
to TAM2, subjective norms (SN) will have a positive influence on perceived usefulness through
the process of internalization whereas the positive influence of image on perceived usefulness
will be through identification (Venkatesh & Bala, 2008).
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TAM2 also posits that in addition to its indirect impact on intention through perceived
usefulness, subjective norms can have a direct impact on intention only for mandatory systems.
The model distinguishes between mandatory and voluntary settings and posits that voluntariness
can play a moderating role in the model through its impact on the relationship between
subjective norm and intention. Furthermore, the model posits that experience will moderate the
relationship between subjective norms (SN) and intentions as well as subjective norm and
perceived usefulness (PU). In this respect, the model suggests that SN will have a strong
influence on individuals’ intention only in mandatory settings and prior to implementing the
system or at the very early stages of usage when users have less experience (Venkatesh & Davis,
2000). However, as individuals gain more experience with the target system the relationship is
expected to weaken. This trend is expected to occur for the relationship between SN and PU.
As for the cognitive instrumental constructs, TAM2 theorizes that “people form perceived
usefulness judgements in part by cognitively comparing what a system is capable of doing with
what they need to get done in their job” (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000, p.190). For instance, in
regard to job relevance, a system is perceived to be useful if an individual perceives it to be
relevant to his/her job. As for output quality, TAM2 theorizes that a system’s usefulness is
determined based on an individual’s perception of how effective it is in performing the tasks that
it is designed for. In regard to result demonstrability which is defined by Moore and Benbasat
(1991, p.203) as the “tangibility of the results of using the innovation”, individuals are more
likely to perceive a system useful if they can observe the positive outcomes of using the system
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
TAM2 was tested using longitudinal data on four different systems at four organizations at three
points in time at each organization with two involving voluntary usage and two involving
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mandatory usage. The results of the analysis indicated that the determinants of perceived
usefulness explained 60% of the variance in this variable, and the model explained between 37%
and 52% of the variance in usage intentions, and both social influence processes (subjective
norm, voluntariness, and image) and cognitive instrumental processes (job relevance, output
quality, and perceived ease of use) were found to be significant in explaining acceptance
(Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
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Figure 3.6: Extension of the Technology Acceptance Model (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000, p.188)

TAM vs. TPB and DTPB
In 1991, Mathieson conducted a study to compare the technology adoption model (TAM) with
the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) and to test the validity of TAM. He found that both
models were quite successful in predicting the intention to use an information system (IS), but
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TAM was found to have empirical advantages over TPB in situations where the objective was to
measure attitudes towards using an information system. The constructs in TAM are said to be
measured the same way in every situation which provides general information, measuring the
constructs in TPB, however, is more difficult and requires pilot studies to be conducted in every
situation to identify the control variables and referent groups (Mathieson, 1991). Finally, TAM
was found to be easier to apply than TPB.
However, when compared with the Decomposed Theory of Plan Behaviour (DTPB), TAM losses
its superiority. Taylor and Todd (1995a) argue that DTPB had better fit and had 2% more
predictive power than TAM. However, they argued that this increase in predictive power had
resulted from the inclusion of seven new constructs which increased the complexity of the model
compared to TAM. They also argued that the decomposition enabled the researcher to better
understand the role that subjective norm and perceived behavioural control play in explaining
behavioural intention. In making a choice between the two models, Taylor and Todd (1995a,
p.170) stated that “Each model has clear strengths, if the sole goal is the prediction of usage, then
TAM might be preferable. However, the decomposed TPB provides a fuller understanding of
usage behaviour and intention and may provide more effective guidance to IT managers and
researchers interested in the study of system implementation”.
In another study Chau and Hu (2001) adapted TAM, TPB, and DTPB to understand individual
physicians’ usage of telemedicine technology. The results indicated that TAM, TPB, and DTPM
explained 40%, 32%, and 42% of the variance in physicians’ acceptance of telemedicine
technology respectively. This indicates that, consistent with Taylor and Todd (1995a) argument,
DTPB has more explanatory power compared to TAM, and TAM has better explanatory power
than TPB.
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Combined TAM and TPB (C-TAM-TPB)
One of the factors that differentiated TAM from TPB was that TAM did not consider the role of
social and control variables in determining the intention to use (Mathieson, 1991; Taylor &
Todd, 1995b). These factors have been identified by the literature to have significant influence
on IT usage behaviour (Mathieson, 1991; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Taylor & Todd, 1995a;
Thompson et al., 1991). To overcome this problem, Taylor and Todd (1995b) combined the two
models in an attempt to create a complete model that covers all the important determinants of IT
usage proposed by the two models. The new model was referred to as ‘augmented TAM’ or
‘combined TAM and TPB’ (Taylor & Todd, 1995b) (Figure 3.7).
Taylor and Todd (1995b) theorized that the magnitude of the relationship between the variables
in the model would differ according to users’ level of experience with technology. To test this
proposition the authors conducted a study among college students using a computer lab. The
participants in the study were divided into two groups; experienced and inexperienced users. It
was found that C-TAM/TPB was able to predict behavioural intention very strongly, accounting
for 60% of variance in behavioural intention for inexperienced and 43% for experienced users.
The findings suggested that the relationship between intention and behaviour was stronger for
experienced users. However, for inexperienced users, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control were better predictors of intention. In addition, perceived usefulness was also found to be
a strong antecedent of intention for the inexperienced group.
Taylor and Todd (1995b) argued that augmented TAM is a model that can be used to predict user
behaviour for both experienced and inexperienced users. In other words, this model has the
capability to predict usage behaviour not only for those who are familiar with the target
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technology and have used it in their life before, but also for those who have never used it, and
have no experience.
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Figure 3.7: Combined Technology Acceptance Model and Theory of Planned Behaviour (Taylor &
Todd, 1995b, p.562)

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
Social cognitive theory was developed by Bandura (1986) and is considered to be one of the
most influential theories of human behaviour (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The central idea on which
social cognitive theory is developed is that personal and environmental influences such as
personality, demographic and behaviour characteristics, social pressure and cognitive are all
reciprocally determined (Bandura, 1977, 1986). Bandura (1986) argued that there was a “triadic
reciprocality” between behaviour, environmental characteristics and cognitive factors. That is,
behaviour affects and is affected by the other two (environmental and cognitive) sets of factors
which means that these factors interactively determine each other (Bandura, 1986) (Figure 10).
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Figure 3.8: Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1986)

According to SCT, there are two cognitive forces that drive behaviour; outcome expectations and
self-efficacy. Outcome expectations posit that individuals who believe that performing a
particular behaviour will result in favourable outcomes are more likely to undertake such
behaviour (Bandura, 1986). This construct has been considered by other information systems
researchers, for example, the perceived usefulness construct in TAM reflects beliefs about
outcomes too (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). Self-efficacy, on the other hand, is about individuals’
beliefs in their ability to successfully undertake a given behaviour (Bandura, 1986) and has
received less attention by IS researchers compared to outcome expectations (Compeau &
Higgins, 1995).
Although there are many different dimensions in social cognitive theory, studies that have used
this theory to explain behaviours regarding IT usage have mainly focused on the role of
cognitive factors in determining individuals’ behaviour (Compeau & Higgins, 1995). Compeau
and Higgins (1995) applied and extended social cognitive theory to the context of computer
utilization. The authors argued that it was important to make a distinction between component
skills and the ability to undertake an action. They argued that self-efficacy was not just about
simple component skills such as formatting diskettes, but rather it was about one’s belief in
her/his ability in applying those skills to accomplish complex tasks. Three dimensions of
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self-efficacy have been introduced by Bandura (1986); however, Compeau et al. (1995) defined
these three dimensions within the context of IT. The first dimension is magnitude which refers to
“level of capability expected” (Compeau et al., 1995, p.192). This dimension can be measured in
terms of individuals’ belief in their ability to achieve difficult tasks, or in terms of the level of
support they need to achieve the task. Those who have a high level of magnitude, see themselves
as capable of performing difficult tasks (Compeau et al., 1995).
The second dimension of computer self-efficacy is strength which was defined as “the level of
conviction about the judgement, or the confidence an individual has regarding his or her ability
to perform” a task (Compeau et al., 1995, p.192). Individuals who possess higher levels of
self-efficacy will show greater confidence to carry out a difficult task. The last dimension is
generalizability which is defined as “the degree to which the judgement is limited to a particular
domain of activity”. That is, individuals with a high level of generalizability have stronger belief
in their ability to operate a variety of computer systems (Compeau et al., 1995, p.192).
Consistent with Bandura’s explanation of Social Cognitive Theory, Compeau et al. (1995)
integrated cognitive, environmental, and behavioural elements into their research model. It was
found that social cognitive theory was a useful model for explaining and predicting computer use
as well. Self-efficacy was found to have a significant role in forming people’s behaviours and
feelings. Overall, strong support was found for the model, and computer self-efficacy and
outcome expectations were found to be important factors in determining IT use (Compeau et al.,
1995).
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Figure 3.9: Social Cognitive Theory in the Context of Computer Usage (Compeau et al., 1995, p.194)

Model of PC Utilization (MPCU)
The Model of Personal Computer Utilization is largely driven from Triandis’s (1971) theory of
human behaviour. Thompson et al. (1991), however, adapted and refined the model and used it
to predict the acceptance of Personal Computers (PC). In the original model, Triandis (1971)
proposed that there were several factors that determine behaviour; attitude (what people would
like to do), social norms (what referent groups think people must do), habits (what they have
usually done), and perceived consequences of behaviour. In 1980 Triandis developed the model
and introduced a more comprehensive one. The model posits that behavioural intention is
determined by social factors, affect (feeling toward the behaviour), and perceived consequences.
Behaviour is then determined by habits and facilitating conditions (Triandis, 1980).
Thompson et al. (1991) adapted a subset of Triandis’s (1980) model and used it to test PC use.
Thus, they adapted social factors, affect, perceived consequences, and facilitating conditions
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(Figure 3.10). The authors excluded behavioural intention and habits from the model.
Behavioural intention was excluded because their objective was to measure actual usage. Habit
was excluded because “in the context of PC utilization, habits (i.e., previous use) have a
tautological relationship with current use” (Thompson et al., 1991, p.126). They also added
several new constructs; complexity, job fit and long term consequences.
The model was tested on workers who were familiar with personal computers and used them in
their jobs at a multinational manufacturing organization. The findings indicated that social
factors, complexity, job fit and long term consequences had a significant effect on PC use.
However, no evidence was found to indicate that affect and facilitating conditions had any
influence on PC use.
In order to further develop their model and increase its predictability, Thompson et al. revised it
in 1994 and extended it by considering the role that experience could have on PC usage
(Thompson et al., 1994). Experience was modelled to influence behaviour in two ways: (1) direct
and indirect influence on factors hypothesized in the earlier model and (2) moderating the
relation between those factors and utilization (Thompson et al., 1994). The later study rectified
the limitations that were found in the previous study. For instance, the sample in the new study
consisted of eight organizations in different industries compared to one organization in the
previous study.
In addition to providing support for the findings in the previous study, it was found that “the
direct influence of experience was both statistically and substantively significant” (Thompson et
al., 1994, p.181). A strong relationship was also discovered for the moderating effect of
experience on the relations between antecedent constructs (except job fit) and utilization.
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With respect to social factors, it was found that inexperienced users were more influenced by
social factors compared with experienced users. In addition, the influence of long-term
consequences was much stronger for experienced users. As for the influence of affect, it was
found that the more experience users gain, the less important becomes the influence of affect on
usage. Similar to the influence of affect, it was discovered that the influence of facilitating
conditions was less for experienced users than inexperienced users. However, no significant
differences were found between experienced and inexperienced users in terms of their beliefs
about job fit (Thompson et al., 1994).
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Figure 3.10: Model of PC Utilization (Thompson et al., 1991, p.131)
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Motivational Model (MM)
Motivation theory has been largely supported by researchers in psychology as an explanation for
behaviour (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Motivation theorists argue that there are two types of
motivations that may encourage a person to perform an act namely, intrinsic motivation and
extrinsic motivation (Calder & Staw, 1975; Deci, 1972, 1985; Pinder, 1976). Extrinsic
motivation is defined as “the performance of an activity because it is perceived to be
instrumental in achieving valued outcomes that are distinct from the activity itself, such as
improved job performance, pay, or promotions” (Davis et al., 1992, p.1112). Intrinsic
motivation, on the other hand, is defined as “the performance of an activity for no apparent
reinforcement other than the process of performing the activity per se” (Davis et al., 1992,
p.1112).
The motivational model has since been applied in various contexts. Davis et al. (1992) applied
the motivational model in the context of computer use in the work place in order to examine the
influence of these two constructs on computer usage behaviour. Perceived usefulness was used
as a measurement for extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation, on the other hand, was measured
in terms of how enjoyable users perceived computers to be. Two independent studies were
conducted. In the first study a word processing program, WriteOne, was used, and two IBM-PC
based graphics systems were used in the second study.
Davis et al. (1992) discovered that people’s perception about the usefulness of computers in
improving their job performance along with the amount of enjoyment they experience influenced
their intention to use computers in the workplace. However, the effect of enjoyment on intention
was less significant than usefulness. Therefore, strong support was found for the motivational
model. In addition, a positive interaction was found between usefulness and enjoyment
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suggesting that the effect of enjoyment on intention is greater in situations where users perceive
the computer system to be more useful. Therefore, the effect of enjoyment on acceptance
increases when the system is perceived to be useful, and the effect of enjoyment decreases when
the system is perceived to be not useful (Davis et al., 1992).
Intrinsic
motivation (IM)
Behavioural
intention

Extrinsic
motivation (EM)

Figure 3.11: Motivational Model

Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)
It can be seen from the above discussion that each of the existing models has its own strengths
and weaknesses and performs better in a specific context. As a result, it is difficult to prioritize a
model over others. In this regard, (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p.426) argued that “researchers are
confronted with a choice among a multitude of models and find that they must pick and choose
constructs across the models, or choose a favoured model and largely ignore the contribution
from alternative models”. To overcome this problem, Venkatesh et al. (2003) empirically
reviewed and compared the above models in an attempt to develop a unified model by
integrating the important constructs and developing a unified model which could be
representative of all the existing models (Figure 3.12).
The models were empirically compared based on longitudinal field studies conducted at four
organizations. Individuals at the target organizations were introduced to new technology in their
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workplace. The measurement was carried out at three different points in time: “post-training, one
month after implementation and three months after implementation, actual usage behaviour,
however, was measured over the six month post-training period (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p.437).
In order to ensure that the results would be robust across context, Venkatesh et al. (2003)
examined for heterogeneity across technologies, organizations, industries, business functions,
and nature of use (voluntary vs. mandatory).
In addition, Venkatesh et al. (2003) examined the effect of moderating factors that were reported
by previous studies to influence the usage decision. These moderating factors were experience,
voluntariness, age, and gender. The authors then examined the commonalities among models
and found that seven constructs were significant in influencing intention or usage in one or more
of the individual models. However, they theorised that out of the seven important constructs only
four would significantly affect user acceptance and usage behaviour namely, Performance
Expectancy (PE), Effort Expectancy (EE), Social Influence (SI) and Facilitating Conditions (FC).
Based on the literature and the comparison of models, attitude toward using technology,
self-efficacy, and anxiety were not recognized as direct determinants of intention. The four
constructs included in the model are defined below.
Performance expectancy (PE) is defined as “the degree to which an individual believes that using
the system will help him or her to attain gains in job performance” (Venkatesh et al., 2003,
p.447). Five constructs from the previous models were integrated in PE which were perceived
usefulness (technology acceptance model and extension of the technology acceptance model and
combined technology acceptance model and theory of planned behaviour) (TAM/TAM2 and
C-TAM-TPB), extrinsic motivation (motivational model) (MM), job-fit (model of PC utilization)
(MPCU), relative advantage (innovation diffusion theory) (IDT), and outcome expectations
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(social cognitive theory) (SCT). Performance expectancy was hypothesized to have a direct
relationship with the behavioural intention and the relationship was hypothesized to be
moderated by age and gender (Venkatesh et al., 2003).
Effort expectancy (EE) is defined as “the degree of ease associated with the use of the system”
(Venkatesh et al., 2003, p.450). EE was also developed based on three constructs introduced by
the existing models; perceived ease of use (TAM/TAM2), complexity (MPCU), and ease of use
(IDT). Similar to PE, EE was hypothesized to be significant in both voluntary and mandatory
settings within each model. However, EE was different than PE in that it was significant only
during the first time period (post-training). Moreover, the effect of EE on intention was
hypothesized to be moderated by gender, age, and experience such that the effect would be
stronger for older women who have less experience (Venkatesh et al., 2003).
Social influence (SI) is defined as “the degree to which an individual perceives that important
others believe he or she should use the new system” (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p.451). The
constructs that were integrated to develop this construct were subjective norm (TRA, TAM2,
TPB/DTPB, and C-TAM-TPB), social factors (MPCU) and image (IDT). With respect to
voluntary and mandatory settings, Venkatesh et al. (2003) argued that the constructs of social
influence were only significant in mandatory settings and did not show any influence in
voluntary settings. The importance of social influence in mandatory settings is believed to
decrease as individuals become more familiar with the technology and gain more experience.
The effect of social influence on intention is hypothesized to be moderated by gender, age,
voluntariness and experience such that the effect would be stronger for women, particularly in
mandatory settings in the early stages of experience (Venkatesh et al., 2003).
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Facilitating conditions (FC) is defined as “the degree to which an individual believes that an
organizational and technical infrastructure exists to support use of the system” (Venkatesh et al.,
2003, p.453). Perceived behavioural control (TPB/DTPB, C-TAM-TPB), facilitating conditions
(MPCU), and compatibility (IDT) are the core constructs that were merged to develop
facilitating conditions. The effect of facilitating conditions on intention is believed to become
insignificant when performance expectancy and effort expectancy are present (Venkatesh et al.,
2003, p.454). However, FC is hypothesized to have a significant effect on usage behaviour and
the effect would be moderated by experience and age such that it would be stronger for older
users, particularly for those with high experience.
Strong support was found for UTAUT after empirical testing of the original data (collected from
four organizations) and the cross validation using new data which were collected from two
additional organizations. The explanatory power of the new model was significantly improved
and accounted for 70% of the variance in the usage intention whereas in the original models the
maximum was 40%.
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Figure 3.12: Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003, p.447)
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E-government Adoption Literature from the Demand Side
The previous chapter explained the two streams of e-government studies; supply side and
demand side. The supply stream consists of those studies that have investigated e-government
from the perspective of providers of the services (government organizations). The demand
stream, in contrast, consists of those studies that have investigated e-government from the
perspective of the users of the services (citizens). The objective of the current study was to
investigate e-government from the perspective of citizens, thus it falls in the demand stream.
Therefore, the studies in this stream have been reviewed in an attempt to identify the important
determinants of e-government adoption in order to assist the researcher with the development of
the research model for the current study. A number of studies were identified in both developed
and developing countries including Arab countries (AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Almahamid et
al., 2010; Al-Shafi et al., 2009; Al-Shafi & Weerakkody, 2010; Lu et al., 2011; Mofleh &
Wanous, 2008; Rokhman, 2011; Suki & Ramayah, 2010).
Several important conclusions were made from reviewing the existing e-government studies.
First, e-government researchers have extensively relied on the models developed by technology
adoption researchers discussed before. However, despite the availability of the Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT), e-government researchers have rarely used this
model to explain e-government adoption. Instead they have adapted individual constructs from
the independent models and have developed their own models which best suit the settings of
their study. For instance, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, social influence,
compatibility and facilitating conditions have been extensively used by e-government researchers
as the determinants of intention to adopt e-government services (Carter & Belanger, 2004a,
2004b; Gupta et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2002; Hung et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Phang et al.,
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2005; Schaub & Carter, 2005; Suki & Ramayah, 2010; Wang, 2002; Wangpipatwong et al.,
2008).
In addition to factors adapted from technology adoption theories, e-government researchers have
proposed several other factors as significant determinants of e-government adoption that have
not been considered by the technology adoption models. E-government and e-commerce
researchers have suggested that perceived risk, trust and perceived information quality are also
important factors that may influence citizens’ intentions to accept these services (Belanger &
Carter, 2008; Carter & Belanger, 2004b; Delafrooz et al., 2011; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003;
Gefen, 2003; Hung et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2011; Mayer et al., 1995;
McKnight & Chervany, 2002; Schaub & Carter, 2005). Therefore, these factors were also taken
into account in the current study.
It is important to mention that, despite the empirical support for the importance of the
aforementioned variables in influencing e-government adoption, they have not always been
found significant. For instance, perceived ease of use has been found by some researchers as a
significant determinant of intention to accept e-government services (Ahmad et al., 2012; Carter
& Belanger, 2005; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Kumar et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2011), some
others, on the other hand, have found this factor to be non-significant (Rokhman, 2011; Schaupp
& Carter, 2005). This suggests that the findings of the existing studies cannot be applied to other
countries because depending on the characteristics of the participants as well as cultural and
environmental differences, people may perceive different factors as important in determining
their intentions. Even within a country, people with different characteristics such as educational
level, might perceive different factors as important determinants of their adoption behaviour.
Thus, countries that are willing to understand their citizens’ perception about e-government must
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undertake their own investigations. Understanding users’ intention to use e-government services
and identifying the factors that influence their intention will continue to be a crucial area of
research for countries that are willing to adopt e-government initiatives (Gilbert et al., 2004;
Gupta, 2008; Kumar et al., 2007). Therefore, the current study adapted the important factors
from the existing literature and tested them in the context of Kurdistan. The results would
provide empirical evidence for or against the importance of these variables.
The third conclusion that was made from the literature review was that university students and
academic and non-academic staff have been widely used by e-government researchers as the
sample of their studies (AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Belanger & Carter, 2008; Carter & Belanger,
2004a; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Huang et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2011; Schaub & Carter, 2005;
Schaub & Carter, 2009; Suki & Ramaya, 2010). E-government researchers argue that educated,
Internet and computer savvy people are more likely to become the first adopters of e-government
services (Huang et al., 2002). This supports the selection of these two groups as the sample for
the present study.
Finally, the literature review revealed an important gap. E-government researchers have argued
that those citizens who decide to adopt e-government mainly use it for informational purposes
rather than conducting transactions (Horst et al., 2007). According to Greenspan (2002) the
percentage of the use of online government services by users was as low 30% globally with the
majority of them using online services for searching and downloading information rather than
conducting transactions. This indicates that it is important to distinguish between informational
and transactional e-government when investigating citizens’ adoption behaviour in order to
generate more reliable results.
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However, the literature review revealed that the majority of e-government studies have been
conducted without distinguishing between informational and transactional e-government. At the
time of this study, only one study was found to have distinguished between these two services
(Almahamid et al., 2010). As mentioned earlier, these two services are different in their level of
complexity and risk. Therefore, citizens may have different perceptions towards each of these
services and may consider different factors or similar factors as important determinants of their
intentions to use each of these services. This distinction is important for both practical and
theoretical reasons. Practically, it enables government authorities to understand which type of
service citizens are willing to use and what factors are more significantly associated with their
intentions. Theoretically, on the other hand, it investigates whether, depending on the type of
service, the strength of the relationships between variables changes or not. As discussed earlier,
Carter and Belanger (2004), who have undertaken extensive research in e-government adoption,
argue that future studies must distinguish between intention to use government websites to gather
information and intention to use government websites to conduct transactions. This supports the
significance of the current study and the gap in the literature, and the contribution that this study
would make in the existing literature.
Although in their study Almahamid et al. (2010) distinguished between informational and
transactional services, the authors, however, used a very simple model comprised of three
constructs only (Perceived Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Information Quality),
and did not consider the role of other factors that the literature suggests may be important, such
as risk and trust. The authors argued that “there might be other factors which play a crucial role
in intention to use” (p.42). Therefore, the current study has taken these variables into account and
has developed a comprehensive model comprised of the significant variables that may influence
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citizens’ intention to use e-government services. Moreover, the current study also proposed that
there might be a positive relationship between intention to use informational e-government and
intention to use transactional e-government because, as discussed in the maturity models,
informational e-government is introduced before transactional e-government. Therefore, it is
important to see whether those who have the intention to use informational e-government are
also willing to use transactional e-government.

Chapter Summary
The chapter showed that understanding why people adopt a new technology is not new and it has
attracted researchers’ attentions from various domains for over three decades. As a result
multiple theories have been developed each of which has tried to overcome the limitations of the
previous models which has caused overlaps in their constructs. To provide the researchers with a
model that represents all the existing models, the unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology (UTAUT) was developed which incorporated important constructs from the existing
models into one unified construct which had more explanatory power compared to the individual
models.
The review of the e-government adoption literature revealed that researchers in this domain have
also relied on the technology adoption models to explain e-government adoption. However,
despite the availability of the UTAUT as a unified model, researchers in the e-government
domain have rarely used it to explain e-government adoption. Instead they have integrated
constructs from the existing models and have developed their own model especially because
there are other factors that have not been taken into account by the technology adoption models
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such as risk and trust that e-government researchers have found to be important in determining
citizens’ adoption of e-government services.
Moreover, only one study was detected that had distinguished between the intention to use
informational and transactional e-government which created an opportunity for further research
in this area. To contribute in filling this gap, the current study distinguished between intention to
use informational e-government and intention to use transactional e-government and a separate
model was developed for each of these services comprised of significant variables adapted from
the technology adoption and e-government adoption literature. The research model is discussed
in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Research Model and Hypotheses
Development
This chapter presents and explains the variables that were adapted in this study to develop the
research model for both informational and transactional e-government. The chapter also outlines
the research hypotheses that were developed and would be later statistically tested in order to find
out which ones would be rejected and which ones would not be rejected.

Research Model
As has been discussed throughout the previous chapters, the current study distinguished between
intention to use informational e-government and intention to use transactional e-government.
Therefore, the research model consisted of two sections. The first part of the model was designed
to investigate citizens’ behavioural intentions towards informational e-government. The second
part was designed to investigate citizens’ behavioural intentions towards transactional
e-government. Thus, ‘intention to use’ was the dependent variable for both models.
A set of independent variables was integrated in each part to examine their relationships with the
intention to use. Some of these variables were duplicated in both parts of the model because they
were believed to be relevant to both services. Some others, however, were believed to be more
related to one of the services only. It is important to mention that, a set of different questions was
also developed for informational and transactional e-government and thus the questions
regarding the duplicated variables had different wording.
After a careful inspection of the literature (discussed in previous chapter) and considering the
objectives of the study, the following variables were adapted and used to develop the research
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model for the current study. Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, social influence,
facilitating conditions, trust in government and perceived risk were integrated in both parts of the
model. Perceived information quality was only integrated in the informational model because it
measured the perception about the quality of the information. Trust in the Internet and
compatibility were integrated in the transactional model only (Figure 4.1).
Perceived Usefulness (PU)
This variable was adapted from the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). As discussed in
Chapter 3, TAM posits that PU predicts intention to use both directly and indirectly through its
positive effect on attitude (Davis, 1989). Studies in the e-government domain have also found
PU as a significant determinant of intention to use e-government services (Chu et al., 2004;
Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Kumar et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2011; Schaupp & Carter, 2005;
Wangpipatwong et al., 2008). Perceived usefulness is analogous to the relative advantage of
perceived characteristics in Rogers’ innovation diffusion theory (Venkatesh et al., 2003) which
has been used by some e-government researchers (Carter & Belanger, 2004; Schaub & Carter,
2005).
Consequently, perceived usefulness was adapted in the present study and was defined in the
context of this study, as the degree to which participants perceived using the state government
agencies’ website(s) to be useful in obtaining information and in conducting transactions with
government. PU, thus was hypothesized, in this study, to have a direct and positive relationship
with intention to use both informational and transactional e-government services (hypotheses 1
and 11).
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Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU)
This construct was also adapted from TAM which posits that PEOU only indirectly predicts
intention to use through its positive impact on attitude and perceived usefulness. However,
e-government studies have suggested that in addition to its indirect relationship with intention to
use, PEOU can directly predict intention to use e-government services (Chu et al., 2004;
Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Fu et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Lean et al., 2009; Lin et al.,
2011; Schaupp & Carter, 2005; Wang, 2002; Wangpipatwong et al., 2008). This construct has
been analogous to the Complexity in Rogers’ innovation diffusion theory (IDT) (Venkatesh et
al., 2003) which has also been used by some e-government researchers (Carter & Belanger,
2005; Schaub & Carter, 2005). In this regard, Schaub and Carter (2005, p.589) stated that “IDT’s
complexity construct is synonymous with TAM’s PEOU construct”.
The current study adapted perceived ease of use and hypothesized that it would have a
significant positive association with intention to use both informational and transactional
e-services directly as well as indirectly through its positive relation with perceived usefulness
(hypotheses 2, 9, 10 and 20). In the context of this study, PEOU was defined as the degree to
which participants believed that using state government agencies’ website(s) to obtain
information or to conduct transactions would be easy for them.
Facilitating Conditions (FC)
The Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour (Taylor & Todd, 1995a) proposed that
facilitating conditions (resource facilitating conditions and technology facilitating conditions)
were two components of Perceived Behavioural Control which was modelled to have a direct
association with the intention to use. Venkatesh et al. (2003), however, found that facilitating
conditions did not have an association with the intention to use, but it was significantly
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associated with actual usage. Some e-government studies, however, have suggested that
facilitating conditions can have a significant positive association with the intention to use
e-government (Fu et al., 2006; Suki & Ramayah, 2010). Therefore, FC was adapted in this study
and was defined as the degree to which participants believe that they have the necessary
resources such as hardware, software and the knowledge to access government websites and to
search for information or to conduct transactions. This study hypothesized that FC would have a
positive relationship with intention to use both informational and transactional e-government
services (hypotheses 3 and 13).
Social Influence (SI)
Social influence has been represented in many of the technology adoption theories as Subjective
Norms (Venkatesh et al., 2003) including the Theory of Reasoned Action, the Theory of Planned
Behaviour, the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour, the Extension of Technology
Acceptance Model, and the Combined Technology Acceptance Model and Theory of Planned
Behaviour. Thus, subjective norm and social influence are synonymous. In all these models, SI
has been found to be a significant determinant of intention to use. Strong support has also been
found by e-government researchers regarding the effect of social influence (subjective norm) on
the intention to use e-government services (AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Al-Shafi & Weerakkody,
2010; Chu et al., 2004; Lee, 2009; Schaupp & Carter, 2005; Suki & Ramayah, 2010; Yaghoubi
et al., 2010).
Therefore, SI was adapted from UTAUT and was hypothesized to have a significant positive
relationship with intention to use both informational and transactional e-government services
(hypotheses 4 and 14). SI was defined, in the context of this study, as the degree to which
participants believe that people who are important to them, such as friends and families, will
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have an influence on their decision to use e-government services for informational and
transactional purposes.
SI was expected to be significantly associated with Kurdish citizens’ intention to us
e-government services because the Kurdistan region is part of Iraq which like other Arab
countries has been categorized as a collectivist society. In this regard Rouibah et al. (2011, p.
276) stated that “Arab culture is highly social and family-oriented, it is scored high on
Hofstede’s (1991) collectivist dimension, and Arab values put more emphasis on the group than
on the individual”. In these societies members of a particular social group are highly influenced
by the actions of other members (Al-Issa, 2005; Kim, 1994). Therefore, it is likely that social
influence would play a strong role in determining Kurdish citizens’ intention to adopt
e-government services for both informational and transactional purposes.
Compatibility (COMPT)
Compatibility was one of the five characteristics of an innovation that Rogers (1983) suggested
in his innovation diffusion theory, that would have a positive effect on individuals’ decisions to
adopt an innovation. Compatibility reflects an individual’s perception about the congruence of a
technology with his/her values, beliefs and lifestyle. Support has been found by the
e-government literature regarding the importance of this variable in influencing users’ intention
to adopt e-government (Carter & Belanger, 2004; Carter & Belanger, 2005; Fu et al., 2006;
Schaupp & Carter, 2005; Suki & Ramayah, 2010). Thus, this study integrated this variable into
the transactional part of the model only and it was hypothesized to have a significant positive
relationship with participants’ intention to use transactional e-government (hypothesis 12).
Compatibility was, thus defined as the degree to which participants believed that doing
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transactions with government online is compatible with their lifestyle and the way that they wish
to communicate with government rather than using traditional face-to-face methods.
The reason for integrating COMPT in the transactional part of the model only was that using the
state government website(s) to gather information does not require significant changes in users’
values or beliefs doing transactions online, however, requires a fundamental shift in the way that
people traditionally interact with their government which may be against their current beliefs and
values. In developing countries face-to-face paper-based interactions with government agencies
have become a reality especially since it allows certain actions such as bribery to be practised
particularly in a country which was ranked as the 8th most corrupted country in the world in 2012
(http://cpi.transparency.org/cpi2012/results/). AlAwadhi and Morris (2009) discovered that
despite the availability of online services, a majority of Kuwaiti citizens preferred to do face-toface business with government because they believed that it was necessary to understand the
feelings and views that were expressed. It is unlikely for citizens to adopt a technology that is
against their existing beliefs and values.
The aforementioned variables were adapted from the existing technology adoption models.
However, it was mentioned in the previous chapter that in addition to these variables,
e-government researchers have proposed that perceived risk, trust and perceived information
quality may also play a role in explaining e-government adoption. Therefore, these variables
were also integrated in the research model and are explained below.
Trustworthiness
Several definitions of trust exist in the literature due to differences in the perspective of various
disciplines about trust (Cho et al., 2007; McKnight et al., 1998; McKnight & Chervany, 2001).
For example, for psychologists trust is a willingness to believe in others; for sociologists trust is
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a social structure; and for economists trust is an economic-choice mechanism (McKnight et al.,
1998; McKnight & Chervany, 2001; Rotter, 1967). Barney and Hansen (1994, p.176) defined
trust and trustworthiness as “the mutual confidence that no party to an exchange will exploit
another’s vulnerabilities”. Mayer et al. (1995, p.712) defined trust as “the willingness of a party
to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectations that the other will
perform a particular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or
control that other party”.
Trust has been found to play a significant role in encouraging consumers to engage and
participate in e-commerce transactions, particularly in situations where uncertainty and risk exist
(Alsaghier et al., 2009; Gefen et al., 2003; Jarvenpaa et al., 1998; Jarvenpaa, et al., 2000; Lee &
Rao, 2007; McKnight et al., 2002; McKnight & Chervany, 2001; Pavlou, 2003). The reason is
that in online transactions such as e-commerce, due to lack of face-to-face interaction it is
impossible for consumers to determine whether they can trust the party that they are dealing with
(Gefen et al., 2003; McKnight & Chervany, 2001). Trust is theorized to directly determine
behavioural intention due to the uncertain environment of the Internet.
Similarly, in the context of e-government, empirical support has been found for trust as a
determinant of citizen adoption of e-government services (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Carter &
Belanger, 2005; Horst et al., 2007; Schaupp & Carter, 2005). Similar to e-commerce,
e-government is an Internet-based system which requires users to share personal or/and financial
information with the service providers (state government agencies). One of the main
characteristics of online services that distinguishes it from traditional interaction modes is the
lack of physical interaction between the two parties (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Pavlou, 2003).
Therefore, as a result of the uncertainty of using the Internet to interact with government, citizens
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will adopt online services only if they believe that they are trustworthy (Carter & Belanger 2008,
2004, 2005; Schaupp & Carter, 2005).
According to the literature, there are two components of trust in the online domain. The first
relates to the provider of the service, and the second is the mechanism through which the service
is delivered (Carter & Weerakkody, 2008; Pavlou, 2003). Consequently, in the context of
e-government there are two parties that citizens need to trust in order to adopt online services,
namely, the government agencies as the entities that provide the service and the Internet as the
mechanism that is used to deliver the service (Belanger et al., 2008; Carter & Belanger, 2005;
Pavlou, 2003). In this regard, Belanger et al. (2008, p.166) stated that “trust in e-government is
composed of the traditional view of trust in a specific entity (trust of the government) as well as
trust in the enabling technology (trust of the Internet)”.
Consequently this study hypothesized that trust in government and trust in the Internet would
have a positive and direct relationship with citizens’ intention to use e-government services
(hypotheses 6, 15 and 16). However, trust in the Internet was hypothesized to have a relationship
with intention to use transactional e-government only because informational e-government does
not require users to provide personal or financial information and thus it is unlikely that users
would be concerned about the safety of the Internet. In this regard, Horst et al. (2007) argued that
in transactional e-government in addition to trusting the government, citizens must also trust the
infrastructure such as the Internet thought which online transactions are performed.
In addition to its direct relationship with the intention to use, studies have suggested that trust
(both in government and in the Internet) may indirectly associate with the intention to use
through its negative relationship with perceived risk (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Featherman &
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Pavlou, 2003; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Lu et al., 2011; Pavlou, 2003). Therefore, this study
hypothesized that trust in government and trust in the Internet would have a negative relationship
with perceived risk for both informational and transactional e-government (hypotheses 8, 18 and
19).
Perceived Risk (PR)
Risk is generally defined in terms of an individual’s belief about the possibility of gaining or
losing something as a result of a particular action (Horst et al., 2007; Mayer et al., 1995; Pavlou,
2003). In the context of e-government, Featherman & Pavlou (2003, p.454) defined perceived
risk as “the potential for loss in the pursuit of a desired outcome of using an e-service”.
Perceived risk is intertwined with trust so that trust becomes mandatory when risk is present
(Belanger & Carter, 2008; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Pavlou, 2003). According to Pavlou (2003,
p.109) risk is an inevitable element of online transactions due to the “distant and impersonal
nature of the online environment and the implicit uncertainty of using a global open
infrastructure for transactions”. Perceived risk was integrated in both parts of the model in this
study and is defined as the extent to which participants perceive using government websites to
collect information or to conduct transactions to be risky.
Studies have shown that perceived risk plays an important role in determining citizens’ intention
to use e-government services (Kumar et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2011; Schaupp & Carter, 2009).
According to these studies, there is an inverse relationship between perceived risk and the
intention to use. That is, the more citizens believe using e-government services is risky, the less
likely they will have the intention to use it. Therefore, this study hypothesized that perceived risk
would have a significant, negative and direct association with the intention to use e-government
services for informational and transactional purposes (hypotheses 7 and 17).
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Perceived Information Quality (IQ)
This variable was adapted from DeLone and McLean (1992) and measures citizens’ perception
about the quality of the information that is provided by state government agencies on their
websites. According to DeLone and McLean (1992) the quality of the information that is
provided on government websites can be assessed in terms of accuracy, relevance, precision,
reliability, completeness, and currency. The e-government literature suggests that users’
perceptions about the quality of information they receive can have a significant impact on their
behavioural intention to use government websites as their source of information (Almahamid et
al., 2010; Al Shibly & Tadros, 2010; Al-Shibly, 2011; Lin et al., 2011; Prybutok et al., 2008).
This construct was designed to measure citizens’ opinion regarding the quality of the information
which was provided by government agencies on their websites. Therefore, this construct was
integrated in the informational part of the model and was hypothesized to have a direct and
positive relationship with citizens’ intention to use government websites to seek information
(hypothesis 5).
Behavioural Intention (BI)
As discussed in the previous chapter, researchers in the technology acceptance and e-government
adoption domain have proposed intention to use as a measure of actual usage (Belanger &
Carter, 2008; Carter & Belanger, 2005; Carter & Weerakkody, 2008; Chu, et al., 2004;
Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Lin et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2011; Rokhman, 2011; Schaupp &
Carter, 2009; Wangpipatwong et al., 2008; Yaghoubi et al., 2010). Due to the relative newness of
e-government in Kurdistan and participants’ lack of experience with this system, this study was
conducted on a perceptual basis with the objective of measuring participants’ intention to adopt
e-government services.
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This study also hypothesized that there would be a positive relationship between intention to use
informational e-government with the intention to use transactional e-government (hypothesis
21). The rationale for this was because informational services are introduced before transactional
services. Therefore, it was decided to examine this relationship and to see whether the intention
to use government websites for informational access would lead to the intention to use these
websites for transactional purposes as well.
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Table 4.1: Proposed research hypotheses

List of hypotheses
H 1: There would be a positive association between perceived usefulness and intention to use
informational e-government.
H 2: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use and intention to use
informational e-government.
H 3: There would be a positive association between facilitating conditions and intention to use
informational e-government.
H 4: There would be a positive association between social influence and intention to use
informational e-government.
H 5: There would be a positive association between perceived information quality and intention
to use informational e-government.
H 6: There would be a positive association between trust in government and intention to use
informational e-government.
H 7: There would be a negative association between perceived risk and intention to use
informational e-government.
H 8: There would be a negative association between trust in government and perceived risk for
informational e-government.
H 9: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness for informational e-government.
H 10: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use and intention to
conduct transactions.
H 11: There would be a positive association between perceived usefulness and intention to use
transactional e-government.
H 12: There would be a positive association between compatibility and intention to use
transactional e-government.
H 13: There would be a positive association between facilitating conditions and intention to use
transactional e-government.
H 14: There would be a positive association between social influence and intention to use
transactional e-government.
H 15: There would be a positive association between trust in government and intention to use
transactional e-government.
H 16: There would be a positive association between trust in the Internet and intention to
conduct transactions
H 17: There would be a negative association between perceived risk and intention to use
transactional e-government.
H 18: There would be a negative association between trust in government and perceived risk for
transactional e-government.
H 19: There would be a negative association between trust in the Internet and perceived risk for
transactional e-government.
H 20: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness for transactional e-government.
H 21: There would be a positive association between intention to use informational egovernment and intention to use transactional e-government.
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Chapter Summary
After an extensive review of the literature both in technology adoption and e-government
adoption, and considering the objectives of the current study and its characteristics particularly
the newness of e-government, nine variables were identified to be the most appropriate at this
stage to be used to investigate Kurdish citizens’ behavioural intentions towards e-government
services. Of these nine variables, six were thought to be relevant to both informational and
transactional e-government services, namely facilitating conditions, perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, social influence, trust in government and perceived risk. Of the three
remaining variables, one (perceived information quality) was integrated in the informational part
of the model since it measured citizens’ perception about the quality of the information provided
on government websites. The remaining two (trust in the Internet and compatibility) were
integrated in the transactional part of the model since they were believed to be more relevant to
transactional e-government. The next chapter describes the procedures undertaken to collect the
data in order to test the research model and its hypotheses in order to determine which hypothesis
would be rejected and which would not be rejected.
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Chapter 5: Research Methodology and Design
The objective of this chapter is to describe the methodology that was applied in this study. It
begins by describing the research approach that was employed to answer the research questions.
Following this, the method that was used to collect the data and the procedures used in selecting
the research population and the sample are explained. The chapter then explains the steps that
were undertaken to conduct the study in accordance with ethical principles. The chapter
concludes by reporting the number of questionnaires that were distributed and returned.

Research Approach
One of the most critical steps towards answering the research question is selecting an appropriate
research approach (Baker, 1999). Quantitative and qualitative approaches are the two major
research methods used by researchers to answer research questions (Babbie, 2005; Baker, 1999;
Bryman, 2012; Creswell, 2008; Davies, 2007; Gill, 2010; Johnson & Christensen 2004; Punch,
2005).
Quantitative research uses numerical data in order to explain and describe a phenomenon
(Bryman, 2012; Crotty, 1998; Denscombe, 2010; Johnson & Christensen 2004; Punch, 2005;
Zikmund, 2003). Cooper and Schindler (2003) explained that a large randomized sample,
application of statistical methods, and few applications of cases to demonstrate the findings are
common features of quantitative research. The purpose of the quantitative approach is to explain,
describe and predict phenomena by examining the relationship between dependent and
independent variables (Cooper & Schindler, 2003; Creswell, 2008, 1994; Denscombe, 2010).
Variables and relationships between them are hemce the central idea in quantitative research, and
the relationships between variables are used to provide evidence in order to reject or not reject
pre-determined hypotheses (Johnson & Christensen, 2004; Neuman, 2006; Walter, 2010).
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Qualitative research, in comparison, is the collection of qualitative or non-numerical data such as
words and pictures in order to generate new hypotheses and to develop a new theory from the
data collected (Bryman, 2012; Creswell, 2008; Crotty, 1998; Davies, 2007; Punch, 2005; Yin,
2009; Zikmund, 2003). The main purpose of qualitative research is to discover the underlying
meaning and pattern of relationships through the examination and interpretation of observations.
In this type of research, the objective is to increase the understanding of social phenomena to
create a complete picture of the situation which is achieved through an in-depth examination of
the situation (Neuman, 2003). Qualitative research emphasizes the process and meaning that
cannot be carefully examined or measured, in terms of quantity, amount of intensity or
frequency.
The main objective of the present study was to test the relationship between the independent
variables and the dependent variable to identify those that were significantly associated
(correlated) with the dependent variable. To achieve this, a structured framework was developed
from the existing literature, and hypotheses were proposed. To test the hypotheses and to identify
the potential relationships between variables, numerical data had to be collected and analysed
statistically. Therefore the researcher deemed the quantitative approach to be the most
appropriate methodological approach for this study since it enabled the researcher to collect
numerical data which could be analysed statistically. A review of the literature on technology
acceptance in general and e-government adoption in particular revealed that the quantitative
approach has been typically the main research approach in this area (Belanger & Carter, 2008;
Carter & Belanger, 2004, 2005; Fu et al., 2006; Hamner & Al-Qahtani, 2009; Lin et al., 2011;
Schaupp & Carter, 2009; Wang & Shih, 2009). Thus, this study adopted a quantitative approach
using a survey questionnaire as the instrument to collect data.
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Neuman (2009, p.144) stated that “surveys are the most widely used data collecting technique in
the social sciences and other fields”. Babbie (2007, p.244) acknowledged this and argued that
“surveys are also excellent vehicles for measuring attitudes and orientations in a large
population”. Due to the perceptual nature of this study which aimed to measure citizens’
behavioural intentions to use e-government services, a survey approach was deemed to be the
most appropriate data collection method.

Specifying the Survey Method
Surveys can be administered in several formats: personal interviews, by telephone, mail,
questionnaire, or combination of these (Babbie, 2007, 2005; Baker, 1999; Cooper & Schindler,
2003; Crotty, 1998; Neuman, 2009). Therefore, one of the most important steps in designing a
survey is specifying the survey method since it enables the researcher to specify how the data
will be collected. Each of these formats has its own advantages and disadvantages. However,
none of them is superior to others in all research situations (Neuman, 2009). There are some
factors that contribute in the selection of the most appropriate methods among which cost, time,
characteristics of participants, and the researcher’s skills are the most important ones (Cooper &
Schindler, 2003). A face-to-face questionnaire was used as the only data collection method for
the current study for the following reasons. First, due to infrastructure and technical limitations it
was not possible to obtain participants’ emails, phone, or mail addresses. Secondly, due to the
relative newness of the research phenomenon it was necessary for the researcher to have face-toface communication with participants in order to explain the context of the study and to
familiarize participants with it so they could more effectively respond to the questionnaire items.
Finally, this study aimed to cover a large sample in a short period of time and with less cost
which could be achieved only by administering questionnaires.
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Defining the Target Population
“The population for a study is that group (usually of people) about whom we want to draw
conclusions” (Babbie, 2005, p.113). It is crucial for researchers to carefully define the target
population in order to identify the most appropriate source from which the data will be collected
(Bryman, 2008; Crotty, 1998; Denscombe, 2010; Sarantakos, 2005; Zikmund, 1988). Since the
main objective of this study was to examine citizens’ behavioural intentions towards the use of
informational and transactional e-government services, the population of interest consisted of
every single individual who was/or could be a potential user of these services regardless of their
individual characteristics.
Neuman (2009, p.92) differentiated between population and target population and defined them
as “a collection of elements from which you draw a sample” and “the specific population that
you used” respectively. In regard to the current study the population, as mentioned before,
consisted of all the individuals living in the Kurdistan region. The target population, however,
consisted of two groups: undergraduate university students and university non-academic staff.
These two groups have been widely used as the main samples in previous e-government and
e-commerce studies (AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Al-Shafi & Weerakkody, 2010; Carter &
Belanger, 2004; Delafrooz et al., 2011; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Huang et al., 2002; Lu et
al., 2011; Schaupp & Carter, 2005; Schaupp & Carter, 2009; So et al., 2005). However, this was
not the only motive for the selection of these two groups in the current study; other reasons
behind the selection are described below.
As discussed in Chapter 1, university students and staff were selected as the sample of this study
because they were believed to be the better educated, Internet and computer-savvy people in
Kurdistan, and thus most likely to become the first adopters of e-government services. In this
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regard Basu (2004, p.117) stated that “in a developing country the gap between educated elite
and uneducated poor is wide” and “the educated population have the necessary resources and
have the means to use information and communication technologies”. Moreover, students and
staff were selected in order to enable the researcher to more conveniently distribute the
questionnaires amongst participants and to allow them to take the questionnaires home and
return them in two weeks. In addition, due to the relative newness of e-government and
participants’ lack of experience it was necessary to familiarize them with this concept which
could be achieved by explaining it to a large audience such as classrooms. Finally, selecting
these two subsamples created an opportunity to compare their responses, for practical purposes.
The Kurdistan region has three main universities, Salahaddin University, Duhok University, and
Suleymanie University which are located in the cities of Erbil, Duhok, and Suleymanie
respectively. For the purpose of this study, Salahaddin University was selected as the research
site. The reason for this is that Erbil is the capital city of Kurdistan, and Salahaddin is the largest
university in the region with a diverse student population from other parts of the region and Iraq
as well.

Sample Selection
Sampling is the process of selecting some of the elements from the target population in order to
draw conclusions about that population (Cooper & Schindler, 2003; Walter, 2010). Babbie
(2005, p.113) stated that “we’re almost never able to study all the members of the population that
interests us, however, and we can never make every possible observation of them”. As a result
researchers choose a smaller group from the population about which they wish to generalize the
results (Bouma & Ling, 2004; Bryman, 2012). The reason for sampling is that researchers do
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not have the necessary resources (time and money) to include every single element of the target
population in their study (Bouma & Ling, 2004). There are two types of sampling techniques,
namely probability and non-probability (Babbie, 2005; Baker, 1999; Bryman, 2012; Cooper &
Schindler, 2003; Crotty, 1998; Denscombe, 2010; Zikmund, 1988). These two techniques and
their respective methods are described below.
Probability Sampling
In this type of sampling, the sampling units are selected randomly, thus the selection chance or
probability of each case in the sample is known which is usually equal for all cases (Babbie,
2005, Bryman, 2012; Hair et al., 2006). One of the important features of probability sampling is
that it ensures that the sample is representative of the population (Cooper & Schindler, 2003;
Davies, 2007). This type of sampling is an appropriate technique for survey-based research since
in this type of research to answer the research questions inferences need to be made by the
researcher from the sample about the population (Babbie, 2005, 2007; Saunders et al., 2000).
There are different types of probability sampling. Simple random sampling is the most basic type
of probability sampling which gives every unit in the population an equal chance of being
selected in the sample (Babbie, 2007; Baker, 1999; Bouma & Ling, 2004; Bryman, 2012;
Davies, 2007). Systematic sampling is the second type of sampling which is a variation of simple
random sampling and is the most commonly used method. Units are selected directly from the
sampling frame without having to use a table of random numbers (Davis, 2007; Zikmund, 1988).
In this procedure, every nth unit in the sample is selected once the random start has been made
(Babbie, 2007; Baker, 1999; Bouma & Ling, 2004; Bryman, 2012).
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Stratified random sampling is another method which is used by dividing the sample frame into
one or more strata based on various factors such as sex, region and so on (Davies, 2007;
Neuman, 2009). Researchers often use this type of sampling when they believe that demographic
or social characteristics of a sample might influence responses (Babbie, 2007; Baker, 1999;
Bouma & Ling, 2004; Bryman, 2012). Finally, Multi-stage cluster sampling is used when the
population of interest is so large that it would be impossible to randomly draw a sample from the
population particularly if the population is widely dispersed. To resolve this problem, researchers
divide the population into clusters which are groups or organizations composed of heterogeneous
units. Then, elements are selected randomly from these clusters (Babbie, 2007; Baker, 1999;
Bouma & Ling, 2004; Bryman, 2012).
Non-probability Sampling
Non-probability sampling, in contrast, consists of all sampling methods that are not conducted
according to the rules of probability sampling (Neuman, 2009). This type of sampling is used
when it is inappropriate to use probability sampling even if possible, or when probability
sampling is not feasible (Baker, 1999). The most significant disadvantage that this type of
sampling has over its counterpart is that its findings cannot be generalized to a larger population
(Babbie, 2007; Bryman, 2012). Non-probability sampling has various types of which the most
commonly employed are as follows.
A convenience sample is one that can easily be accessed by the researcher. However, this does
not mean that a convenience sample can be composed of anyone; indeed it must comply with the
researcher’s requirements (Babbie, 2007; Zikmund, 1988). As a non-probability sampling
technique, it is impossible to generalize the findings from this type of sampling (Bryman, 2008;
Davies, 2007). The second method is purposive or judgmental sampling which allows the
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researcher to use his/her own judgment to select the sample based on the knowledge of a
population or the purpose of the study (Babbie, 2007; Zikmund, 1988).
Snowball sampling is the third method which is also referred to as accidental sampling and is
used in circumstances when identifying and locating the members of the target population is
difficult (Babbie, 2007; Zikmund, 1988). According to Bryman (2012, p.184) “with this
approach to sampling, the researcher makes initial contact with a small group of people who are
relevant to the research topic and then uses these to establish contacts with others”.
Quota sampling is a method in which the sample is divided into units based on some
pre-specified characteristics such as age, sex, race and so on (Neuman, 2009). In dividing the
population researchers should ensure that “the total sample will have the same distribution of
characteristics assumed to exist in the population being studied” (Babbie, 2007, p.185). Quota
sampling is often mistaken by researchers for stratified probability sampling as in both
approaches the population is divided into subsamples. However, the difference is that unlike
stratified sampling, quota sampling does not imply random selection of individuals from the
subsamples (Bryman, 2012; Zikmund, 1988).
Two different sampling techniques were employed in the current study. In the student
population, every individual student who was enrolled at the Salahaddin University at the time of
this research was eligible to participate in this study. Thus, it would be appropriate to randomly
select students and distribute the questionnaire. However, it was decided to use a different
approach and select the sample based on some criteria in order to create comparator groups and
also to ensure that students from various levels and disciplines participated in the study.
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As discussed earlier, for some practical reasons the researcher decided to distribute the
questionnaires in the classrooms. Firstly, due to the relative newness of e-government as well as
unavailability of data regarding students’ usage of computers and the Internet, it was assumed
that the majority of students would have no experience with the e-government concept.
Consequently, instead of randomly distributing the questionnaires to individual students, it was
decided to distribute the questionnaires in classrooms which would enable the researcher to
explain and describe the concept to a large number of students in one session in order to
familiarize them with e-government and to increase their ability to respond to questions more
effectively.
However, since it was not possible to survey all the students, the researcher had to decide which
classes to be surveyed. This decision was driven by a number of factors. In order to create
diversity in the sample and to ensure that the students were not all by chance from the same
category (i.e., same faculty or same year) the researcher decided to sample them based on some
characteristics. Initially the researcher decided to include only year one and year four students.
First, these two groups were different in terms of their age (although not much) and their
experience which could cause differences in their responses. Second, year one students were
thought to have experienced transactional e-government services because the online application
system for high school graduates to enrol in university courses had been just introduced in 2011
and thus year one students had most likely used it prior to participating in this study. Year four
students, in comparison, were believed to have little or no experience with transactional
e-government services due to the newness of the system. Therefore, it was decided to include
these two groups which could be used to compare the results between experienced and
inexperienced users.
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However, due to an unforseen issue, the decision had to be revised. This study was conducted in
the early days of the new academic year 2011-2012, and due to some technical issues the
applications from these students had not yet been processed and thus they were not available.
After investigating the matter, the researcher was told that it would take a month or two for the
issue to be resolved. Consequently, it was decided to substitute year one students with the most
similar group which was year two students as the alternative group. It is worth mentioning that
year two students were not expected to have experienced e-government because the online
application for universities was introduced in 2011.
In addition to selecting students from year two and year four, an examination of the university
disciplines indicated that these disciplines (faculties) could be categorized into two groups:
science and social science. Therefore, the researcher decided to select students from these two
disciplines. The science category consisted of those faculties or disciplines that mainly covered
courses that dealt with mathematical or statistical concepts such as mathematics, chemistry,
physics, engineering and so on. The social science category, on the other hand, consisted of
disciplines that were theory based such as management, law, administration and so on.
Each category had more than one faculty, and in order to be consistent, it was decided to select
two faculties from each discipline which would ensure that a sufficient number of students
participated in the study (above 150). Thus, in each discipline those two faculties which had the
largest number of students were selected in order to increase the participation rate and thus
increase the response rate. It is important to mention that in some instances there was overlap
between faculties in terms of their courses. For instance, under the science category, there was
overlap between the faculties of Science, Education, and Basic Education in that they offered
similar courses such as Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, and Science. To avoid selecting the
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same courses, the researcher decided to include only one of these faculties in the study; the one
with the highest number of students.
Moreover, the last factor that influenced the selection of the faculties was the permission of the
head of the faculty to administer the questionnaire. For example, it was initially decided to
include the Faculty of Science in this study. However, the Head of the Faculty did not agree to
participate in the study due to time limitations, so the Faculty of Education was used as an
alternative in addition to the Engineering Faculty. As for the non-science category, the Faculty of
Law and the Faculty of Administration were included in this study based on the same selection
criteria.
Since each faculty had more than one course, the next step was to decide which courses to select
within the chosen faculties. The selection process for the courses was similar to those of
selecting faculties in that, those courses that had the largest number of students amongst year two
and year four were chosen to be surveyed in order to increase the number of participants which
would in turn increase the response rate. In addition, it was also necessary to gain the permission
of the lecturers to take over 30-45 minutes of their lecturing time. To do so, after selecting the
course and the time, the researcher personally spoke to the person in charge and fully explained
the project and presented him/her with a copy of the questionnaire. In all the cases the lecturers
agreed to participate in the study. Based on the above description it can be concluded that a
convenient sampling approach was employed in this study to select students. This resulted in the
selection of the following faculties and their respective courses:
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Table 5.1: Selected faculties and courses for data collection
Science

Social science

Faculty
1. Engineering

Course
1. Civil engineering
2. Software
engineering

Faculty
1. Administration

Course
1. Business
administration
2. Management

2. Education

3. Mathematics
4. Computers

2. Law

3. Law

A different approach was used for the selection of university non-academic staff. The sample
included all university staff from all departments. Unlike students, it was not necessary to
categorize staff into different groups and so every individual staff member was eligible to
participate in the study. Therefore, a probability sampling technique would be appropriate to use.
However, it was not possible to obtain a list of all the staff in order to use a random sampling
table. Instead the researcher randomly approached staff in their offices at the university and
invited them to participate in the study. It is important to mention that, unlike students, the
majority of staff indicated that they were familiar with the e-government concept, therefore it
was not necessary to explain the concept in as detail as was done for students. Those who were
not familiar with e-government, however, received a brief explanation by the researcher and
were asked to go through the information provided with the questionnaire and to visit the
government websites provided on the third page of the questionnaire and answer the questions in
light of this information. They were also invited to contact the researcher at any time should they
have any concerns or ambiguity.
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Questionnaire Design
Design of a data collection instrument is highly influenced by the strategy chosen to conduct the
research (Saunders et al., 2000). As mentioned above, a questionnaire was considered to be the
most appropriate data collection instrument for this study. The questions for this study were
adapted from the existing literature on e-government adoption. However, modifications were
made to the wording of the questions to suit the context of this study (see Appendix 1 for survey
questionnaire).
The questionnaire was in three sections. The first section was designed to collect demographic
data about respondents, such as age, sex, as well as information regarding their previous
experience with government websites (visited a government website or not), and their level of
experience with computers and the Internet. The objective was to gain understanding about the
characteristics of the participants. In the second section, questions were asked regarding
respondents’ perception of the use of government websites to collect information only; that is
informational e-government. Five-point Likert scales were used for construct measurement, with
1 being strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neutral, 4 agree and 5 being strongly agree. In the third
section, similar questions were asked about respondents’ perceptions regarding the use of
government websites to conduct transactions with government agencies; that is transactional
e-government. This section was also based on a five-point Likert scale. It is important to mention
that the questions used for sections two and three were very similar since similar variables were
used in these two sections. For example, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, trust in
government, perceived risk, social influence, and facilitating conditions were integrated in the
two sections. However, questions were slightly different in wording based on the relevant
concept.
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The questionnaire was originally developed in English. However, since the first language of the
participants in this study was Kurdish, the questionnaire was translated into Kurdish. First the
English version of the questionnaire was translated into Kurdish by an independent translator.
Then the Kurdish version was translated back to English by another translator. The two versions
were then compared in order to resolve any differences. The final version was then used for the
main study (See Appendix 2 for Kurdish version of the questionnaire).

Ethical Considerations
This research was conducted in accordance with the ethical research procedures and guidelines
provided by the Committee for Ethics in Human Research (CEHR) at the University of Canberra
(see Appendix 3 for ethics approval). The data collection process took place only once CEHR
had approved this study. This research does not deal with sensitive information, so ethical
problems were not anticipated. Participants were given an information sheet and consent form
which outlined the purpose of the study as well as informing them that participation in the study
was voluntary. Furthermore, in distributing the questionnaires, the researcher informed the
students that their participation was voluntary and that they were free to leave at any time. They
were also informed that this study was not part of any university-related activities so there would
be no consequences for not participating nor would there be any rewards for participating. This
study did not ask for participants’ identification details such as names and addresses so their
anonymity and confidentiality were guaranteed.

Data Collection
The survey instrument was distributed from the beginning of October 2011 through the end of
November 2011 in the four faculties mentioned above. At each faculty, the permission of the
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Head of the Faculty was granted for the distribution of the questionnaire amongst students. In
each faculty two groups of students were selected. In the Faculty of Engineering, the Civil
engineering and the Software engineering courses were included. In the Faculty of Education,
Mathematics and Computer courses were included. In the Faculty of Law, only Law students
were included. Finally, in the Faculty of Administration, students in the Business Administration
and Management course were selected.
Once this was achieved, appointments were made for the researcher to distribute the
questionnaires in the classroom. Inside the classrooms, the researcher introduced himself and
outlined the aims of the study. Moreover, in order to gain students’ confidence and to create a
friendly environment, the teacher was asked to leave the classroom. Those who agreed to
participate, were given the questionnaire and were asked to read through it for any ambiguity.
The researcher then gave a 30-minute presentation (using Power Point) describing e-government
and all the elements related to it. The researcher then walked students through the questionnaire
items and explained to them what each item meant and responded to their questions. In addition,
the researcher used the Internet to browse government websites and to demonstrate to students
how informational and transactional e-government worked in order to increase their
understanding and to enable them to respond to the questions more effectively. Students were
asked to raise any questions during and after the presentation. Finally, students were allowed to
take the questionnaires home and were given two weeks in which to complete them so they could
visit more government websites at home and answer the questions in a more relaxed
environment. However, those who were familiar with the concept of the study and were
confident in answering the questions in the classroom were allowed to do so. In each
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participating faculty a box was provided for students to return their completed questionnaires and
students were informed about its location by the researcher during the class presentation.
According to Hair et al. (2006) a ratio of ten-to-one for each independent variable must be
applied when determining the appropriate number of participants. That is, each independent
variable must have ten data records. Since there were 15 independent variables in this study, the
minimum required number for participants was 150. However, because the questionnaires were
distributed in the classrooms, a total of 470 questionnaires were distributed at the four faculties
from which 20 were returned incomplete or half-complete and were excluded from the analysis,
and 68 questionnaires did not come back. As a result, 382 (81%) valid questionnaires were
collected and used for the analysis.
A different approach was taken with the university staff since it was difficult to gather all the
employees who were willing to participate in the study in one location. For this, the researcher
randomly approached staff in person across the university, regardless of faculties, and invited
them to participate in the study. Those who showed interest in participating were given
instructions about the research purpose, objectives and were informed about the voluntariness as
well as confidentiality of the research. In addition to responding to their questions, the researcher
briefly explained and clarified the e-government concept at both the informational and
transactional level as briefly as possible to those who were not familiar with the concept. Staff
were also given the opportunity to take the questionnaires home and return them in two weeks. A
box was provided at each faculty and employees were informed about its location and were
asked to drop their completed questionnaire in the box. A total of 200 questionnaires were
distributed out of which 19 questionnaires did not come back, and 15 questionnaires were
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incomplete and excluded from the analysis. Thus, a total of 166 (83%) useable questionnaires
were collected from staff and used for the analysis.

Chapter Summary
Considering the nature of the study, which was to statistically test the relationship between
independent variables and the dependent variable and to test pre-determined hypotheses, the
current study was conducted on a quantitative research approach. The data were collected
through a survey questionnaire which was administered face-to-face by the researcher to two
groups of participants; undergraduate university students and non-academic university staff.
Students were selected from year two and year four who were enrolled in science and social
science courses. The questionnaires were administered to students in their classrooms and to staff
in their offices. Overall, the response rate was 81% for students and 83% for staff. The following
chapters describe the procedures that were undertaken to prepare and analyse the collected data
and the results that were generated.
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Chapter 6: Data Preparation for Statistical Analysis
This chapter explains and describes, in detail, the procedures that were undertaken to prepare the
collected data for statistical analyses in order to test the proposed hypotheses. The chapter begins
by describing the procedures used to clean the data and enter them into the statistical software. It
then explains the techniques that were used to test the reliability and validity of the instrument
used in this study. The chapter then describes the procedures used to test the normality of the data
and the strategies applied to deal with non-normal distributed data to prepare them for statistical
analysis. Following this, an overview of participants demographic characteristics are presented
for the whole sample and for sub-samples (students and staff) separately. Finally، frequencies are
performed for the predictor variables to see how participants responded to the research questions.

Data Screening, Missing Data and Univariate Outliers
According to Fink (2009) data preparation should start by coding the data and entering them into
a database and cleaning the data in order to find any missing responses. Data preparation in this
study began by visually checking the questionnaires for missing responses and incomplete
questionnaires. Once the data were received, they were visually checked by the researcher to
identify missing data and incomplete questionnaires. All the questionnaires were then numbered
in order, so that the researcher could return to particular questionnaires if there were any
problems with the data throughout the data analysis process. The process resulted in a total of
382 usable questionnaires for students and 166 for staff. The useable questionnaires were then
entered into the SPSS database by the researcher. In order to ensure that the data entered
correctly, the researcher selected every fifth questionnaire and checked their original data against
the entered data. A frequency distribution was then performed to identify missing data and
univariate outliers. None was identified. Univariate outliers are cases with an extreme value on
one variable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p.73) which can arise from a procedural error, such as
a data entry error or a mistake in coding (Hair et al., 2006).
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In addition to the above procedures in preparing the data, sometimes there are negative
statements in the questionnaire that require to be recoded so that all scores have the same
direction of response (e.g., higher scores always mean greater agreement with a statement and
lower scores always mean less agreement) (Hair et al., 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). For
instance, in these sorts of scales the positive statement “strongly agree” may initially have a
score of five, and the negative statement “strongly disagree” a score of one. The recoding
process will change this so that “strongly disagree” receives a score of five and “strongly agree”
receives a score of one. In the current study, there was only one statement that required recording
which was item 4 in the Compatibility scale which was ‘I prefer face-to-face interaction with
government’. This item was recoded into a new item and labelled with the letter R to distinguish
it from the original item (which was retained in case needed at some later point).

Instrument Validation
The next step in preparing the collected data for statistical analysis was to ensure that the data
that were collected in this study would reliably reflect the information it was designed to collect.
This could be achieved by ensuring that the scales that were computed for this study were
statistically and substantively valid (measured what they were supposed to measure) and reliable
(collected the intended information from each participant with minimal error) (Hair et al., 2006).
Further details follow.
Reliability
Reliability is the degree to which a scale is free of random error (Hair et al., 2006). In other
words, it is concerned with the degree to which all the items that make up a particular scale
measure the same underlying attribute (Hair et al., 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). In the
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current study there were 17 scales (which ultimately became 17 variables that were used in
analyses), each of which consisted of more than one item. Therefore, it was necessary to see
whether the items that made up a scale all measured the same attribute. The most commonly
used statistic to test for reliability is Cronbach’s coefficient alpha (Hair et al., 2006). Generally
the acceptable value for Cronbach’s alpha is 0.70 (Hair et al., 2006). However, a value of 0.6 and
above is also regarded as acceptable by some researchers (Malhotra, 1999). In this study,
Cronbach’s alpha was used through the reliability function in SPSS to measure the internal
consistency of the scales. The results are provided in the Table 6.1. It can be seen from the table
that the value of Cronbach’s alpha was greater than the acceptable cut-off for all the scales, the
lowest being 0.87, indicating acceptable internal consistency between the scales.
Table 6.1: Reliability of the scales
Variables (Scales)

Cronbach alpha (α)

No. Of Items

Perceived usefulness (PU), information

5

.91

Perceived ease of use (PEOU), information

5

.89

Perceived information quality (PIQ)

6

.90

Facilitating conditions (FC), information

4

.87

Social influence (SI), information

4

.87

Trust in government (TG), information

4

.94

Perceived risk (PR), information

3

.93

Behavioural intention (BI), information

3

.90

Perceived usefulness (PU), transactions

5

.91

Perceived ease of use (PEOU), transaction

5

.90

Social influence (SI) ,transaction

4

.87

Facilitating conditions (FC), transaction

4

.87

Compatibility (COMPT)

4

.89

Trust in the Internet (TI), transaction

3

.91

Trust in government (TG), transaction

4

.94

Perceived risk (PR), transaction

3

.89

Behavioural intention (BI), transaction

3

.92

Total

69
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Validity
The second step towards ensuring that the instrument used in this study measured what it was
intended to measure was to test its validity defined as “the degree to which a measure accurately
represents what it is supposed to” (Hair et al., 2206, p.9). There are several aspects of validity
that were relevant to this study namely, face validity, content validity, and construct validity,
each of which reflects a different aspect of validity of a measure (Hair et al., 2006; Zikmund,
2003). Face validity can be achieved by visually checking the questionnaire and ensuring the
items appear, using common sense, to measure the target concept (Hair et al., 2006), for instance,
making sure that the questions are phrased appropriately. Content validity is usually an adjunct
to face validity. To achieve content validity the questionnaire must be shown to experts to
evaluate whether the items are likely to measure the concept they are supposed to measure.
Construct validity which is the most important measure of validity uses statistical methods to
assess whether the measure is actually measuring the theoretical construct. For instance, it
measures the extent to which the items that make up a scale cohere statistically.
This study adapted validated items from the existing literature to investigate Kurdish citizens’
behavioural intentions towards e-government services. Therefore, it was sensible to assume that
the scales used in this study were valid. However, because modifications were made to the
question wording to fit the context of this study it was decided to test its validity. Face validity
and content validity were assessed by showing the instrument to three experts in this field.
Construct validity was assessed using explanatory factor analysis. However, before performing
factor analysis it was necessary to ensure that the data were ‘factorable’, or appropriate for factor
analysis.
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To assess the factorability of the data, a correlation coefficients matrix was computed for every
variable and the values were checked to ensure their suitability for factor analysis. To be
factorable, the correlation coefficients between the items in each variable must be greater than
0.3 (Hair et al., 2006). SPSS also produces two more measures that can be used to further
increase the accuracy of the judgement namely, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) statistic and
Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Generally, a KMO statistic should be greater than 0.6 and Bartlett’s
test should be significant at p< 0.05 (Hair et al., 2006). The correlation coefficients are
summarized in Table 6.2. It can be seen that for all the variables in this study for both
informational and transactional part, the correlation coefficients between the items that made up
the variable were greater than 0.3. The KMO and Bartlett’s test were also within the acceptable
range indicating that the data were appropriate for factor analysis. Note that due to space
limitation the results of KMO statistic and Bartlett’s test are not presented here. For KMO and
Bartlett’s results see Appendix 5 and 6.
Table 6.2: The correlation matrix for the research variables
Perceived usefulness
(informational)
PU1
PU2
PU3
PU4
PU5

PU1

PU2

PU3

PU4

PU5

1.000
.713
.625
.608
.697

1.000
.672
.669
.690

1.000
.628
.675

1.000
.727

1.000

Perceived usefulness
(Transactional)

PU1

PU2

PU3

PU4

PU5

PU1
PU2
PU3
PU4
PU5

1.000
.716
.665
.659
.680

1.000
.681
.730
.735

1.000
.670
.688

1.000
.716

1.000
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Table 6.2 continued
Perceived ease of use
(Informational)
PEOU1
PEOU2
PEOU3
PEOU4
PEOU5

PEOU1

PEOU2

PEOU3

PEOU4

PEOU5

1.000
.642
.584
.582
.674

1.000
.618
.597
.655

1.000
.611
.641

1.000
.692

1.000

Perceived ease of use
(Transactional)
PEOU1
PEOU2
PEOU3
PEOU4
PEOU5

PEOU1

PEOU2

PEOU3

PEOU4

PEOU5

1.000
.744
.649
.504
.637

1.000
.718
.533
.706

1.000
.591
.715

1.000
.665

1.000

Perceived information
quality
PIQ1
PIQ2
PIQ3
PIQ4
PIQ5
PIQ6

PIQ1

PIQ2

PIQ3

PIQ4

PIQ5

PIQ6

1.000
.730
.580
.543
.600
.640

1.000
.642
.575
.636
.646

1.000
.577
.602
.576

1.000
.643
.661

1.000
.715

1.000

Facilitating conditions
(Informational)
FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
Facilitating conditions
(Transactional)
FC1
FC2
FC3
FC4
Compatibility

FC1

FC2

FC3

FC4

1.000
.567
.450
.549
FC1

1.000
.743
.718
FC2

1.000
.752
FC3

1.000
FC4

1.000
.538
.488
.583
COMPT1

1.000
.755
.720
COMPT2

1.000
.746
COMPT3

1.000
COMPT4

COMPT1
COMPT2
COMPT3
COMPT4
Social
influence(Informational)
SI1
SI2
SI3
SI4

1.000
.834
.783
.601
SI1

1.000
.802
.560
SI2

1.000
.578
SI3

1.000
SI4

1.000
.688
.537
.602

1.000
.626
.682

1.000
.714

1.000
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Table 6.2 continued
Social
influence(Transactional)
SI1
SI2
SI3
SI4
Trust in government
(Informational)
TG1
TG2
TG3
TG4
Trust in government
(Transactional)
TG1
TG2
TG3
TG4
Trust in the Internet

SI1

SI2

SI3

SI4

1.000
.689
.570
.575
TG1

1.000
.621
.592
TG2

1.000
.781
TG3

1.000
TG4

1.000
.804
.777
.791
TG1

1.000
.848
.814
TG2

1.000
.821
TG3

1.000
TG4

1.000
.817
.757
.802
TI1

1.000
.824
.811
TI2

1.000
.787
TI3

TI1
TI2
TI3
Perceived risk
(Informational)
PR1
PR2
PR3

1.000
.788
.764
PR1

1.000
.795
PR2

1.000
PR3

1.000
.839
.799

1.000
.829

1.000

Perceived risk
(Transactional)

PR1

PR2

PR3

PR1
PR2
PR3
Behavioural intention
(Informational)
BI1
BI2
BI3
Behavioural intention
(Transactional)
BI1
BI2
BI3

1.000
.667
.695
BI1

1.000
.841
BI2

1.000
BI3

1.000
.751
.729
BI1

1.000
.824
BI2

1.000
BI3

1.000
.832
.752

1.000
.802

1.000
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1.000

Once the data showed suitability for factor analysis, an explanatory factor analysis using
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (which is robust to non-normality in the distributions of
variables) and Direct Oblimin rotation (which allows the factors to be correlated) was performed
to assess whether the items that made up a scale loaded on their expected factor. To be
considered valid, all the items must load at least moderately on their factors with a value of 0.5
or more (Hair et al., 2006). The results are presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. As the tables show
most items in this study loaded moderately to strongly on a single factor suggesting that the
items formed a coherent set measuring a single underlying latent construct. It is important to
mention that sometimes items ‘cross-load’, or load on more than one factor, but if the value of
cross-loading is less than 0.4 it is not a concern (Hair et al., 2006). In this study, a few
cross-loading items were identified that loaded on more than one factor, and because the values
were less than 0.4, they were considered negligible. Note that the tables only present the loadings
of the items on their respective factors. The tables are presented in the next pages.
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Table 6.3: Factor loadings for variables in informational e-government

Item
PU
PEOU
FC
SI
PIQ
TG
PR
BI
PU1
.699
PU2
.749
PU3
.749
PU4
.703
PU5
.751
PEOU1
.636
PEOU2
.649
PEOU3
.642
PEOU4
.686
PEOU5
.753
FC1
.569
FC2
.813
FC3
.806
FC4
.818
SI1
.728
SI2
.823
SI3
.747
SI4
.810
PIQ1
.670
PIQ2
.719
PIQ3
.638
PIQ4
.665
PIQ5
.738
PIQ6
.749
TG1
.719
TG2
.784
TG3
.784
TG4
.752
PR1
.896
PR2
.925
PR3
.877
BI1
.697
BI2
.807
BI3
.786
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Table 6.4: Factor loadings for variables in transactional e-government

Item
PU
PEOU FC
SI
COMPT TG
TI
PR
BI
PU1
.704
PU2
.811
PU3
.692
PU4
.737
PU5
.754
PEOU1
.705
PEOU2
.782
PEOU3
.737
PEOU4
.554
PEOU5
.749
FC1
.558
FC2
.786
FC3
.791
FC4
.749
SI1
.681
SI2
.720
SI3
.837
SI4
.824
COMPT1
.820
COMPT2
.811
COMPT3
.775
COMPT4
.560
TG1
.820
TG2
.874
TG3
.867
TG4
.860
TI1
.808
TI2
.857
TI3
.811
PR1
.737
PR2
.891
PR3
.919
BI1
.757
BI2
.824
BI3
.715
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Univariate Normality
The next step in preparing the data for statistical analysis was to assess their distribution and to
see whether they were normally distributed. The data are considered to be normal if the shape of
the distribution is bell-shaped and have the greatest frequency of the scores in the middle and
less frequency towards the tails (Hair et al., 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Normality is
important because it is a fundamental assumption for almost every multivariate technique (Hair
et al., 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007).
Normality can be assessed by obtaining skewness and kurtosis values and by looking at the
histograms (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Consequently, histograms were produced for all the
items in this study for both informational and transactional e-government. The results indicated
that the data were not normally distributed and for some variables they were skewed and for
others they were bimodaly distributed; the latter refers to a distribution in which there are two
peaks in the dataset suggesting that the majority of the respondents in this study either agreed
with the questionnaire statements or disagreed. Some examples of the distribution of the data are
provided below (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: Examples of the skewed and bimodal distribution

Transforming the Data into Dichotomous Variables
There are a number ways to overcome the problem of skewness such as using non-parametric
alternatives or transforming variables by mathematically modifying the scores until the
distribution looks normal (Hair et al., 2006). However, these solutions are feasible only if the
data are skewed, but since many of the variables in this study demonstrated a bimodal
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distribution neither of the solutions could be applied. Instead, bimodal variables had to be
transformed into dichotomized, nominal variables with two categories only: ‘0’ or ‘1’, ‘yes’ or
‘no’. Since all the statements in this study were worded positively, ‘1’ was used to indicate that
the respondents agreed with the statement and ‘0’ was used to indicate that they disagreed with
the statement. To ensure consistency in the way in which skewed and bimodal variables were
treated, all of the variables were dichotomized. It is important to mention that because all the
variables in this study consisted of more than one item transforming them into nominal variables
involved several steps. In the first step, items scores on the five-point Likert scale were
transformed into ‘1’ or ‘0’, ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ only. Next, these scores were computed to see
how many items (statements) in each variable participants agreed or disagreed with since each
variable was made up of more than one item. Following this, computed scores for each variable
had to be categorized into two groups ‘1’ or ‘0’, ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Transforming five-point Likert scale
There are several methods that can be used to dichotomize a continuous variable. This maybe
done substantively, for example, by assigning a number, ‘1’ to those who either strongly agreed
or agreed with a statement, and assigning a ‘0’ to those who either strongly disagreed or
disagreed. The researcher may then delete all the respondents who marked ‘neutral’ from
analysis. This method, however, may result in the elimination of an important amount of data.
An alternative method recode the data using a Median Split or Mean Split approach in which,
instead of deleting ‘neutral’ responses, they are assigned to either category based on whether
they were above or below the median or the mean respectively.
A combination of substantive and median split approach was undertaken in this study, using the
median rather than the mean because the data were bimodally distributed and thus difficult to
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identify the mean. First, responses of ‘strongly disagree’ and ‘disagree’ were recoded as ‘0’,
‘disagree’, and responses of ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ were recoded as ‘1’, ‘agree’. To recode
the mid-point (‘neutral’) the median score for each item was computed. If the item score fell
below the median, it was recoded as ‘0’, ‘disagree’, and if it fell above the median, it was
recoded as ‘1’, ‘agree’. However, relying exclusively on this approach could result in decisions
that did not make sense substantively, or where the median was 3, it was not clear which
category to allocate this score to. In such circumstances, the scale 3 (‘neutral’) was recoded
twice, once as ‘agree’ and once as ‘disagree’. This resulted in the creation of two new indices
(Index1 and Index2) for these variables, both of which were later tested prior to selecting the one
that would be used in the later analyses. Table 6.5 shows the variables for which scale 3 was
recoded once only and those for which scale 3 was recoded twice.
Table 6.5: Variables for which scale 3(‘neutral’) was recoded as ‘agree’ vs. variables for which scale 3
was recoded as both ‘agree’ and ‘disagree’
Variables for which scale 3 (neutral) was
recoded as ‘agree’

Variables for which scale 3 (neutral) was
recoded as ‘agree’ and ‘disagree’

Perceived usefulness (informational)

Perceived information quality (informational)

Perceived ease of use (informational)

Facilitating conditions (informational)

Social influence (informational)

Trust in government (informational)

Behavioural intention (informational)

Trust in government (transactional)

Perceived usefulness (transactional)

Trust in the Internet (transactional)

Perceived ease of use (transactional)

Perceived risk (transactional)

Social influence (transactional)

Perceived risk (informational)

Facilitating conditions (transactional)
Compatibility (transactional)
Behavioural intention (transactional)
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Computing the recoded items for each variable
As mentioned earlier, each predictor variable in this study was made up of multiple items with a
five-point, agree-disagree response format. Therefore, the items that were recoded in the
previous section needed to be combined into in order to see how many items in each variable
participants agreed or disagreed with. To do this, recoded responses were summed. Scores could
range from ‘0’ (in which a respondent ‘disagreed’ with every item that made up the variable) to a
maximum that reflected the number of items in each set of items (respondent ‘agreed’ with every
item that made up the variable). For example, for concepts that were originally measured using
six items such as perceived information quality, scores could range from ‘0’ to ‘6’: the former
indicates that respondents ‘disagreed’ with all six items that made up this variable and the later
indicates that respondents ‘agreed’ with all the items (see Table 6.6). It can be seen from the
table that 155 participants out of 548 ‘disagreed’ with all the items that made up perceived
information quality and 100 participants ‘agreed’ with all the items. The next step was to
transform these computed scores into two categories ‘yes’ and ‘no’.
Table 6.6: An example of the results of computing the recoded scales (Perceived information quality)

Frequency
Valid
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Percent

155
50
33
66
82
62
100
548

Valid percent

28.3
9.1
6.0
12.0
15.0
11.3
18.2
100.0
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28.3
9.1
6.0
12.0
15.0
11.3
18.2
100.0

Cumulative
percent
28.3
37.4
43.4
55.5
70.4
81.8
100

Transforming the computed scores
The final step towards dichotomizing the variables into nominal categorical was to transform the
summed scores, created above, for each variable into ‘0’, ‘yes’ and ‘1’, ‘no’. For this purpose, a
different approach was undertaken because using median split would again result in decisions
that did not make sense substantively. Instead, for each variable a similar table to that of Table
6.6 was produced to see how many items respondents agreed or disagreed with. Respondents
who agreed with 50% or more of the items that made up the variable were recoded as ‘1’
meaning that they agreed with that particular variable, and anything below 50% were scored as
‘0’ meaning that participants did not agree with that variable. For instance, returning to the
previous example (Table 6.6), since perceived information quality was made up of six items,
those participants who agreed with three or more items in this variable were scored as ‘1’
indicating that they believed that the quality of information on government websites were
satisfactory. Those who agreed with less than three items were scored as ‘0’ indicating that they
did not believe that the quality of the information was satisfactory. This procedure was repeated
for all the variables. The newly created variables were named Index, and for those variables for
which scale 3 (‘neutral’) was recoded twice (once as ‘agree’ and once as ‘disagree’), two indices
were created and were labelled ‘index1’ and ‘index2’ which would both be tested in the next
section to select one for the final analyses.
Selecting one index for those variables that had been recoded into two indices
To select the more appropriate index for those variables that were recoded into two indices,
Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients were computed between each index (one of
which would eventually be an independent variable in later analyses) and (i) the dependent
variable (intention to use), and (ii) the other independent variables. The objective was to identify
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which index was more strongly correlated with the dependent variable and other independent
variables. The more strongly correlated index would be preferable because it would indicate a
more reliable relationship (Hair et al., 2006). Using this method, it was also possible to test of
collinearity: the independent variables in the study were expected to be correlated, but this
correlation should not exceed 0.7 (indicating multicollinearity) because it would violate the
assumptions of multiple regression analysis which would be used to test the hypotheses in this
study (Hair et al., 2006; Zikmund, 2003).
To expand, Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients may have a value between -1.00
and 1.00 with 1 indicating a perfect positive relationship and -1 indicating a perfect negative
relationship (Hair et al., 2006). A correlation between 0.10 and 0.29 is considered a small
correlation; correlation between 0.30 and 0.49 is considered as medium correlation and between
0.5 and 1.00 is considered large correlation (Pallant, 2007). Correlation coefficients were
computed among the independent variables (including both indices where alternatives had been
computed) and the dependent variables for both informational and transactional e-government.
The results are presented in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. For those variables that had two indices, the one
which was better correlated with the dependent variables was selected. As the tables
demonstrate, the independent variables in this study produced medium-sized correlations with
the independent variables (they were all less than 0.40).
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Table 6.7: Correlation coefficients between independent variables and the ‘intention to use’ informational
e-government
Predictors

Intention to use informational e-government

Perceived usefulness (PU)
Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
Social influence (SI)

.311**
.249**
.224**
. 222**
.269**
.343**
.297**
.280**
.208**
-.089*
-.182**

Perceived information quality, index1 (PIQ)
Perceived information quality, index2 (PIQ)
Facilitating conditions, index1 (FC)
Facilitating conditions, index2 (FC)
Trust in government, index1 (TG)
Trust in government, index2 (TG)
Perceived risk, index1 (PR)
Perceived risk, index2 (PR)

**correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 6.8: Correlation coefficients between independent variables and the ‘intention to use’ transactional
e-government
Predictors

Intention to use transactional e-government

Perceived usefulness (PU)
Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
Social influence (SI)
Compatibility (COMPT)
Facilitating conditions (FC)
Trust in government, index1 (TG)
Trust in government, index2 (TG)
Trust in the Internet, index1 (TI)
Trust in the Internet, index2 (TI)
Perceived risk, index1 (PR)
Perceived risk, index2 (PR)

.343**
.287**
.250**
.370**
.252**
.272**
.251**
.193**
.154**
-.128**
-.169**

**correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Based on the results of the correlation analyses, for those variables that had two indices, the one
that had the higher correlation with the dependent variable was selected. Therefore, for
informational e-government perceived information quality index2, facilitating conditions index1,
trust in government index1 and perceived risk index2 were selected. For transactional
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e-government, on the other hand, trust in the Internet index1, trust in the government index1 and
perceived risk index2 were selected.
In order to further test whether the right indices were selected, correlation coefficients were
computed between the selected indices and other indices in order to ensure that they were
correlated, but this correlation did not exceed 0.40. The results indicated small to moderate
correlations between these variables suggesting that the selected indices could be used as the
final variables (see Tables 6.9 and 6.10).
Table 6.9: Correlation coefficients between the selected indices for informational e-government
Variables

1

2

3

Perceived usefulness (PU)
Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
Social influence (SI)
Perceived information quality, index2
Facilitating conditions, index1 (FC)
Trust in government, index1 (TG)
Perceived risk, index2 (PR)

1

4

5

.412**
.198**

1
.131**

1

.253**
.143**

.284**
.305**

.165**
.165**

1
.165**

1

.254**
-.063
**correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

.411**
-.068

.194**
-.019

.359**
-.101

.228**
-.051

6

7

1
-.116**

1

Table 6.10: Correlation coefficients between the selected indices for transactional e-government
Variables

1

2

3

4

5

Perceived usefulness (PU)
Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
Social influence (SI)
Facilitating conditions (FC)
Trust in government, index1
(TG)
Trust in the Internet, index1 (TI)
Perceived risk, index2 (PR)
Compatibility (COMPT)

1
.456**
.229**
.259**
.208**

1
.172**
.325**
.198**

1
.148**
.203**

1
.284**

1

.095*
-.073
.170**

.246**
-.112**
.388**

.323**
-.193**
.318**

.147** .287**
-.104*
-.122**
.313** .333**
**correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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6

7

8

1
-.216**
.287**

1
-.131**

1

Table 6.11 shows the final variables (indices) that were used for hypothesis testing. It is
important to mention that those indices that were excluded were not totally abandoned from the
analysis, but separate analysis would later be conducted for them and the results would be
compared to see if there were any differences between the results. This is called ‘sensitivity
testing’ and is discussed in the next chapter. The next sub-section describes the sample in terms
of its demographic characteristics.
Table 6.11: Final indices for statistical analyses
Informational e-government

Transactional e-government

Perceived usefulness (PU)

Perceived usefulness (PU)

Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
Social influence (SI)
Perceived information quality, index2 (PIQ)

Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
Social influence (SI)
Facilitating conditions (FC)

Facilitating conditions, index1 (FC)

Trust in government, index1 (TG)

Trust in government, index1 (TG)
Perceived risk, index2 (PR)
Behavioural intention (BI)

Trust in the Internet, index1 (TOI)
Perceived risk, index2 (PR)
Compatibility (COMPT)
Behavioural intention (BI)

An Overview of Participants’ Demographic Profile
Having the data cleaned and prepared for statistical analyses, descriptive statistics using
frequencies were conducted to describe participants in terms of their age, sex, level of experience
with computers and the Internet, and previous experience with government websites (prior visit).
This was done once for the whole sample and once for the sub-samples of interest (students &
staff) separately.
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Demographic profile of the whole sample
As Table 6.12 demonstrates, in the whole sample, there were slightly more men than women. In
terms of their age, the table shows that almost 80% of the participants were aged between 20 to
29 years reflecting the fact that the majority of participants (N=382, 70%) were undergraduate
students. In regard to computer experience, over one-half of the participants fell within the first
two categories indicating that the majority of participants in this study had fewer than three years
of experience with computers. Similarly, the majority of participants (N=450, 82%) indicated
having less than three years of experience with the Internet. Finally, more than half of
participants (N=312, 57%) indicated that they had not visited a government website prior to
participating in this study.
Table 6.12: Demographic profile of the whole sample
Demographics
Sex
Age

Computer experience

Internet experience

Prior website visit

Frequency

Percent %

Male

285

52

Female
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40 and above
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years

263
63
358
83
22
12
10
111
209

48
11.5
65.3
15.1
4
2.2
1.8
20.3
38.1

4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years
More than 10 years
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years
More than 10 years
Yes
No

148
58
22
272
178
67
21
10
236
312

27
10.6
4
49.6
32.5
12.2
3.8
1.8
43.1
56.9
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Demographic profile of the students
After performing the frequencies for the whole sample the dataset was split into its sub-samples
(students & staff) and frequencies were performed for each sub-sample in order to compare
students and staff in terms of their characteristics. Note that, there were some characteristics
which were only relevant to students such as year of studying at the university and academic
field of study which required the sample to be split in order to describe these characteristics.
As demonstrated in Table 6.13, in the student sample there were more females than males
(N=207, 54.2%). In terms of their age, as expected, the majority of students were aged below 24
(N=360, 94%) since they were all from undergraduate level. There were no students aged 40 and
above in this study. The results also showed that the majority of the students had less than three
years of experience with computers (N=240, 62%). Only 10% of students indicated having seven
to nine years of experience with computers. This number decreased to only 2% for those having
more than 10 years of experience. Similarly, the majority of students (N=333, 87%) also
indicated that they had less than three years of experience with the Internet.
In regard to experience with government websites, less than half of the students (N=160, 42%)
indicated they had visited a government website prior to participating in this study. In regard to
students’ academic course and year of studying, the results showed that 41.1 % (N=157) of the
students were from social science discipline and the remaining 58.9% were from science
discipline. Out of these numbers, 46.6% (N=178) were from the second year and 53.4 were from
the fourth year.
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Table 6.13: Demographic profile of the students
Demographics
Sex
Age

Computer experience

Internet experience

Prior visit
Faculty

Year of study

Frequency

Percent %

Male
Female
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40 and above
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years
More than 10 years
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years
More than 10 years
Yes
No
Admin &Economic

175
207
60
300
19
2
1
0
71
169
96
38
8
212
121
34
11
4
160
222
94

45.8
54.2
15.7
78.5
5
.5
.3
0
18.6
44.2
25.1
9.9
2.1
55.2
31.7
8.9
2.9
1
41.9
58.1
24.6

Law
Education
Engineering
Second year
Fourth year

63
92
133
178
204

16.5
24.1
34.8
46.6
53.4

Demographic profile of the staff
In the staff sample, on the other hand, there were more males than females (N=110, 66.3%)
(Table 6.14). Staff were also slightly older with the majority of them (75%) aged below 29
compared to students of whom the majority were aged below 24. University staff were also more
experienced with computers than students since the majority of them (N=132, 80%) indicated
having less than six years of experience whereas the majority of students had less than three
years of experience. In terms of experience with the Internet, however, the results were similar as
the majority of the staff (N=117, 70%) indicated having less than three years of experience with
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the Internet. Similar to students, the majority of staff (N=90, 54.2%) also indicated that they had
not visited a government website prior to participating in this study.
In addition to above characteristics, the table also shows the level of staff’s education. The
reason that this was not provided for students was because all the students who participated in
this study were from undergraduate students. The results showed that staff who participated in
this study were also educated with 79% (N=130) of them having an undergraduate or
post-graduate degree and 19% had only high school qualification.
Table 6.14: Demographic profile of the staff
Demographics
Sex
Age

Computer experience

Internet experience

Prior visit
Education level

Frequency
Male
Female
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40 and above
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years
More than 10 years
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years
More than 10 years
Yes
No
Primary school qualification
High school qualification
Undergraduate degree
Post-graduate certificate or diploma
Masters degree
Doctorate

132

110
56
3
58
64
20
11
10
40
40
52
20
14
60
57
33
10
6
76
90
5
32
80
39
7
3

Percent %
66.3
33.7
1.8
34.9
38.6
12
6.6
6
24.1
24.1
31.3
12
8.4
36.1
34.3
19.9
6
3.6
45.8
54.2
3
19
48.2
23.5
4.2
1.8

Overall, it can be seen that students and staff who participated in this study were very similar in
terms of their experience with computers and the Internet, and in terms of their previous
experience with government websites. Moreover, university staff were also educated with the
majority of them (almost 80%) having an undergraduate degree or higher. The only major
difference was that staff were slightly older than students. However, overall the participants in
this study were young and the majority were below 30 years of age. Since no major differences
were identified between students and staff, it was decided to perform the statistical analyses for
the two sub-samples together. Therefore, the conclusions that are drawn in this study are for the
whole sample. However, for practical purposes, a separate analysis would also be conducted for
each sub-sample in the next chapter. The next sub-section provides an overview of what
percentage of participants agreed with the questionnaire statements regarding the research
variables.

The proportion of participants who ‘agreed’ with the questionnaire statements
One of the questions that this study attempted to answer was ‘do Kurdish citizens have the
intention to adopt e-government services?’ To answer this question, and to find out, for practical
purposes, what proportion of participants agreed with the research statements in each variable,
frequencies were produced for the research variables, both independent and dependent. Knowing
how participants responded to the research questions would provide useful information for
government authorities in the Kurdistan region. For instance, it would enable government
authorities to know whether people in the region trust the government or the Internet, or whether
people believe that using e-government services would be useful. The results are presented in
Table 6.15.
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Table 6.15: Proportion of participants who ‘agreed’ with the research statements
Variables

Informational e-government

Transactional e-government

Perceived usefulness

81.2%

86.9%

Perceived ease of use

81.6%

68.1%

Facilitating conditions

61.1%

62.8%

Social influence

63.5%

70.1%

Trust in government

44.7%

33.6%

Trust in the Internet

-

43.8%

Perceived risk

30.8%

50.5%

Perceived information quality

71.4%

-

-

62.6%

73%

79%

Compatibility
Intention to use

First and most importantly, the table shows that above 70% of participants indicated having the
intention to use e-government not only for seeking information, but also for conducting
transactions with government online. Surprisingly, and inconsistent with what e-government
researchers have suggested, the intention to use was higher for transactional e-government.
Therefore, the answer to the first research question is that it is likely to potential users of
e-government services in the region will most likely adopt e-government services when these
services are developed and made available.
According to the results, the majority of participants in this study believed that using government
websites for informational and transactional purposes would be useful. The proportion, however,
was higher for transactional e-government, indicating that participants believed that using
government websites for performing transactions would be more useful than using them to just
seek information. When asked about the ease of using e-government services, the majority of
participants agreed that informational e-government would be easier than transactional
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e-government. This was not surprising since it was mentioned in the earlier chapters that
transactional e-government is more complicated than informational e-government.
When asked whether they believed they had the resources (hardware & software) and the
knowledge to use e-government services, the same number of participants responded positive.
This shows that only 60% of participants in this study had access to facilitating conditions and
the remaining 40% did not access.
As expected, the majority of participants in this study indicated that using e-government services
by others who are important to them would positively influence their decision to use them. The
percentage, however, was higher for transactional e-government suggesting that as the nature of
e-government service becomes more complicated and risky people are more likely to seek advice
from others and to adopt e-government services if they are used their peers. As mentioned in
Chapter 4, Kurdistan is a collectivist society in which people are likely to seek advice from their
peers when facing with an uncertain situation. Thus, it was not surprising that the majority of
people in this study agreed with this statement.
In regard to trusting government agencies and the Internet, less than 50% of the participants
indicated that they trust government agencies and the Internet. Participants’ trust in government
agencies was even lower for transactional e-government suggesting that people trust government
agencies less when these agencies are expected to deal with citizens’ personal and financial
information. Relatively, greater number of participants perceived transactional e-government to
be risky than informational e-government. Once again, these results were not surprising because,
as discussed in previous chapters, the literature suggests that transactional e-government is more
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risky than informational e-government because it requires users to share their personal and
financial information online (Horst et al., 2007).
When asked whether they believed that the information provided on government websites was
good, almost three quarters of participants responded positively. Finally, when asked whether
they believed that doing transactions with government online would be compatible with the way
they wished to interact with government, more than half of the participants agreed.
An important point that can be noticed from the above results is that, except for facilitating
conditions, participants responded differently to the research variables across informational and
transactional e-government. This supports the argument that informational and transactional
e-government services must be distinguished when investigating e-government adoption.

Chapter Summary
This chapter showed that the data which were collected in this study could be relied on because
the instrument which was used to collect the data was both reliable and valid. However, the data
violated an important assumption to which the majority of statistical techniques are sensitive;
normality. For the majority of the variables in this study, the data were bimodaly distributed
suggesting that participants in this study either ‘agreed’ or ‘disagreed’ with the questionnaire
statements. To overcome this problem, appropriate procedures were undertaken to transform the
data and prepare them for statistical analyses by transforming the data into nominal categorical
with only two categories; ‘yes’ and ‘no’.
Following this, frequencies were produced, once for the whole sample and once for sub-samples,
to describe participants in terms of age, sex, level of experience with computers and the Internet
as well as experience with government websites. The results showed that both students and staff
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were similar in terms of these characteristics except that staff were slightly older than students.
Frequencies were also performed for the research variables. The results showed that the majority
of participants in this study were willing to adopt e-government services for both informational
and transactional purposes; something which was inconsistent with what e-government
researchers had argued. The results also revealed that there was a difference in participants’
responses across informational and transactional e-government. The next chapter tests the
relationship between predictors with the intention to use for both informational and transactional
e-government to see if, in light of these differences, participants also perceived different factors
to be associated with their intention to use.
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Chapter 7: Hypothesis Testing
This chapter reports the results of the statistical techniques (multiple logistic regression analysis & path
analysis) that were used in this study to test the hypotheses and to answer the research questions. It begins
by testing the assumptions of multiple regressions. A multiple logistic regression analysis is then
performed to test the potential relationships between the demographic characteristics with the ‘intention
to use’ e-government. Following this, a similar analysis is performed for the research predictors to
identify those that were significantly and independently associated with the intention to use informational
and transactional e-government. In the next step, a sensitivity test is performed for those variables that
had two indices created in the previous chapter. Demographic characteristics and predictors are subject to
a multiple hierarchical logistic regression to identify potential mediating (indirect) relationships and to
confirm those hypothesized by the research model prior to testing them thorough path analysis. A path
analysis is then performed to test the overall models for both informational and transactional
e-government. The chapter concludes by testing the hypothesized direct relationship between intention to
use informational e-government and intention to use transactional e-government.

Multiple Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis is a statistical technique used to explore the relationship between
several independent variables simultaneously with a dependent variable (Hair et al., 2006). There
are two types of multiple regression analysis; linear regression and logistic regression. The
dependent variable in multiple regressions could be either continuous or nominal categorical.
When the dependent variable is continuous, linear regression is used, but when the dependent
variable is categorical, logistic regression is recommended (Tabchnick & Fidell, 1996). In the
present study, both the dependent variable and the independent variables were dichotomized into
nominal categorical because they were bimodaly distributed. Therefore, a multiple logistic
regression technique was used once for the informational part of the models and once for the
transactional part. The objective was to see, when all the predictor variables are controlled for,
which variables were significant in independently associating with the intention to use. There are
a number of assumptions that must be met for the data to be suitable for multiple regression
analysis.
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Testing the Assumptions of Multiple Regressions
Multiple regression, be it linear or logistic, rests upon a number of assumptions that must be met
in order for a dataset to be suitable for regression analysis (Hair et al., 2006). These assumptions
include normality of residuals, linearity, homoscedasticity, independence of residuals, and
multicollinearity (Hair et al., 2006). All these assumptions must be met in linear regression.
However, logistic regression, which was used in this study, is not sensitive to the distribution of
the scores (normality), homoscedasticity and linearity (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Only
multicollinearity and outliers are important in logistic regression. Therefore, these two
assumptions had to be checked to ensure that there were no violations. Logistic regression does
not produce any statistics that could be used to test these assumptions. However, multiple linear
regressions can be used as a mean of testing these assumptions (Pallant, 2007). That is, a
multiple linear regression analysis can be conducted for predictors and the results can be used to
test these assumptions. Thus, in this study, the variables were first entered into the multiple linear
regression equation and the results were used to test the assumptions as followed.
Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity occurs when independent variables are highly correlated (r ≥ 0.9) which may
result in invalid outcomes. That is, when the correlation between the independent variables is
high it is difficult to accurately assess the effect of independent variables on the dependent
variable (Hair et al., 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). Multiple linear regressions produce two
statistics that can be used to check this assumption; Variable Inflation Factor (VIF) and
Tolerance (TOL) (Hair et al., 2006). Multicollinearity is indicated by variance inflation factor
values greater than 10 and Tolerance values less than 0.1 (Hair et al., 2006). Although previous
chapter showed that the correlation between the independent variables was not too high, to
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further confirm this, the VIF and TOL values were produced for the independent variables and
the results revealed that there were no violations of this assumption for informational (Table 7.1)
nor for transactional e-government (Table 7.2).
Table 7.1: Collinearity statistics for informational variables
Predictor variables

Collinearity statistics
Tolerance
VIF
.792
1.263
.688
1.454
.921
1.086
.880
1.136
.824
1.214
.745
1.343
.981
1.019

Perceived usefulness
Perceived ease of use
Social influence
Facilitating conditions
Perceived information quality
Trust in government
Perceived risk
Table 7.2: Collinearity statistics for transactional variables
Predictor variables

Collinearity statistics
Tolerance
VIF
.737
1.357
.702
1.425
.915
1.093
.776
1.289
.735
1.360
.792
1.263
.803
1.246
.932
1.073

Perceived usefulness
Perceived ease of use
Social influence
Facilitating conditions
Compatibility
Trust in government
Trust in the Internet
Perceived risk

Multivariate outliers
In addition to univariate outliers, discussed in the previous chapter, a dataset may also contain
multivariate outliers. These are “cases with an unusual combination of scores on two or more
variables” (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p.73). These outliers must also be detected because they
can artificially inflate or deflate estimates (Hair et al., 2006). Mahalanbis Distance and Cook’s
Distance statistics are two common statistics used to detect these outliers. They were thus used in
this study to detect multivariate outliers and overall for all the variables that were included in the
analysis no outliers were detected.
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Testing the direct relationship between demographic characteristics with the intention to
use informational and transactional e-government
Prior to testing the relationship between predictor variables with the intention to use (hypothesis
testing), a direct multiple logistic regression was performed for the demographic characteristics
to test their potential relationship with the ‘intention to use’ both informational and transactional
e-government. Thus, demographic characteristics were used as independent variables. It is
important to mention that because both students and staff were similar in their characteristics
(discussed in previous chapter), the analysis was performed for the whole sample, thus two of the
demographic characteristics (academic field of study and year of studying) were not included in
the analysis because they were relevant to students only.
Relationship between demographic characteristics with the ‘intention to use’
informational e-government
The results for the informational e-government indicated that the model containing the
demographics was statistically significant χ² (df=6, N= 548) = 34.361, p<.001 (Table 7.3) and
explained between 6% (Cox and Snell R square) to 9% (Nagelkerke R square) of the variance in
the intention to use informational e-government (Table 7.4).
Table 7.3: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for demographics predicting the intention to use
informational e-government

Step 1 Step
Block
model

Chi-square
34.361
34.361
34.361

df

Sig.
6
6
6

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.4: Model Summary for demographics predicting the intention to use informational e-government
step
1

-2 Log likelihood
568.421

Cox & Snell R Square
a

.061
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Nagelkerke R Square
.091

In terms of the direct association with the intention to use, the results indicated that only prior
visit of government websites was significant (p<.001), suggesting that those who had
experienced government websites were 2.82 times (see Odds Ratio in Table 7.5) more likely to
have the intention to continue using government websites for informational purposes. Odds Ratio
(OR) is a measure of the relationship between an outcome and an exposure which measures the
probability that an outcome will occur given a particular exposure (Hair et al., 2007). The
remaining characteristics (age, sex, type of respondent [students or staff], computer experience
and Internet experience) were non-significant in independently associating with the intention to
use informational e-government.
Table 7.5: Results of multiple logistic regressions for the relationship between demographic
characteristics and the intention to use informational e-government
Variables

B

S.E.

Wald
χ²-test

df

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Prior visit
Type of respondent
Sex
Age
Computer experience
Internet experience

1.03
.00
-.04
-.06
.06
.21

.24
.28
.21
.13
.13
.16

17.61
.00
.03
.20
.24
1.73

1
1
1
1
1
1

.000***
.977
.850
.651
.623
.188

2.82
1.00
.96
.94
1.06
1.24

95% Confidence
Interval
for Odds Ratios
Lower
Upper
1.740
4.591
.577
1.761
.626
1.471
.718
1.230
.825
1.379
.899
1.719

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Relationship between demographic characteristics with the ‘intention to use’
transactional e-government
Similar analysis was performed for transactional e-government, with intention to use
transactional e-government being the dependent variable. Similar results were produced. The
results indicated that the model containing all the demographics was statistically significant χ²
(df=6, N= 548) = 24.4495, p<.001 (Table 7.6) and explained between 4% (Cox and Snell R
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square) and 6% (Nagelkerke R square) of the variance in the intention to use transactional
e-government (Table 7.7). In terms of their direct association with the intention to use, in
addition to prior visit, age was also found to have a positive and independent relationship with
the intention to use transactional e-government (Table 7.8). The direct relationship between age
and intention suggests that older participants in this study were 1.3 times more likely to be
willing to use transactional e-government.
Table 7.6: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for demographics predicting the intention to use
transactional e-government
Chi-square
24.495
24.495
24.495

Step 1 Step
Block
model

df

Sig.
6
6
6

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.7: Model Summary for demographics predicting the intention to use transactional e-government
step

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

538.589a

1

Nagelkerke R Square

.044

.068

Table 7.8: Results of multiple logistic regressions for the relationship between demographic
characteristics and the intention to use transactional e-government
Variables

Prior visit
Type of response
Sex
Age
Computer experience
Internet experience

B

.68
-.07
.39
.26
.14
-.10

S.E.

.25
.29
.23
.16
.14
.16

Wald

df

P-value

χ²-test

7.59
.06
2.95
2.53
1.10
.41

1
1
1
1
1
1

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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.006**
.809
.086
.012*
.294
.521

Odds
Ratio

1.99
.93
1.48
1.29
1.15
.89

95% Confidence

Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower
Upper
1.220
3.257
.518
1.670
.946
2.321
.942
1.780
.881
1.519
.650
1.243

Overall, it can be see that, having experience with government websites (prior visit) was an
important factor in directly encouraging participants to use government websites not only for
seeking information but also for conduction transactions. Moreover, the results showed that
intention to use transactional e-government was likely to increase with the increase in age. That
is, older participants were more likely to be willing to use government websites to transact with
government. It is important to mention that the term ‘older’ does not refer to elderlies because
the majority of participants (90%) in this study were aged below 30 years. This relationship
needs to be further investigated. No relationship was detected between the remaining
demographic characteristics with the ‘intention to use’ suggesting that participants’ intention to
use e-government services (both informational and transactional) did not significantly change
according to their sex and their level of experience with computers and the Internet. Moreover,
there were also no significant differences in the intention to use e-government services
(informational & transactional) between students and staff. The next section reports the
procedures undertaken to test the relationships between predictors with the ‘intention to use’
(hypothesis testing).

Hypothesis Testing
This section reports the results of the statistical analysis which was conducted to test the direct
relationships between the predictor variables with the intention to use informational and
transactional e-government. First, the direct relationships between perceived usefulness (PU),
perceived ease of use (PEOU), facilitating conditions (FC), social influence (SI), perceived
information quality (PIQ), trust in government (TG) and perceived risk (PR) with the intention to
use informational e-government were tested (that is hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). Following
this, the direct relationships between perceived usefulness (PU), perceived ease of use (PEOU),
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facilitating conditions (FC), social influence (SI), compatibility (COMPT), trust in government
(TG), trust in the Internet (TI) and perceived risk (PR) with the intention to use transactional
e-government were tested (that is hypotheses 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17).
Testing the relationship between predictor variables with the ‘intention to use’
informational e-government
A direct multiple logistic regression was performed to test the relationship between the
predictors with the ‘intention to use’ informational e-government for the whole sample (students
& staff). In a direct logistic regression, all the independent variables are tested simultaneously to
evaluate their contributions over and above that of the other predictors. The objective was to
identify which variables were significantly and independently associated with the intention to
use. The results indicated that the full model containing all the predictors was statistically
significant, χ² (df=7, N= 548) = 140.31, p<.01 (Table 7.9) and explained between 22.6% (Cox
and Snell R square) and 34% (Nagelkerke R squared) of the variance in behavioural intention to
adopt informational e-government (Table 7.10).
Table 7.9: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG and PR predicting the
intention to use informational e-government

Step 1 Step
Block
model

Chi-square
140.315
140.315
140.315

df

Sig.
7
7
7

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.10: Model Summary for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG and PR predicting the intention to use
informational e-government
step
1

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

462.467a
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.226

Nagelkerke R Square
.339

In terms of the direct association with the intention to use, the results (Table 7.11) indicated that,
in the order of importance according to the odds ratio, facilitating conditions, perceived
usefulness, trust in government, perceived risk and social influence were all significantly and
independently associated with the intention to use. No significant and independent relationship
was found between perceived information quality and perceived ease of use with the intention to
use. Therefore, participants who believed that they had the facilitating conditions (hardware &
software) to access government websites to obtain information were 4.23 times more likely to
use them, and those who perceived using government websites for gathering information to be
useful were 3.24 times more likely to use them. Those who trusted government agencies were
2.48 times more likely to visit their websites for seeking information. The significance of social
influence suggests that people were 1.85 times more likely to use government websites for
obtaining information if their peers used them or advised them to use it. The negative
relationship between perceived risk and intention to use suggests that those who believed using
government websites to collect information would be risky were 1.69 times (1 ÷ 0.59) less likely
to intend to use them. Note that because the beta value for this variable was negative, odds ratio
had to be inverted.
Table 7.11: Multiple Logistic regressions testing the relationship between PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG
and PR with the intention to use informational e-government
Variables

B

S.E

Wald
χ²-test

df

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Facilitating conditions
Perceived usefulness
Trust in government
Social influence
Perceived risk
Perceived information quality
Perceived ease of use

1.44
1.17
.91
.62
-.52
.26
-.027

.24
.28
.28
.23
.26
.25
.27

35.14
17.58
10.07
6.90
4.03
1.05
.01

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.000***
.000***
.002**
.009**
.045*
.305
.92

4.23
3.24
2.48
1.85
.59
1.29
.97

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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95% Confidence
Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower
Upper
2.629
6.829
1.827
5.631
1.417
4.367
1.171
2.951
.361
.988
.788
2.144
.573
1.655

It can be concluded that hypotheses 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 were not rejected. That is, consistent with
what technology adoption researchers and with e-government researchers suggested, greater
perceptions about the usefulness of using government websites to seek information, greater
perceptions about having access to resources, greater perceptions about the influence of
important others, greater perceptions about trusting government agencies together with lower
perceptions about the risk of using government websites were all independently and significantly
associated with greater intention to use government websites for information access. Hypotheses
2 and 5 were rejected. That is, inconsistent with the existing literature, positive perceptions about
the quality of the information and the ease of using government websites to seek information
were not independently and significantly associated with higher intention to use government
websites for information access (Table 7.12). The implications of these results are discussed in
Chapter 8.
Table 7.12: Summary of the results of hypotheses testing for informational e-government
Hypotheses

Coeff. β

P-value

Rejected

H1 (perceived usefulness)

1.178

.000 NOT

H2 (Perceived ease of use)

-.027

.921 YES

H3 (Facilitating conditions)

1.444

.000 NOT

H4 (Social influence)

.620

.009 NOT

H5 (Perceived information quality)

.262

.305 YES

H6 (Trust in government)

.911

.002 NOT

-.835

.000 NOT

H7 (Perceived risk)

Testing the relationship between predictor variables with the ‘intention to use’
transactional e-government
A similar approach was undertaken for testing the second part of the model: transactional
e-government. All the predictors were entered into the direct multiple logistic regression
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equation simultaneously. The results indicated that the full model containing all the predictor
variables was statistically significant, χ² (df= 8, N= 548) = 135.257, p< 0.01 (Table 7.13) and
explained between 22% (Cox and Snell R square) and 34% (Nagelkerke R squared) of the
variance in behavioural intention to use transactional e-government (Table 7.14).
Table 7.13: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT, TG, TI and PR
predicting the intention to use transactional e-government

Step 1 Step
Block
model

Chi-square
135.257
135.257
135.257

df

Sig.
8
8
8

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.14: Model Summary for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT, TG, TI and PR predicting the intention to
use transactional e-government
step
1

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

427.827a

.219

Nagelkerke R Square
.341

In terms of the independent contribution of the predictors in associating with the ‘intention to
use’, the results indicated that, in the order of importance according to the odds ratio,
compatibility, trust in government, perceived usefulness, social influence, and perceived risk
were all significant, and perceived ease of use, facilitating conditions and trust in the Internet
were non-significant (Table 7.15). The results suggested that people who perceived doing online
transactions with the government compatible with their life style were 3.2 times (see Odds Ratio)
more likely to be willing to adopt this service. People, who trusted government agencies, were 3
times more likely to be willing to conduct transactions with them online. Moreover, those who
believed online transactions would be useful were 2.6 times more likely to intend to use them.
The significant relationship between social influence and intention to use suggests that
participants were 2.2 times more likely to be willing to adopt this service if their peers used it or
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advised them to use it. Finally, people who perceived online transactions to be risky were 2.32
times (1÷0.43) less likely to have the intention to adopt them.
Table 7.15: Multiple Logistic regressions testing the relationship between PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT,
TG, TI and PR with the intention to use transactional e-government
Variables

B

S.E. Wald
χ²-test

df

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Compatibility
Trust in government
Perceived usefulness
Perceived risk
Social influence
Perceived ease of use
Facilitating conditions
Trust in the Internet

1.16
1.10
.95
-.83
.79
.33
.25
.18

.27
.37
.33
.23
.25
.31
.26
.28

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.000***
.003**
.004**
.000***
.002**
.292
.345
.528

3.21
3.01
2.60
.43
2.20
1.39
1.28
1.19

18.70
8.56
8.48
12.20
10.01
1.11
.89
.39

95% Confidence Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower
Upper
1.893
5.451
1.439
6.292
1.367
4.953
.272
.693
1.350
3.586
.753
2.568
.763
2.166
.685
2.090

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Overall, it can be concluded that hypotheses 11, 12, 14, 15 and 17 were not rejected. That is,
consistent with the literature, greater perceptions about the usefulness of transactional
e-government, greater perceptions about the compatibility of online transaction with lifestyle,
greater perceptions about the influence of important others, greater trust in government agencies
together with lower perceptions about the risk of doing online transactions were all
independently and significantly associated with greater intention to use government websites to
transact with government. Hypotheses 10, 13, and 16 were rejected suggesting that, inconsistent
with the literature, higher perceptions about the ease of use of transactional e-government, higher
perceptions about having access to resources and higher trust in the Internet were not
independently and significantly associated with greater intention to use government websites to
transact with government (Table 7.16). The implications of these results are discussed in Chapter
8.
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Table 7.16: Summary of the results of hypotheses testing for transactional e-government
Hypotheses

Coeff.β

P-value

Rejected

H10 (perceived ease of use)

.330

.292 YES

H11 (perceived usefulness)

.956

.004 NOT

1.167

.000 NOT

H13 (facilitating conditions)

.251

.345 YES

H14 (social influence)

.789

.002 NOT

H15 (trust in government)

1.102

.003 NOT

H16 (trust in the Internet)

.180

.528 YES

-.516

.045 NOT

H12 (compatibility)

H17 (perceived risk)

Sensitivity Testing
As mentioned in the previous chapter, when transforming the data into dichotomous nominal, for
some variables scale 3 (‘neutral’) had to be recoded twice, once as ‘agree’ and once as
‘disagree’, which resulted in the creation of two new indices one of which was selected as the
final index for hypothesis testing discussed in the previous section. Sensitivity testing was
conducted by computing two separate multiple logistic regression analysis for both informational
and transactional models. In the first part, for those variables that their index2 was selected, this
index was replaced with index1 and the analysis was performed. In the second part, for those
variables that index1 was selected, it was replaced with index2 and analysis was performed. The
results are discussed below.
Sensitivity testing for informational e-government
In the first part of the sensitivity testing, two indices were replaced with their alternative index
(index1): perceived information quality and perceived risk. In all other cases, the original
selected index was retained. Once the replacement was done, the analysis was conducted and the
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results indicated that the model was still significant χ² (df= 7, N= 548) = 133.730, p< 0.001
(Table 7.17) and explained between 21% (Cox and Snell R square) and 32% (Nagelkerke R
square) of the variance in behavioural intention (Table 7.18). The replacement of the indices did
not cause any significant changes expect that the explanation power of the model decreased
slightly suggesting that the model with the original indices was more able to explain variance in
the ‘intention to use’.
Table 7.17: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG and PR predicting the
intention to use informational e-government all index1

Step 1 Step
Block
model

Chi-square
133.730
133.730
133.730

df

Sig.
7
7
7

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.18: Model Summary for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG and PR predicting the intention to use
informational e-government all index1
step
1

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

469.053a

Nagelkerke R Square

.217

.325

In terms of the significance of the predictors in directly associating with the intention to use, the
results were consistent with those produced with the original indices. That is, perceived
usefulness, facilitating conditions, social influence, trust in government, and perceived risk
remained significant in independently associating with the intention to use whereas perceived
ease of use and perceived information quality remained non-significant (Table 7.19). This shows
that regardless of whether scale 3 (‘neutral’) was recoded as ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ perceived
information quality remained non-significant and perceived risk remained significant in
associating with the intention to adopt informational e-government. Therefore, for these two
variables the originally selected indices were retained for the remaining analyses.
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Table 7.19: Multiple Logistic regressions testing the relationship between PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG
and PR with the intention to use informational e-government all index1
Variables

B

S.E. Wald df
χ²test

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Facilitating conditions (index1)
Perceived usefulness
Trust in government (index1)
Social influence
Perceived risk (index1)
Perceived ease of use
Perceived information quality
(index1)

1.46
1.10
.85
.65
-.62
-.04
.37

.24
.28
.30
.23
.27
.27
.26

.000***
.000***
.004**
.006**
.023*
.883
.162

4.32
3.02
2.33
1.92
.539
.96
1.45

36.42
15.55
8.220
7.64
5.20
.02
1.95

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

95% Confidence
Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower Upper
2.688
6.960
1.745
5.246
1.308
4.170
1.209
3.041
.317
.917
.566
1.632
.861
2.458

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

In the second part of the sensitivity testing for the informational model, facilitating conditions
and trust in government were replaced with their alternative index (index2) and in all other cases
the originally selected index was retained. The results indicated that the model was still
significant χ² (df= 7, N= 548) = 118.723, p< 0.001 (Table 7.20). However, this replacement
caused the explanatory power of the model to decrease by almost 2% compared to the model
containing the original indices, suggesting that the model with the original indices was better
able to explain the variance in the ‘intention to use’.
Table 7.20: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG and PR predicting the
intention to use informational e-government all index2

Step 1 Step
Block
model

Chi-square
118.723
118.723
118.723

df

Sig.
7
7
7

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.21: Model Summary for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG and PR predicting the intention to use
informational e-government all index2
step
1

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

484.059a
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.195

Nagelkerke R Square
.292

In terms of the significance of the predictors in associating with the ‘intention to use’, the results
were consistent with those produced by the original indices (Table 7.22). That is, facilitating
conditions, perceived usefulness, trust in government, social influence and perceived risk
remained significant in independently associating with the intention to use informational
e-government. This shows that, regardless of how scale 3 was recoded, facilitating conditions
and trust in government remained significant in independently associating with the ‘intention to
use’, and because the explanatory power of the model was stronger with the originally selected
indices, these indices were retained and used for the remaining analyses.
Table 7.22: Multiple Logistic regressions testing the relationship between PU, PEOU, SI, FC, PIQ, TG
and PR with intention to use informational e-government all index2
Variables

B

S.E

Wald
χ²-test

df

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Facilitating conditions (index2)
Perceived usefulness
Social influence
Perceived risk (index2)
Trust in government (index2)
Perceived ease of use
Perceived information quality
(index2)

1.22
1.15
.79
-.89
.75
.28
.27

.24
.27
.23
.23
.27
.26
.28

26.04
17.13
11.72
14.39
7.50
1.22
.96

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.000***
.000***
.001**
.000***
.005**
.269
.326

3.38
3.16
2.21
.41
2.19
1.33
1.31

95% Confidence
Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower Upper
2.119
5.404
1.833
5.454
1.404
3.479
.259
.650
1.205
3.246
.799
2.231
.761
2.278

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Sensitivity testing for transactional e-government
The same procedures were repeated for the transactional part of the model. In the first part of the
sensitivity testing, for those variables that their index2 was selected it was replaced with the
alternative index (index1). The only variable that had to be replaced was perceived risk. The
results indicated this replacement did not cause any substantial differences in the predictive
power of the model as the model was still significant χ² (df= 8, N= 548) = 138.497, p< 0.001
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(Table 7.23) and explained between 22% (Cox and Snell R square) and 34% (Nagelkerke R
squared) of the variance in ‘intentions to use’ transactional e-government (Table 7.24). In regard
to the significance of the predictors in independently associating with the ‘intention to use’, the
results were consistent with those produced by the original indices (Table 7.25). That is,
perceived risk remained significant with both indices and thus the originally selected index was
retained for this variable as well.
Table 7.23: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT, TG, TI and PR
predicting the intention to use transactional e-government all index1
Chi-square
138.497
138.497
138.497

Step 1 Step
Block
model

df

Sig.
8
8
8

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.24: Model Summary for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT, TG, TI and PR predicting the intention to
use transactional e-government all index1
step

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

424.587a

1

.223

Nagelkerke R Square
.348

Table 7.25: Multiple Logistic regressions testing the relationship between PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT,
TG, TI and PR with the intention to use transactional e-government all index1
Variables

B

S.E. Wald
χ²-test

df

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Compatibility
Trust in government (index1)
Perceived usefulness
Social influence
Perceived risk (index1)
Perceived ease of use
Facilitating conditions
Trust in the Internet (index1)

1.15
1.12
1.01
.88
-.68
.38
.27
.15

.27
.37
.33
.25
.25
.31
.26
.28

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.000***
.003**
.002**
.000***
.007**
.224
.313
.598

3.16
3.06
2.75
2.41
.50
1.46
1.31
1.16

18.01
8.88
9.42
12.12
7.27
1.48
1.01
.27

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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95% Confidence
Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower Upper
1.857
5.372
1.468
6.409
1.443
5.272
1.470
3.961
.305
.829
.791
2.726
.775
2.215
.664
2.036

In the second part of the sensitivity testing, trust in the Internet and trust in government were the
variables that had to be replaced with their alternative indices (index2). The results indicated that
the model was still significant χ² (df= 8, N= 548) = 131.262, p< 0.001 (Table 7.26). However, the
explanatory power of the model decreased by 1% and explained only between 21% (Cox and
Snell R square) and 33% (Nagelkerke R squared) of the variance in intention to use (Table 7.27).
Table 7.26: Omnibus tests of model coefficients for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT, TG, TI and PR
predicting the intention to use transactional e-government all index2

Step 1 Step
Block
model

Chi-square
131.262
131.262
131.262

df

Sig.
8
8
8

.000
.000
.000

Table 7.27: Model Summary for PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT, TG, TI and PR predicting the intention to
use transactional e-government all index2
step
1

-2 Log likelihood

Cox & Snell R Square

431.822a

Nagelkerke R Square

.213

.332

The same variables were identified to be significantly and independently associated with the
intention to use. That is, perceived usefulness, compatibility, social influence, trust in
government, and perceived risk all remained significant in independently associating with the
‘intention to use’, and perceived ease of use, facilitating conditions and trust in the Internet
remained non-significant (Table 7.28). Once again, recoding scale 3 (‘neutral’) as ‘agree’ or
‘disagree’ did not change the nature of the relationship between trust in the Internet and trust in
government with the ‘intention to use’ transactional e-government. Therefore, for these two
variables, their originally selected indices were retained and used for the remaining analyses.
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Table 7.28: Multiple Logistic regressions testing the relationship between PU, PEOU, SI, FC, COMPT,
TG, TI and PR with the intention to use transactional e-government all index2
Variables

B

S.E. Wald
χ²-test

df

P-value

Odds
Ratio

Compatibility
Perceived usefulness
Social influence
Trust in government (index2)
Perceived risk (index2)
Perceived ease of use
Facilitating conditions
Trust in the Internet (index2)

1.21
.93
.86
.71
-.58
.35
.31
.04

.27
.32
.25
.28
.25
.31
.26
.26

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.000***
.005**
.001**
.011*
.022*
.260
.232
.851

3.35
2.52
2.35
2.03
.56
1.42
1.37
1.05

20.18
7.89
11.80
6.42
5.23
1.26
1.42
.03

95% Confidence
Interval
for Odds Ratio
Lower
Upper
1.979
5.693
1.323
4.813
1.445
3.844
1.175
3.525
.341
.920
.771
2.612
.816
2.309
.628
1.758

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Overall, the results of the sensitivity testing revealed that regardless of how scale 3 (‘neutral’)
was recoded, the same variables remained significant in independently associating with the
‘intention to use’ informational and transactional e-government. However, comparing the results
of the sensitivity testing with those produced by the originally selected indices revealed that the
models that contained the originally selected indices were better in explaining the variance in the
‘intention to use’. Thus, since the original indices were found to be better correlated with the
dependent variable as well as the independent variables, the original indices were retained and
used for the remaining analyses.

Comparing the results of hypotheses testing between students and staff
As mentioned in the previous chapters, one of the objectives of having students and staff as
sub-samples in this study was to compare their responses, for practical purposes, to see whether
they perceived different/similar variables as important in associating with their intentions to
adopt informational and transactional e-government services. This comparison could be used by
government authorities in Kurdistan to better understand what factors to consider when
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promoting their online services amongst students and staff if they wish to target these two groups
separately.
To achieve this, the dataset was split into students and staff and direct multiple logistic
regression was performed once for informational e-government and once for transactional
e-government. The results are presented in Tables 7.29 and 7.30. Table 7.29 shows that in regard
to perceived usefulness, facilitating conditions and perceived risk were significantly associated
with the intention to use informational e-government for both student and staff. However,
students perceived additional variables to be also important: social influence and trust in
government. This suggests that, in addition to those factors perceived by staff, students are also
likely to be willing to use government websites if they trust government agencies and if their
peers use them.
Table 7.29: Factors Associated with the intention to use informational e-government: students vs. staff
Intention to use informational e-government
Students
Staff
Significant Variables
Beta
P-value
Significant Variables
Beta

P-value

Perceived usefulness

1.00

.003 Perceived usefulness

1.92

.001

Facilitating conditions

1.19

.000 Facilitating conditions

2.14

.000

Social influence

0.56

.043 Perceived risk

-1.28

.009

Trust in government

0.93

.006

Perceived risk

-.67

.017

For transactional e-government, on the other hand, the results showed that both students and staff
perceived the same factors to be significant. They both indicated perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use and compatibility to be associated with their intentions. However, consistent with
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informational e-government, students indicated social influence, trust in government and
perceived risk to be also significantly associated with their intentions to use transactional
e-government.
Table 7.30: Factors Associated with the intention to use transactional e-government: students vs. staff
Intention to use transactional e-government
Students
Significant variables

Staff

Beta

P-value

significant variables

Beta

P-value

Perceived usefulness

.88

.026 Perceived usefulness

1.53

.031

Perceived ease of use

.92

.009 Perceived ease of use

2.19

.009

Social influence

.76

.012 compatibility

1.27

.022

Compatibility

1.13

.000

Trust in government

1.05

.022

Perceived risk

-.65

.035

The comparison between students and staff revealed they both perceived the same factors to be
significantly associated with their intentions to adopt e-government services for both seeking
information and conducting transactions. However, social influence and trust were two
additional factors perceived by only students to be important. This suggests that, when
promoting e-government services amongst students, government authorities should take these
additional factors into account in order to encourage students to adopt e-government services.

Hierarchical Multiple Logistic Regression
The next step in testing the research hypotheses was to examine the indirect relationship of some
of the independent variables with the dependent variable through their association with other
independent variables as specified in the research model (Figure 7.1). This type of relationship is
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commonly referred to as mediating effect (Baron & Kenny, 1986). As Figure 7.1 demonstrates,
in a mediating relationship the independent variable (X) is associated with the dependent
variable (Y) directly and indirectly through its influence on the mediator (M) which itself is
directly associated with the dependent variable. According to Baron and Kenny, a mediating
effect exists only when the relationship between X and Y is significant. Two types of mediating
effects may exist between X and M; full mediating effect which occurs when the effect of X on
Y becomes non-significant after controlling for M, and partial mediating effect which occurs
when the effect of X on Y decreases but remains significant after controlling for M.

M

Y

X

Figure 7.1: Proposed mediating relationship by Baron and Kenny (1986)

In the current study, building on the conclusions of previous studies, perceived usefulness was
hypothesized to mediate the relationship between perceived ease of use with the intention to use
both informational and transactional e-government (hypotheses 9 and 20). Perceived risk was
also hypothesized to mediate the relationship between trust in government and the intention to
use informational e-government (hypothesis 8), and between trust in government and trust in the
Internet with the intention to use transactional e-government (hypotheses 18 and 19). To test
these mediating relationships, two path analyses were conducted, one for informational
e-government and one for transactional e-government.
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However, before performing the path analyses, a hierarchical multiple logistic regression
analysis was performed for both informational and transactional e-government. Hierarchical
regression analysis is a form of multiple regression analysis in which independent variables are
entered into the equation in an order which is specified by the researcher in order to identify
potential mediating relationships (Hair et al., 2006). In the current study, the results of the direct
multiple logistic regressions indicated that some variables such as perceived information quality
were not independently and significantly associated with the intention to use. Since the
predictors were correlated, it was logically and theoretically sensible to assume that the
relationship between this variable with the intention to use maybe be mediated by other
independent variables such as perceived risk, perceived usefulness or trust in government.
AlShibly (2011), for example, suggested that the perception about the quality of information
could have a positive influence on perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use in accepting
electronic cheque clearing systems. Thus, to identify these potential relationships and to confirm
those hypothesized, a hierarchical multiple logistic regression was performed for predictors and
demographics together.

It is important to mention that the reason for conducting hierarchical multiple regressions was to
enable the researcher to locate specific potential mediating effects to guide the specification of
the path analysis input model (i.e. the hypothetical, ‘to-be-tested’ model). This was necessary to
select appropriate variables and likely direction of causality among the multivariate relationships
because in path analysis, the direction of the relationship between two variables could be either
way. Therefore, it is important to specify the direction based on the theory and logic before
performing path analysis.
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Hierarchical multiple logistic regression for informational e-government
The predictor variables were entered into the equation in the order suggested in Figure 7.2. In the
first block, all the demographic characteristics (age, sex, respondent type; student & staff,
computer experience, Internet experience, and prior visit) were added and the analysis was run.
Facilitating conditions, perceived information quality, and social influence were added in block 2
because these variables were believed to play no mediating role. Trust in government was added
in block 3 because it was logical to assume that this variable could mediate the relationship
between variables in the previous block (perceived information quality, facilitating conditions,
and social influence), and the dependent variable (intention to use informational e-government)
particularly perceived information quality. In block 4, perceived risk was added. Perceived ease
of use entered block 5. Finally in block 6, perceived usefulness was added (Table 7.31).

Demographic
characteristics

Perceived
information quality,
Facilitating
conditions, Social
influence

Trust in
government

Perceived
risk

Perceived
ease of
use

Perceived
usefulness

Figure 7.2: The order of entry of variables in the hierarchical multiple logistic regression equation for
informational model

In the first block, only prior visit of government websites was significantly and independently
associated with the ‘intention to use’. As stated earlier, non-significant variables were removed
one at a time, and the model re-evaluated until only significant predictors remained in the model.
In this case ‘prior visit’ was left as the only significant predictor. The addition of the variables in
the second block caused the beta value for prior visit to slightly drop from 1.190 to 1.026
suggesting that there might be a small partial mediating relationship between prior visit and these
variables. However, because several variables were entered in block 2, it was assumed that prior
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visit could have a significant association with any or all of these variables. These relationships
would be later tested by path analysis and non-significant paths would be removed. After the
addition of trust in government in block 3, the beta value for all the variables in the previous
block decreased suggesting possible mediating effects. All variables continued to make a
significant independent contribution to explaining variance in the intention to use informational
e-government.
In block 4, perceived risk was added and perceived information quality became non-significant
suggesting a possible mediating effect between these two variables. Perceived information
quality was removed. Perceived ease of use was added in block 5 and it was found to be
non-significant, and thus was also removed. In the last block (model 6), perceived usefulness
was added to the model. This contributed a further 3% to explaining variance in behavioural
intentions. After the addition of this variable, however, the beta value for social influence and
trust in government decreased, but remained unchanged for other variables suggesting that there
might be a partial mediating effect between these two variables and perceived usefulness. In can
be seen that, consistent with the results of direct multiple logistic regression, the multiple
hierarchical logistic regression identified the same set of predictors to be significantly and
independently associated with the intention to use informational e-government.
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Table 7.31: Results of the hierarchical multiple logistic regressions for informational e-government
Variables
Model 1A:
Age
Gender
Respondent type
Computer experience
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1B:
Age
Gender
Computer experience
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1C:
Age
Computer experience
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1D:
Age
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1E:
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1F:
Prior visit
Model 2:
Prior visit
Perceived information quality
Facilitating condition
Social influence
Model 3:
Prior visit
Perceived information quality
Facilitating condition
Social influence
Trust of government
Model 4A:
Prior visit
Perceived information quality
Facilitating condition
Social influence
Trust of government
Perceived risk

Beta value

P-value

-.062
-.041
.008
.064
.218
1.039

.651
.850
.977
.623
.188
.000***

-.064
-.042
.065
.217
1.039

.571
.846
.619
.185
.000***

-.068
.068
.213
1.030

.547
.602
.190
.000***

-.063
.259
1.043

.571
.056
.000***

.247
1.046

.065
.000***

1.190

.000***

1.026
.793
1.375
.850

.000***
.001***
.000***
.000***

.988
.493
1.283
.786
.986

.000***
.045*
.000***
.001**
.000***

R2 (Cox & Snell R square
and Nagelkerke R square)
6%-9%

6%-9%

6%-9%

6%-9%

6%-9%

5%-8%
18%-27%

20%-30%

21%-32%
.897
.446
1.311
.787
.981
-.699

.000***
.073
.000***
.001**
.000***
.003**
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Table 7.31 continued
Variables
Model 4B:
Prior visit
Facilitating condition
Social influence
Trust of government
Perceived risk
Model 5:
Prior visit
Facilitating condition
Social influence
Trust of government
Perceived risk
Perceived ease of use
Model 6:
Prior visit
Facilitating condition
Social influence
Trust of government
Perceived risk
Perceived usefulness
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

Beta value

P-value

.898
1.326
.830
1.127
-.727

.000***
.000***
.000***
.000***
.002**

.884
1.257
.817
.994
-.726
.366

.001**
.000***
.000***
.000***
.002***
.144

.984

.000***

1.335
.693
.945
-.742
1.289

.000***
.004**
.000***
.002**
.000***

R2 (Cox & Snell R square
and Nagelkerke R square)
21%-32%

21%-32%

24%-37%

Based on the results of the hierarchical multiple logistic regressions, in addition to the direct
relationships between predictors and the dependent variable, the several potential mediating
relationships were identified which would be later tested by path analysis and only significant
relationship would be retained. The proposed new relationships are displayed in Figure 7.3.
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Perceived
ease of use

Facilitating
conditions

Social
influence
Perceived
usefulness

Prior visit

Intention to
seek
information

Trust in
government

Perceived
information quality

Perceived
risk

Figure 7.3: Modified research model for informational e-government

Hierarchical multiple logistic regression for transactional e-government
A similar approach was applied for the transactional part of the model. The predictor variables
were entered into the hierarchical multiple logistic regression equation in the order suggested in
Figure 7.4.

Demographic
characteristics

Social influence,
facilitating conditions,
compatibility, trust in
government, trust in the
Internet

Perceived
risk

Perceived
ease of
use

Perceived
usefulness

Figure 7.4: The order of entry of variables in the hierarchical multiple logistic regression equation for
transactional model
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In the first block, demographic characteristics (age, sex, type of respondents [students & staff],
computer experience, Internet experience, and prior visit) were entered into the equation (Table
7.32). Similar to the informational part, the results indicated that only prior visit was
significantly and independently associated with the ‘intention to use’ transactional e-government.
Non-significant variables were removed one at a time, and the model re-evaluated until only
significant predictors remained in the model.
After the removal of type of respondents, computer experience and Internet experience the beta
value for age increased and it became significant. Prior visit was still significant, and sex was
non-significant and thus was removed from the model. Only age and prior visit remained
significant amongst demographic characteristics.
In the next block (Model 2A), consistent with the informational part, variables that were not
assumed to play a mediating role in the model were added, namely social influence (SI),
facilitating conditions (FC), compatibility (COMPT), trust in government (TG) and trust in the
Internet (TOI). In the information section, the results showed that trust in government did not
mediate the relationship between facilitating conditions and social influence with the intention to
use. Therefore, in the transactional section these variables were entered in one block. The
addition of these new variables contributed further 17% to explaining the variance in behavioural
intention. However, the beta value for prior visit decreased suggesting that there might be a
partial mediating relationship between prior visit and these variables. Facilitating conditions and
trust in the Internet were non-significant and were removed from the model one at a time starting
with facilitating conditions.
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The removal of facilitating conditions caused trust in the Internet to become significant (Model
2B). The predictive power of the model, however, remained unchanged. All the other variables
remained significant. In the next block, perceived risk was added (Model 3A). This variable was
also significantly and independently associated with the ‘intention to use’. After the addition of
perceived risk the beta value for prior visit and trust in government decreased, and trust in the
Internet became non-significant suggesting potential mediating relationships between perceived
risk and these variables. Therefore, trust in the Internet was removed and the analysis was
repeated and the model re-evaluated. Perceived ease of use was entered in the next block (Model
4) and it was found to be significantly and independently associated with the ‘intention to use’.
A decrease in the beta value for compatibility was noticed suggesting a potential mediating
relationship between perceived ease of use and compatibility.
In the final block (Model 5), the last variable, perceived usefulness was added. This improved
the explanation power of the model by further 1%. Perceived ease of use and prior visit,
however, became non-significant suggesting that there might be a potential mediating
relationship between these two variables and perceived usefulness. Therefore, these two
variables were removed from the equation. The addition of perceived usefulness also caused the
beta value for other variables to decrease which suggested that there might also be a mediating
relationship between social influence, compatibility, and trust in government with perceived
usefulness. The final model (Model 6) with significant variables included age, perceived
usefulness, compatibility, social influence, trust in government, and perceived risk as the
significant direct predictors of intention to use transactional e-government.
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Table 7.32: Results of hierarchical multiple logistic regressions for transactional e-government
Variables
Model 1A:
Age
sex
Respondent type
Computer experience
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1b:
Age
sex
Computer experience
Internet experience
Prior visit
Model 1C:
Age
sex
Computer experience
Prior visit
Model 1D:
Age
sex
Prior visit
Model 1E:
Age
Prior visit
Model 2A:
Age
Prior visit
Social influence
Facilitating conditions
Compatibility
Trust in government
Trust in the Internet
Model 2B:
Age
Prior visit
Social influence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Trust in the Internet
Model 3A:
Age
Prior visit
Social influence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Trust in the Internet
Perceived risk

Beta value

P-value

.258
.393
-.072
.146
-.106
.689

.112
.086
.809
.294
.521
.006**

.278
.399
.142
-.100
.687

.047*
.079
.303
.540
.006**

-.269
.382
.094
.663

.052
.090
.405
.007**

.285
.374
.718

.037*
.097
.002**

.324
.818

.019*
.000***

.400
.564
1.100
.235
1.319
1.120
.540

.006**
.031*
.000***
.367
.000***
.003**
.054

.414
.595
1.120
1.384
1.150
.573

.004**
.021*
.000***
.000***
.002**
.039*

.415
.582
1.120
1.382
1.084
.467
-.521

.004**
.025*
.000***
.000***
.004**
.097
.041*

R2 (Cox & Snell R square
and Nagelkerke R square)
4%-6%

4%-6%

4%-6%

4%-6%

4%-6%

21%-33%

21%-33%

23%-35%
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Table 7.32 continued
Variables
Model 3B:
Age
Prior visit
Social influence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Perceived risk
Model 4:
Age
Prior visit
Social influence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Perceived risk
Perceived ease of use
Model 5A:
Age
Prior visit
Social influence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Perceived risk
Perceived ease of use
Perceived usefulness
Model 5B:
Age
Prior visit
Social inlfuence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Perceived risk
Perceived usefulness
Model 6:
Age
Social influence
Compatibility
Trust in government
Perceived risk
Perceived usefulness

Beta value

P-value

.392
.548
1.094
1.466
1.182
-.599

.006**
.034*
.000***
.000***
.001**
.017*

.408
.512
1.028
1.288
1.156
-.558
.801

.004**
.049*
.000***
.000***
.002**
.028*
.004**

.386
.496
.926
1.206
1.110
-.573
.484
.881

.008**
.060
.000***
.000***
.003**
.026*
.117
.009**

.371
.507
.939
1.282
1.121
-.598
1.092

.010**
.054
.000***
.000***
.003**
.019**
.000***

.393
.929
1.317
1.161
-.600
1.119

.007**
.000***
.000***
.002**
.018**
.000***

R2 (Cox & Snell R square
and Nagelkerke R square)
21%-32%

22%-35%

23%-36%

23%-36%

22%-35%

*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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In light of the results of hierarchical multiple logistic regressions, a hypothesized path model for
transactional e-government was specified with new relationships added (Figure 7.5). The new
relationships along with those proposed by the original hypothesized model would be tested by
path analysis and only significant relationships would be retained.

Prior visit

Age

Perceived
ease of use

Social
influence

Perceived
usefulness
Intention to do
transactions

Compatibility

Trust in
government

Perceived
risk

Trust in the
internet

Figure 7.5: Modified research model for transactional e-government

Path Analysis
Hierarchical multiple logistic regressions identified a number of potential mediating relationships
which could not be tested in detail using multiple regressions. Therefore, to test these
relationships, a path analysis was performed for both informational and transactional models.
Path analysis is a complementary methodology to multiple regression analysis. It is capable of
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simultaneously testing a number of direct and indirect relationships, and to remove
non-significant relationships or add new paths wherever it makes sense to do so (Ahn, 2002). In
path analysis a variable can be dependent in one relation and independent in another. Moreover,
path analysis is more accurate than multiple regressions because it accounts for the measurement
errors which, together with its ability to model multiple directional relationships simultaneously,
increases the accuracy of the analysis, often producing different results from those produced by
multiple regression (Gefen et al., 2000).
Briefly, path analyses are conducted by using simultaneous equations to evaluate the plausibility
of a set of hypothesised multivariate relationships tested by reproducing a variance-covariance
matrix based on the study dataset. A path model is said to fit the data well when the reproduced
matrix is not statistically different from the matrix based on the study dataset. When performing
path analysis, input models frequently do not fit the data well. In these situations the model must
be modified to fit the data (Berry & Welsh, 2010; Gefen et al., 2000). There are a number of
criteria that can be used to evaluate the fit of a path model (see Table 7.33). The first criterion is
Chi-square statistic which indicates whether there is a statistical difference between reproduced
matrix and the observed matrix (Berry & Welsh, 2010; Byrne, 2010; Gefen et al., 2000). A
non-significant Chi-square (p>0.05) must be achieved in order to reject the null hypothesis
indicating that the observed and reproduced matrices are not statistically different (Berry et al.,
2007). Chi-square, however, is sensitive to large sample size which makes it increasingly
inaccurate the larger the sample. It is thus the least important criterion in evaluating the fit of the
model.
The second criterion is the standard error of the estimate according to which a parameter is
statistically different from zero and must remain in the model if its estimate is larger than twice
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its standard error (Berry et al., 2007; Gefen et al., 2000). The third criterion is the t-statistic, or
critical ratio (CR). A t-statistic of greater than plus or minus two would reject the null hypothesis
that the parameter is not statistically different from zero (Berry & Welsh, 2010). The fourth
criterion is use of a selection of goodness-of-fit indices. These are indicators of model fit and can
be categorized into three groups: absolute fit indices, incremental fit indices, and indices of
model parsimony. Absolute fit indices are those that “determine how well a priori model fits the
sample data and demonstrates which proposed model has the most superior fit” (Hooper et al.,
2008, p.53). Incremental fit indices are indices that instead of using the chi-square in its raw
form compare its value to a baseline model (Berry et al., 2007; Hooper et al., 2008). Indices of
model parsimony are the indices that are used to ensure that model fitting has not been achieved
by over-fitting, saturating or near-saturating (Berry et al., 2007).
Table 7.33: Commonly reported goodness-of-fit indices for structural equation models

Index name

Acronym

Absolute fit statistics
Chi-squared
Normed Chi-square
Root mean square error of approximation
Root mean square residual

CMIN
CMIN/DF
RMSEA
RMR

0-1
0-1

p>0.05
Usually 1 to 2
<0.05-0.08
<0.05

Incremental fit indices
Goodness-of-fit indicator
Adjusted goodness-of-fit indicator
Rho2/Tucker Lewis Index*
Comparative fit index
Normed fit index

GFI
AGFI
TLI
CFI
NFI

0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

>0.90
>0.90
>0.90
>0.90
>0.90

Indices of model parsimony
Akaike information criterion
Consistent Akaike information criterion

AIC
CAIC

Varies
Varies

*The Tucker Lewis Index sometimes achieves a value greater than 1.
Note: ‘-‘ = not applicable
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Range

Acceptable
values

Lowest possible
Lowest possible

The Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) and the Root Square Residual are
incremental fit indices and are generally considered to be the most important fit indices (Berry et
al., 2007; Gefen et al., 2000; Ullman, 1996). Other incremental fit indices, Goodness-of-fit
indicator (GFI), Adjusted goodness-of-fit indicator (AGFI), Rho2/Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) and
Comparative fit index (CFI), are also important. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) has
also been frequently reported as the most important of the parsimony index (Berry, 2007).
It is important to mention that the values of the parsimony indices are usually not, in themselves,
of great importance- and are often not reported because they do not have particular criterion
cut-point. Instead, a general rule of thumb is that the values of AIC and CAIC start out large and
get smaller if the model is modified and parameters are added or removed in an appropriate
manner. If the model is ‘over-fitted’ (too many parameters are modified) the value of the
parsimony indices will start to rise. The best model fit is the one that has achieved the lowest
possible statistic for the AIC (and its sister index the Consistent Akaike Information Criterion)
before it starts to go up again (Berry et al., 2007).

Procedures for modifying models
Unfitted models can be modified by adding, removing or changing the way that variables are
related in the model, including their error terms. There are three statistical indicators that indicate
whether a model modification is necessary. First are fit indices that indicate a model does not fit
the data. Second, modification indices recommend whether a different model fits the data better.
Finally, the existence of non-significant items and paths in the model which can be removed to
improve the model fit (Berry et al., 2009; Ullman, 1996). The first step in modifying an unfitted
model is to remove the non-significant items and paths one at a time.
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Once all non-significant items or pathways are removed, the model may still not fit the data. In
these situations the modification indices must be inspected to identify new pathways that were
not included in the hypothetical model but which could improve the fit of the model. New
pathways are added in the order starting with those which would have the greatest effect on the
model fit (i.e., starting with the largest modification index). It is important to mention that new,
statistically-proposed parameters are added to the model only when it also makes substantive or
theoretical sense to do so (Berry et al., 2007). Thus, if a parameter shows a significant statistical
effect on the model fit but it logically and theoretically does not make sense, this parameter is not
added. Instead, the parameter with the second largest index is tried. Finally, if modifying the
parameters did not improve the model fit, or there are no further items that can be added, error
terms can be co-varied. However, deletion of non-significant pathways or items must be given
precedence over co-varying error terms or adding new pathways, and models must be
comprehensively re-evaluated with every modification made (Berry et al., 2007).

Model fitting in the present study
The procedures mentioned in the previous section were undertaken in the current study to assess
the fit of the model for both informational and transactional e-government. Tables 7.34 and 7.35
summarise the fit statistics for the hypothesised (model A) and the fitted (model B) models for
both informational and transactional parts. Throughout the model fitting process, the AIC was
monitored and, in all cases, the final value was smaller after model fitting than it was before,
indicating that, in fitting the model, over-fitting or saturating did not occur.
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Model fitting for informational e-government
As Table 7.34 indicates, Model A (proposed model by hierarchical multiple logistic regression)
did not fit the data well because most of the fit indices were out of range particularly RMSEA.
The model was therefore modified in an attempt to attain a well-fitted model. The results were
first inspected to identify non-significant items and pathways that could be removed. As a result,
seven pathways were deleted one at a time, with the model comprehensively re-evaluated after
each deletion. The removal of these paths improved the absolute fit and incremental fit indices.
However, the model still did not fit the data well. Since there were no more non-significant paths
to remove, modification indices were inspected which suggested the addition of new parameters
that could improve the fit of the model. These new pathways were added one at a time whenever
it made substantive sense to do so. Two new parameters were added, one from perceived
information quality to perceived usefulness and one from facilitating conditions to perceived
ease of use which improved the model fit. However, the modification indices indicated that the
model still did not fit the data well. Since there was no other parameter that could be reasonably
added to the model, error term modification indices indicated that eight of the error terms could
be co-varied. Following the addition of these error term covariances, all indices showed that the
model fit the data well. As a result, the parsimony index (the AIC) and all indices in the
unmodified model showed improved fit in the modified model and the model was not over-fitted.
Therefore, having the model fitted the data the researcher could now proceed to examine the path
coefficients of the model.
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Table 7.34: Summary of fit indices for the hypothesized model (Model A) and the fitted model (Model
B) for informational e-government
Component
of
Structural
model
Informational
e-government

Selected
Fit indices
(absolute
Incremental

Acceptable
values

Sample statistic

Meets criterion

Model
B (final
model)
25.344

Model
A

Model
B

×

√

CMIN

p>0.05

Model
A (initial
model)
219.882

CMIN/DF

1 to 2

14.659

1.69

×

√

RMSEA

<0.05-0.08

.158

.036

×

√

RMR

<0.05

.028

.009

√

√

GFI

>0.90

.995

.999

√

√

AGFI

>0.90

.986

.998

√

√

TLI

>0.90

.272

.936

×

√

CFI

>0.90

.470

.973

×

√

NFI

>0.90

.480

.940

×

√

The results showed that the model containing the significant pathways explained 23% (R²= .23)
of the variance in the intention to use informational e-government (Figure 7.6). The direct
relationships that were identified by multiple logistic regressions (hierarchical and direct) were
also confirmed by path analysis. That is, facilitating conditions (β=0.25, p< .001), perceived
usefulness (β=0.17, p< .001), trust in government (β=0.12, p< .001), perceived risk (β= -0.12, p<
.01), social influence (β=0.11, p<.01) and prior visit (β=0.14, p<.001) were all independently and
significantly associated with the intention to use informational e-government. Thus, participants
who believed that they had access to resources, and perceived using government websites useful
for information access, and trusted the government and had previously visited government
websites were more likely to use them while those who perceived using government websites for
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information access to be risky were less likely to use them. Moreover, participants were also
likely to use government websites for their information access if these websites were used by
their peers or important others.
With regard to hypothesized indirect relationships, the path analysis indicated that hypothesis 9
was not rejected which suggested that the relationship between perceived ease of use with the
intention to use would be mediated by perceived usefulness. That is, although perceived ease of
use did not directly contribute in explaining the intention to use, it did so indirectly through its
positive relationship with perceived usefulness. That is, those who believed using government
websites to seek information would be easy were more likely to see them as useful which would
in turn increase their intention to use them. Hypothesis 8 was also not rejected which suggested
that perceived risk would plausibly mediate the relationship between trust in government with
the intention to use informational e-government. Thus, in addition to directly encouraging
citizens’ to visit government websites for information access, trust in government could also
indirectly encourage them by decreasing their the level of risk they perceive in using government
websites which would in turn increase their intention to visit them.
In addition to these hypothesized mediating relationships, the modelling revealed a number of
new mediating relationships. Perceived information quality was found by direct multiple logistic
regression to have no significant independent association with the intention to use informational
e-government. Hierarchical multiple logistic regression, however, suggested that its relationship
could be mediated by other predictors. Path analysis revealed that the relationship between
perceived information quality and the intention to use was mediated by perceived usefulness
(β=0.14, p<.01) and trust in government (β=0.35, p<0.001). This suggests that, although higher
perceptions about the quality of the information were not independently associated with higher
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intentions to use, they were associated with higher perceptions about the usefulness using
government websites and higher trust in government. Thus, those who believed that the
information provided on government websites would be reliable were more likely to trust
government agencies and more likely to believe that using their websites for information access
would be useful.
In addition to its direct association, facilitating conditions was found to also indirectly encourage
citizens to visit government websites thought its positive association with perceived ease of use
(β=0.31, p< .001). This suggests that people who indicated having the resources and the
knowledge to visit government websites and search for information were more likely to believe
that it would easy for them to use government websites as their source of information.
Finally, in addition to its significant direct associating with the intention to use, prior visit was
found to also indirectly encourage participants to adopt informational e-government through its
positive relationship with facilitating conditions and trust in government, and its negative
relation with perceived risk. That is, compared to those without experience, participants who had
experience with government websites were more likely to believe they have the resources and
the knowledge necessary to open government websites and to search for information, and were
more likely to trust government agencies and less likely to perceive using their websites as risky.
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Figure 7.6: Path model for informational e-government

*The most important direct pathways in the model have been highlighted with darker arrow.

Model fitting for Transactional e-government
Similar procedures were undertaken for the transactional part of the model. As Table 7.35
demonstrates, model A (proposed model by hierarchical multiple regression) did not fit the data
well because the majority of fit indices were out of range. The model was therefore modified in
an attempt to attain a well-fitted model. Inspections of the output revealed that a few
non-significant pathways could be removed. As a result, five pathways were deleted, one at a
time, with the model comprehensively re-evaluated after each deletion. The removal of these
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paths improved absolute fit and incremental fit indices. However, the model still did not fit the
data well. In the next attempt to improve the fit of the model, modification indices were
inspected to find the new pathways that could improve the fit of the model. This resulted in the
addition of five new parameters. However, the model still failed to fit the data well.
Table 7.35: Summary of fit indices for the hypothesized model (Model A) and the fitted model (Model
B) for transactional e-government
Component of
Structural
model

Transactional
e-government

Selected
Fit indices
(absolute
Incremental

Acceptable
values

Sample statistic

Meets criterion

Model
B (final
model)
36.606

Model
A

Model
B

p>0.05

Model
A (initial
model)
297.075

CMIN

×

√

CMIN/DF

1 to 2

8.738

1.592

×

√

RMSEA

<0.05-0.08

.119

.033

×

√

RMR

<0.05

.052

.029

×

√

GFI

>0.90

1.000

1.000

√

√

AGFI

>0.90

1.000

1.000

√

√

TLI

>0.90

.221

.900

×

√

CFI

>0.90

.245

.949

×

√

NFI

>0.90

.264

.882

×

×

Since there was no other pathways that could be reasonably added to the model, error term
modification indices indicated that six of the error terms could be co-varied. Following the
addition of these error term covariances, all indices showed that the model fit the data well. As a
result, the parsimony index (the AIC) and all indices in the unmodified model showed improved
fit in the modified model. Throughout the process, the AIC was monitored to ensure that the
model was not over-fitted. The final model is presented in Figure 7.7.
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The results showed that the final fitted model explained 24% (R²= .24) of the variance in the
intentions to adopt transactional e-government (Figure 7.7). Similar to the informational part,
path analysis confirmed those direct relationships found by multiple logistic regressions (direct
& hierarchical) except that prior visit was no longer directly associated with the intention to use
transactional e-government and its relationship was mediated by compatibility and trust in
government. Compatibility (β= 0.22, p<.001), perceived usefulness (β= 0.20, p<.001), social
influence (β= 0.15, p<.001), trust in government (β= 0.13, p<.001), perceived risk (β= -0.09,
p<.05) and age (β= 0.09, p<.05) were all directly and significantly associated with the intention
to use transactional e-government. That is, greater perceptions about the compatibility of
transactional e-government, usefulness of transactional e-government, trust in government, social
influence together with lower perceived risk were all associated with greater intention to use
transactional e-government.
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Figure 7.7: Path model for transactional e-government

*The most important direct pathways in the model have been highlighted with darker arrows.

In regard to the hypothesized mediating relationships for transactional model, the model showed
that hypotheses 18, 19 and 20 were not rejected meaning that the relationship between trust in
government and trust in the Internet with the intention to use would be mediated by perceived
risk, and the relationship between perceived ease of use with the intention to use would be
mediated by perceived usefulness. The negative relationship between trust in government and
trust in the Internet with perceived risk suggested that higher trust in government and the Internet
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were associated with lower perceived risk which in turn was associated with higher intention to
adopt transactional e-government. The positive relationship between perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness suggested that greater perceptions about the ease of performing online
transactions were associated with greater perceived usefulness which in turn was associated
which higher intention to accept.
As mentioned earlier, in the path model the relationship between prior visit (previous experience)
and intention to use was mediated by compatibility and trust in government, suggesting that
when predictor variables are accounted for, previous experience with government websites only
indirectly contributes to increasing the intention to adopt through its positive relationship with
compatibility and trust in government. That is, those who had visited a government website
(mainly for informational purposes) were more likely to see using these websites to conduct
online transactions with government compatible with the way they wished to interact with
government, and were more likely to trust government agencies both of which would increase
the intention to accept.
In addition to its independent association with the intention to use, compatibility was also found
to indirectly associate with higher intention to use transactional e-government through its
positive association with perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, trust in government and
trust in the Internet. This suggests that, those who believed doing online transactions with
government would be compatible with their lifestyle (which were more those who had visited
government websites) were more likely to believe that transactional e-government would be
useful and easy to use, and more likely to trust government agencies as well as the Internet
compared to those who did not see transactional e-government as compatible with their lifestyle.
Finally, in addition to its negative association with perceived risk, the results suggested that trust
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in the Internet could further indirectly contribute in explaining the variance in the intention to
adopt transactional e-government through its positive relation with trust in government. This
suggests that those who trust the Internet are also more likely to trust the government which
would in turn increase their intention to adopt transactional services.

Testing the relationship between the intention to use informational e-government with the
intention to use transactional e-government
The last step towards answering the research questions was to test the direct relationship between
intentions to use informational e-government with the intentions to use transactional
e-government (hypothesis 21). That is, are those who intend to use government websites to
access information more likely than their peers to also intend to use government websites to
conduct transactions? This study hypothesized that there would be a positive relationship
between these two, as described. To test this relationship, the two fitted models were combined
and a path was drawn from intention to access information to intention to conduct transaction.
The analysis was performed and the fit indices were inspected, as described previously, revealing
that the model did not fit the data. After removing a number of non-significant relationships, the
model still did not fit the data well.
The modification indices indicated that those variables that were duplicated on both sides of the
model (i.e., in the information component and the transaction component of the combined
model) could be related. This was due to high collinearity between these repeated items on the
two components of the model. That is, these variables on each side were virtually measuring the
same underlying concept. For example, perceived ease of for both informational and
transactional e-government measured the perception about the ease of using government
websites to search for information and to conduct transactions. Since the objective was to see
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how much of the variance in the intention to use transactional e-government was explained by
the intention to use informational e-government, the predictor variables for transactional model
were removed and the analysis re-run without them.
As with previous models, the model was inspected to see if it fit the data well. The results
revealed that the model did not fit the data very well (see Table 7.36), but it was very close to
fitting: with the most important model fit indices (RMSEA and RMR) were within the acceptable
range. There were no non-significant paths or items to be deleted. In an attempt to improve the
fit of the model, modification indices were inspected. These indicated that some of the predictor
variables of the intention to use informational e-government could be directly associated with the
intention to use transactional e-government. This was, again, due to duplication in the variables.
For instance, the modification indices indicated that social influence could be directly associated
with the intention to use transactional e-government. These new paths were not added in the
model because the objective was to test the relationship between the two intentions, and it was
known from the previous analyses that the duplicated variables were significant for both
intentions. Thus, no further modifications were made to the model.
The best-fitting model (Figure 7.8) indicated that intention to use informational e-government
was significantly associated (β= 0.37, p< 0.001) with the intention to use transactional
e-government and explained 13% (R²= .13) of its variance. The significant and positive
relationship between the two intentions (to seek information and to conduct transactions)
suggest that people who are willing to use government websites to collect information are also
likely to use these websites to communicate with government agencies and to conduct
transactions with them when they are available. This suggests that by encouraging citizens to
visit their websites for informational purposes, government agencies are likely to increase
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citizens’ likelihood using these websites to conduct transactions with them when this service
becomes available. Once government agencies have reached the transactional stage they can turn
their attention to the factors found to be associated with the intention to use transactional
e-government in order to motivate citizens to use this service. A summary of the results of
hypotheses testing for all the research hypotheses is provided in Table 7.37.
Table 7.36: Summary of fit indices for the informational e-government model predicting intention to use
transactional e-government
Component of
Structural
model

Informational
e-government

Selected
Fit indices
(absolute
Incremental
CMIN

Acceptable
values

Sample statistic

Meets criterion

Model A

Model A

p>0.05

51.285

×

CMIN/DF

1 to 2

2.33

×

RMSEA

<0.05-0.08

.045

√

RMR

<0.05

.013

√

GFI

>0.90

.999

√

AGFI

>0.90

.997

√

TLI

>0.90

.847

×

CFI

>0.90

.925

√

NFI

>0.90

.883

×
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Figure 7. 8: Path model for the intention to use informational e-government predicting the intention to
use transactional e-government
The most important direct pathways in the model have been highlighted with darker arrows.
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Table 7. 37: Summary of the results of study’s hypothesis testing

Hypotheses

Rejected

H1: There would a positive association between perceived usefulness and intention
to use informational e-government

Not

H2: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use and
intention to use informational e-government.
H3: There would be a positive association between facilitating conditions
and intention to use informational e-government
H4: There would be a positive association between social influence and
intention to use informational e-government.
H5: There would be a positive association between perceived information
quality and intention to use informational e-government
H6: There would be a positive association between trust in government and
intention to use informational e-government.
H7: There would be a negative association between perceived risk and
intention to use informational e-government.
H8: There would be a negative association between trust in government and
perceived risk for informational e-government.
H9: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use and
perceived usefulness for informational e-government
H10: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use
and intention to use transactional e-government.
H11: There would be a positive association between perceived usefulness
and intention to use transactional e-government.
H12: There would be a positive association between compatibility and
intention to use transactional e-government.
H13: There would be a positive association between facilitating conditions
and intention to use transactional e-government.
H14: There would be a positive association between social influence and
intention to use transactional e-government.
H15: There would be a positive association between trust in government and
intention to use transactional e-government.
H16: There would be a positive association between trust in the Internet and
intention to use transactional e-government.
H17: There would be a negative association between perceived risk and
intention to use transactional e-government.
H18: There would be a negative association between trust in government
and perceived risk.
H19: There would be a negative association between trust in the Internet and
perceived risk
H20: There would be a positive association between perceived ease of use
and perceived usefulness for transactional e-government.
H21: There would be a positive association between intention to use
informational e-government and intention to use transactional e-government

Yes
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Not
Not
Yes
Not
Not
Not
Not
Yes
Not
Not
Yes
Not
Not
Yes
Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Chapter Summary
Overall, the statistical techniques that were used in this chapter revealed that age was the only
demographic characteristic to have a positive, direct association with the intention to use
transactional e-government only. Experience with government websites was also found to be
positively and directly associated with the intention to use e-government services suggesting that
those who had visited government websites were more likely to adopt e-government services
than those who had never visited a government website. Moreover, this experience was also
found to have a relationship with some of the predictor variables such as perceived usefulness,
trust in government and compatibility.
The chapter also showed that all the predictors that were hypothesized to be associated with the
intention to use were found to be related. However, some of these predictors were directly
associated with the intention to use, some were indirectly associated and some were both.
Greater perceived usefulness, social influence, facilitating conditions and trust in government
together with lower perceived risks were found to be directly associated with greater intention to
use government websites for seeking information. Higher perception about the quality of the
information provided by government websites was found to only indirectly associate with the
intention to use informational e-government through its positive relation with perceived
usefulness and trust in government.
Similarly, greater perceptions about the compatibility of online services, usefulness of these
services, the importance of social influence, trust in government together with lower perceived
risk were also found to be directly associated with greater intention to use government websites
for conducting transactions. Unexpectedly, trust in the Internet was found to only indirectly
associate with higher intention to use government websites for transactional purposes through its
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positive association with trust in government and negative association with perceived risk. No
relationship was found between facilitating conditions and the intention to use transactional
e-government; something that was not expected and needs further investigation.
Finally, the hypothesized relationship between intention to use informational e-government and
intention to use transactional e-government was confirmed. That is, greater intention to use
government websites to seek information was associated with greater intention to use these
websites to perform transactions. The theoretical and practical implications of these results are
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Implications of the results
This chapter discusses the results of the statistical analysis. It starts with a recap of the research
question which this study was conducted to address. Following this, the important findings are
discussed and comparisons with the literature are made wherever applicable. The theoretical and
practical implications of the research findings are then explained. The chapter concludes by
outlining the limitations of the study and possible suggestions for future studies.

Reiterating the research problem
The current study was conducted in the Kurdistan region of Iraq which is an autonomous region
located in the north of Iraq with a population of around five million, the majority of whom are
Kurds. Due to internal conflicts with the previous regime and years of civil war, the people of
Kurdistan were cut off from the rest of the world and did not have access to the best education
and latest technologies. As a result of these conflicts over 4000 villages and dozens of schools
and other infrastructure was destroyed in the region. Moreover, it is estimated that thousands of
Kurds have been killed during these conflicts (www.krg.org).
After the 2003 US-led invasion which changed the regime in Iraq, Kurdistan gained significant
freedom. Kurds were allowed to have their own parliament, to amend the national law, to
establish their own internal security forces and to establish embassies around the world. As a
result, the region underwent significant developments in all areas, independent from the rest of
Iraq, in order to reconstruct the region. The relative stability of the region attracted foreign
investors from all over the globe and soon they found their way to the region. The government of
Kurdistan (KRG) was determined to make up for the damages caused in the past.
According to data from the Ministry of Planning (www.mop-krg.org), there was a 46.6% growth
in the national income for the years 2003-2008. In the same period there was a 68.9% growth in
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the GDP. The government has particularly concentrated its efforts to the education and
technology sector. According to data from the same source, the illiteracy rate for the year
2006/2007 was 27.4% which decreased to 18.4% in 2009. There has been significant increase in
the number of students enrolled in various levels. For example the number of students enrolled in
basic education increased from 550,042 in 2003 to 1,106,334 in 2008. Consequently, the
increased number of students has resulted in an increase in the number of educational institutes.
The number of universities increased from three in 2003 to 18 in 2009 some of which are
international universities such as the American University and Lebanese French University. The
KRG has also emphasized higher education and by 2012 more than 4000 students were awarded
scholarships to continue their masters and doctoral studies in other countries.
An important feature of the development of the region has been the uptake of modern
technology. According to the KRG department of IT, the government’s vision is to use modern
technology to modernize itself in order to improve the life of its people (www.krgit.org). The
KRG is determined to improve the life of people who have suffered significantly throughout the
years, and to provide them with the best living conditions. One of the objectives of the KRG is to
embrace new technologies to modernize itself and to catch up with the rest of the world and to
promote democracy in the region; something that has been lacking for years. According to the
literature, using the Internet to deliver government services (e-government) to citizens is a
necessity of the current age which has the potential of improving the life of people by generating
substantial benefits such as time-saving, cost reduction, convenient, less corruption, democracy,
etc (Lu et al., 2011; Reddick, 2005).
Consequently, the government of Kurdistan has decided to implement e-government in the
region to develop the life of its residents. A five-year plan has been developed and the KRG, in
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cooperation with PriceWaterHouseCoopers (PwC), has identified the major challenges for
e-government implementation in the region. A budget of US$3.5 million has been allocated in
order to overcome these challenges and to prepare the region for e-government implementation
(Shareef et al., 2010).
However, an important issue that has not yet been addressed by the KRG was whether the people
in the region, as the users of these services, were ready for e-government and were willing to
adopt this technology. Answering this question plays a crucial role in the success of any
e-government initiatives because the literature suggests citizens in both developed and
developing countries are less willing to move from traditional methods of communicating with
government to online (Carter & Belanger, 2005; Horst et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2007). This is
particularly important because the use of e-government services is voluntary and thus its success
is highly dependent upon citizens’ acceptance and use of these services. The current study was
the first to explore citizens’ adoption behaviour in the Kurdistan region.
The current study attempted to answer two important questions: ‘Do Kurdish citizens have the
intention to adopt e-government services?’ and ‘what are the important factors that could
encourage them to adopt e-government services?’ In answering these questions an important
factor had to be considered; not every individual in the region is likely to become an
e-government adopter because e-government is an Internet-based system which requires users to
be educated and to be familiar with computers and the Internet. However, not every individual in
Kurdistan would have these characteristics. Thus, in order to generate reliable results, the
answers to these questions must come from those who are actually likely to become the users of
e-government services. As mentioned earlier, due to internal conflicts in the region people in
Kurdistan did not have access to education and technology which resulted in high illiteracy
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amongst the older generation. To avoid having non-adopters participating in this study, the
researcher decided to include university students and non-academic staff as the sample of this
study. These two groups were believed to meet the characteristics of e-government users. That is,
in addition to being educated, they were also believed to be familiar with computers and the
Internet. These two groups have also been widely used by e-government studies for the same
reasons (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Featherman & Pavlou, 2003; Wangpipatwong et al., 2008).
E-government researchers have argued that educated, computer and Internet-savvy people are
more likely to become the first users of e-government services when they become available
(Huang et al., 2002).
However, despite being educated and being familiar with computers and the Internet, students
and staff in this study were believed to have no experience with e-government due to its relative
newness in the region. Therefore, this study was conducted in terms of people’s subjective
opinions (their stated intention to use government websites) which was adopted to measure
participants’ intentions/willingness to accept e-government services when they become available.
This did not, however, undermine the reliability of the results because the literature has
suggested that intention to use is a strong measure of actual usage suggesting that people who
have the intention to use a technology are likely to actually adopt it when it becomes available
(Belanger & Carter, 2008; Chu et al., 2004; Schaupp & Carter, 2009).
To develop the research model, a review of the e-government literature was conducted to
identify the factors that the literature suggested are important in influencing e-government
adoption. The literature review revealed an important gap in knowledge and understanding. A
review of the e-government definitions and maturity models revealed that e-government services
could be categorized into two groups: informational and transactional, with the former being the
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first to be introduced. That is, government agencies can use their websites to either provide
information to citizens or to allow them to conduct online transactions. Similarly, citizens can
use government websites to either access information or to conduct transactions online. These
two types of services are different in their complexity and risk. Transactional e-government is
the use of government websites to conduct transactions online and is considered to be more
sophisticated and more risky, since it requires personal and financial information from users.
Informational e-government, on the other hand, is the use of government websites to access
information only and does not require users to provide their personal or financial information
which makes it less risky (Horst et al., 2007). In light of these differences, e-government studies
have suggested that citizens are more likely to use e-government to access information rather
than to conduct transactions (Horst et al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2007). This suggests that it is
important to distinguish between informational and transactional e-government when
investigating e-government adoption for a better outcome.
The review of e-government studies, however, revealed that these studies did not distinguish
between informational and transactional e-government, with one exception (Almahamid et al.,
2010). To help fill this gap, this study distinguished between intention to use informational
e-government and intention to use transactional e-government, and separate models were
developed for each comprised of a number of variables adapted from the existing literature.
Some of these variables were integrated in both models because they were expected to be
relevant to both services whereas some others were more relevant to one only. Perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, social influence, facilitating conditions, trust in government
and perceived risk were integrated in both models. Perceived information quality was integrated
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into the informational model, and compatibility and trust in the Internet were integrated into the
transactional model.
A face-to-face survey questionnaire was administered to participants. A total of 470 and 200
questionnaires were distributed amongst students and staff respectively, out of which 382 and
160 usable responses were collected.

The collected data were then carefully cleaned and

prepared for statistical analyses. The cleaned data were then subject to a series of statistical
analyses. A direct multiple logistic regression was first performed to test the direct relationship
between demographic characteristics and experience with the intention to use informational and
transactional e-government. A similar analysis was then performed for the predictor variables.
Following this, both demographics and predictors entered the multiple hierarchical logistic
regression equation to identify the potential mediating not hypothesized by the study and to
confirm those hypothesized. The hypothesized research models were then modified in light of
the results of the hierarchical regression. Finally, a path analysis was performed to test the
overall models and to simultaneously examine the direct and indirect relationships.

Discussion of the Findings
The results of frequencies in Chapter 6 showed that the majority of participants in this study did
not have experience with e-government services particularly transactional e-government. Only
43.1% of the participants indicated they had visited a government website, with almost all of
them stating the purpose of their visit as obtaining information or reading news. This shows that
participants in this study had not experienced a transactional e-government service.
However, despite their lack of experience with e-government services, and contrary to what
e-government researchers had proposed (Gauld et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2011),
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more than 70% of the participants in this study indicated not only having the intention to use
e-government for informational purposes, but also for conducting transactions. In their study,
Almahamid et al. (2010) who distinguished between informational and transactional
e-government found that Jordanian citizens were willing to use e-government for information
access only and not for conducting transactions. Therefore, it seems that Kurdish citizens are
willing to adopt e-government services. This provides answer to the first research question of
whether citizens in Kurdistan would be willing to use e-government services or not.
The next step was to answer the second research question which was to determine which of the
factors proposed by the research model were significantly associated with Kurdish citizens’
intention to adopt e-government services. Prior to testing the research hypotheses, statistical
analyses were carried out for participants’ demographic characteristics to see if these
characteristics had any direct relationship with the intention to use. The results revealed that
experience with government websites could be an important factor in directly and indirectly
encouraging individuals to use government websites for accessing information. According to the
results, those with previous experience are also more likely to believe that they have the
resources and the knowledge necessary to visit government websites and to search for
information. They are also more likely to trust government agencies and less likely to perceive
using government websites for information access to be risky.
Although, those who indicated visiting a government website were mainly for information
access, the results revealed that, when predictors were not taken into account, this experience
could also directly encourage these individuals to use government websites to conduct
transactions. However, when predictors were taken into account, the direct relationship between
experience and the intention to use transactional e-government was no longer significant because
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it was mediated by compatibility and perceived risk. This suggests that, when predictors are
controlled for, experience with government websites only indirectly encourages individuals to
use transactional e-government. That is, those who visited a government website are more likely
to see transactional e-government compatible with the way they wish to transact with
government and less likely to perceive it to be risky. Therefore, this shows that it is important to
encourage people to visit government websites even for something as simple as rereading news
because this experience could become an encouraging factor in increasing their willingness to
adopt not only informational e-government but also transactional e-government.
A direct relationship was also found between age and the intention to use transactional
e-government only, suggesting that increase in age is positively associated with increase in the
intention to adopt transactional e-government. However, because the majority of participants in
this study were under 30 years, this needs to be further investigated by having people from
higher age categories.
In terms of the importance of predictors, multiple logistic regression analyses and path analysis
identified the same factors to be independently associated with the intention to use e-government
services. Several indirect relationships were also indentified by hierarchical multiple logistic
regression and were tested by path analysis and some of them were removed because they were
non-significant. Overall, the statistical analyses revealed that all the predictors that were
hypothesized in this study were somehow related to the intention to use. For some the
relationship was direct and for some it was indirect and for some it was both. These are discussed
below.
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Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use were adapted from the Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) which posited that perceived usefulness directly influences intention to use and
perceived ease of use indirectly through its positive effect on perceived usefulness.
E-government researchers suggested that both perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use
could directly influence the intention to use e-government (Chu et al., 2004; Featherman &
Pavlou, 2003; Fu et al., 2006; Kumar et al., 2007; Lean et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2011; Schaupp &
Carter, 2005; Wang, 2002; Wangpipatwong et al., 2008). Therefore, this study also hypothesized
that both perceived usefulness and perceived ease of you would directly associate with the
intention to use. However, consistent with the original TAM, only perceived usefulness was
found to directly associate with the intention to use both e-government services suggesting that
higher perceptions about the usefulness of e-government services are related to higher intentions
to adopt them.
Perceived ease of use, on the other hand, was found to only indirectly associate with the intention
to use both types of services through its positive relation with perceived usefulness. This
suggests that, when other predictors are controlled for, believing that using government websites
to search for information or to conduct transactions would be easy does not directly increase
citizens’ intentions to adopt them. However, this is not to say that government agencies should
ignore this factor and not try to make their online services as easy as possible. According to the
findings of this study, perceived ease of use is likely to make citizens see government websites
as useful in seeking information and conducting transactions which in turn will increase their
intentions to adopt them.
Social influence was adapted from the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) which posited that social influence would positively influence users’ intentions to
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accept new technologies (Venkatesh et al., 2003). E-government researchers also found social
influence to be an important factor in influencing the intention to adopt e-government
(AlAwadhi & Morris, 2008; Al-Shafi & Weerakkody, 2010; Chu et al., 2004; Lee, 2009;
Schaupp & Carter, 2005; Suki & Ramayah, 2010; Yaghoubi et al., 2010). Consistent with the
UTAUT model as well as the e-government literature, social influence was found in this study to
be significantly and independently associated with the intention to adopt both informational and
transactional e-government services. This suggests that people in Kurdistan are more likely to
use government websites for seeking information or conducting transactions if these services are
used by their peers or those around them. This finding was not unexpected since, as mentioned in
Chapter 4, Kurdistan is part of Iraq which is categorized as a collectivist culture in which people
are expected to be influenced by the actions of those important to them and are expected to seek
advice from others when faced with an uncertain situation such as deciding to use e-government
services.
Facilitating conditions was also adapted from the UTAUT which posited that having the
resources (hardware & Software) as well as the knowledge would directly and positively
influence the usage of a new technology not the intention to use. E-government researchers,
however, have provided empirical evidence to suggest that facilitating conditions can also
directly influence the intention to adopt e-government (Fu et al., 2006; Suki & Ramayah, 2010).
Consistently, in the present study, facilitating conditions was found to be the most significant
factor to directly associate with the intention to adopt informational e-government. This suggests
that those who have access to the resources are more likely to be willing to adopt e-government
services compared to those who do not have access to resources.
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No relation, however, was found between facilitating conditions with the intention to adopt
transactional e-government which was unexpected. Possible explanations for this could be that
the same participants were surveyed on both informational and transactional e-government, and
because the same resources such as computers would be used to access both services, perhaps
participants in this study perceived facilitating conditions to be important at the point of deciding
to visit government websites. Thus, they did not perceive them to be important again. This needs
to be further investigated by having two groups of participants for each type of e-government
service to see if both groups would perceive facilitating conditions to be important.
Compatibility was adapted from the Innovation Diffusion Theory (Rogers, 2003) which reflects
an individual’s perception about the congruence of a technology with his/her values, beliefs and
lifestyle. The model suggested that compatibility would have a positive effect on individuals’
decisions to adopt an innovation. Empirical support has also been found in the e-government
literature regarding the importance of this variable in influencing users’ intention to adopt
e-government (Carter & Belanger, 2004, 2005; Fu et al., 2006; Schaupp & Carter, 2005; Suki &
Ramayah, 2010). Thus, compatibility was hypothesized in the current study to have a positive
relationship with the intention to use transactional e-government. Consistent with previous
studies, this study found that compatibility was the most important factor to significantly and
independently associate with the intention to adopt transactional e-government. This suggests
that people who think that interacting with government online is how they wish to transact with
government are more likely to actually do so. Moreover, according to the results, those who see
transactional e-government as compatible with their lifestyle are also more likely to believe it
would be useful and easy to use, and also more likely to trust government agencies and the
Internet.
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Perceived information quality was adapted from DeLone and McLean (1992) and measured
citizens’ perception about the quality of the information that is provided by state government
agencies on their websites. The e-government literature suggested that this variable could have a
significant, direct association with citizens’ intention to use government websites as their source
of information access (Almahamid et al., 2010; Al-Shibly, 2011; Lin et al., 2011; Prybutok et al.,
2008). Due to the nature of this variable which measured perceptions about the quality of the
information only, it was integrated into the informational model only. Contrary to what the
literature suggested, no direct association was found between perceived information quality and
the intention to use informational e-government. However, this does not imply that government
agencies should not pay attention to the quality of the information on their websites because,
according to my findings, the relationship between perceived information quality and the
intention to use was mediated by trust in government and perceived usefulness. That is, those
who believe that the information which is available on government websites is reliable, are more
likely to trust government agencies and more likely to believe that using government websites
for the sake of obtaining information would be useful.
Trust in government, trust in the Internet and perceived risk were found by researchers in both
e-government and e-commerce to play a significant role in encouraging people to adopt these
services (Belanger & Carter, 2008; Carter & Belanger, 2005; Cho et al., 2007; Delafrooz et al.,
2011; Horst et al., 2007; Mayer & Davis, 1995; McKnight & Chervany, 2002; Schaupp & Carter,
2005). These variables were also hypothesized in this study to be directly associated with the
intention to use e-government services. The results revealed that, greater trust in government and
lower perceived risk were significantly and independently associated with greater intention to
use both informational and transactional e-government. This suggests that people who trust
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government agencies and do not perceive using their websites risky are more likely to adopt
e-government services. Unexpectedly, trust in the Internet which was integrated in the
transactional model only, did not show a direct relation with the intention to use this service.
This suggests that, when other predictors are controlled for, trusting the available Internet
connection is not a factor in directly encouraging citizens to transact with government online.
This, however, does not suggest that government in Kurdistan should not attempt to secure the
Internet because, according to the results, the relationship between trust in the Internet with the
intention to use was mediated by trust in government and perceived risk. That is, higher trust in
the Internet is associated with higher trust in government and lower perceived risk, both of which
are directly associated with higher intention to adopt.
Finally, this study hypothesized that there would be a direct relationship between the intention to
use informational e-government and the intention to use transactional e-government. This
relationship was confirmed suggesting that people who are willing to visit government websites
for informational purposes are also more likely to be willing to use these websites for doing
transactions with government online. This answers the final research question and is an
important finding since the majority of government websites in Kurdistan are still in their
informational stage. According to this finding, government agencies could try to encourage
citizens to visit their websites for information access because this could at the same time also
encourage them to do transactions with them when this service is available.
Overall, the findings of this study revealed that all the variables that were tested in this study
were, to some extent, associated with citizens’ intentions to adopt e-government services. Some
of these variables were directly associated with the intention to use, and some were only
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indirectly associated with the intention to use. Therefore, government authorities in Kurdistan
could take all these factors into account when designing and promoting their online services if
they are seeking to increase citizens’ acceptance in the region. The practical and theoretical
implications of the findings are discussed next.

Theoretical Implications
This study distinguished between intention to use informational e-government and intention to
use transactional e-government, and an independent model was developed for each of these
services comprised of several variables. The objective was to discover whether depending on the
type of service, the effect of these variables on the intention to use would be different. Although
the results revealed that, except facilitating conditions, all the duplicated variables were
important for both services, the order of the importance of variables was different. For instance,
facilitating conditions was the most significant factor for informational e-government whereas
compatibility was the most important for transactional e-government. Moreover, the strength of
the effect of the duplicated variables on the intention to use was stronger for transactional
e-government suggesting that citizens perceive these variables to be more important when the
type of service they request becomes more complicated and risky. This suggests that it might be
worth distinguishing between informational and transactional e-government when investigating
citizens’ adoption behaviour in the future studies.
In addition, the current study was the first to investigate e-government adoption in the Kurdistan
region of Iraq which added to the existing e-government literature. The study adapted the
constructs from the existing technology adoption models as well as e-government literature and
empirically tested and validated them in the context of Kurdistan region. The results provided
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support for these variables and showed that Kurdish citizens, like people in other nations,
perceived these factors to be important in determining their intention to adopt e-government
services. Moreover, the results showed that, these factors were important for both informational
and transactional e-government.

Practical Implications
One of the main objectives of the current study was to provide a useful source of information for
government authorities in the Kurdistan region who are attempting to implement e-government
in order to assist them overcome a potential barrier: low citizen adoption. Government
authorities in the region could take the findings of this study into account in order to potentially
increase adoption.
The most important finding was that over 70% of participants in this study indicated having the
intention to adopt e-government services for both informational and transactional purposes.
However, this does not mean that government authorities should sit back hoping that citizens
would accept their e-government services once fully developed. Government authorities must try
to constantly encourage citizens to adopt e-government services in order to sustain success.
According to the results, there are a number of factors that could encourage citizens to adopt an
e-government service, and if these factors are taken into account by government authorities when
designing and promoting their online services citizens may become more interested in adopting
them.
According to the results, it is important for government agencies to try to encourage citizens to
visit their websites even for something as simple as reading the news because the results
suggested that this experience could positively influence individuals’ intention to adopt
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e-government services. Moreover, this experience could also increase citizens’ level of trust in
government.
Moreover, the positive relationship between the intention to use informational e-government
with the intention to use transactional e-government suggested that it is important for
government agencies that are in the informational stage to try to encourage citizens to use their
websites for seeking information because once citizens are motivated to use government
websites for information access, they are likely to decide to use them for transactional purposes
as well. Thus, according to the results, there are a number of factors that government authorities
could consider in order in order to encourage citizens to visit their websites for information
access. The most important factor is to ensure that citizens have access to resources such as
computers and the Internet, and have the knowledge to search for information on government
websites. To achieve this, e-government researchers have suggested that government could
provide access points in public places so that everyone could have access to them especially
those less advantaged people. Moreover, government could also provide training courses and
support on how to use government websites to search for information or to download forms for
those who are not familiar with using government websites in order to increase their confidence.
Moreover, the results revealed that citizens are more likely to visit government websites for
informational access if they believe that it to be useful. Therefore, informing and educating
citizens about the benefits of using government websites to access information could have an
important effect on their desire to use them. In this regard, Carter and Belanger (2004, p. 6)
stated that “government agencies should publicize the advantages of using these services”.
Moreover, according to the results, another way that government authorities could increase
citizens’ perceptions about the usefulness of informational e-government is by making the
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process of searching for information or downloading forms as easy as possible, and by providing
high quality information that are reliable, accurate, timely and complete. This was concluded
from the positive relationship between perceived ease of use and perceived information quality
with perceived usefulness.
Furthermore, the results revealed that trusting government could directly encourage citizens to
use government websites to access information. The results of the frequencies in Chapter 6
(Table 6.4) also revealed that only 44% of participants in this study indicated trusting the
government to use their websites to access information. This suggests that in government
authorities in Kurdistan may also try to restore citizens’ trust because a trusting citizen is more
likely to visit their websites for obtaining information. There might be a number of strategies to
gain citizens’ trust in government, but according to the results of this study, one way to do so is
to assure the citizens that the information which is available on government websites is reliable
and complete. In other words, citizens are more likely to trust government if they are satisfied
with the quality of the information which is provided on government websites. Once again this
shows that it is important for government agencies to ensure that they provide high quality
information on their websites.
The results also revealed that citizens are less likely to visit government websites if they perceive
using them to be risky. Although only 30% (Table 6.4) of participants in this study believed that
using government websites for information access would be risky, government authorities in the
region may still try to assure the citizens that there are no risks involved in using government
websites for information access. This could be, according to the results, achieved by gaining
citizens’ trust in government.
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Finally, government authorities are recommended to take advantage of the collectivist culture of
the region and try to increase citizens’ intention to visit their websites through the influence that
important others may have on them. More than 60% (Table 6.4) of participants in this study
agreed that using government websites to seek information by their peers would positively
motivate them to adopt them. Thus, government authorities could identify important individuals
in various social groups and use them to encourage others to visit government websites. These
important individuals could be teachers, classmates, managers or supervisors.
By taking the above factors into account, government agencies in Kurdistan may increase
citizens’ willingness to visit government websites for accessing information, which may in turn
increase their intentions to use these websites to also transact with government. However, once
government agencies have reached the transactional stage they still need to continue their
campaign in encouraging citizens to adopt this service in order to increase acceptance. To
achieve this, according to the results, the same factors could be used to increase citizens’
willingness to adopt transactional e-government. However, extra attention must be paid to these
factors because the results suggested that they become more important for transactional
e-government.
Therefore, government agencies at the transactional stage are recommended to continue
educating and informing citizens about the benefits of doing transactions with government online
such as saving in cost and time. Similar to informational e-government, citizens who believe
online transactions would be easy to perform are more likely to perceive them as useful. Thus,
government agencies may also try to make their online services as easy as possible particularly
because transactional e-government is more complicated than informational e-government. In
this regard, e-government researchers suggest that government agencies, for instance, could
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provide online tutorials on their websites to assist citizens in doing online transactions (Carter &
Belanger, 2005).
Trust in government and perceived risk were also important factors for transactional
e-government. Thus, similar to informational e-government, restoring citizens’ trust in
government and lowering their perception about the riskiness of online transactions could
significantly increase citizens” intention to accept this service. However, extra effort is required
for transactional e-government because, according to the results of frequencies (Table 6.14),
participants’ trust in government decreased for transactional e-government, and they perceived it
to be more risky than informational e-government. This could be attributed to the fact that
transactional e-government requires citizens to provide personal and financial information which
makes it more risky. Therefore, in order to increase citizens’ acceptance of transactional
e-government, government agencies could try to re-gain citizens’ trust and to assure them that
there would be no risks in doing online transactions with government. This could be achieved by
providing visible privacy statements on their websites, for example.
Although trust in the Internet was not an important factor in directly increasing citizens’
intentions to accept transactional e-government, it was an important factor in increasing their
trust in government and lowering their perceptions about the risks involved. Hence, government
authorities may take this factor into account and provide a safe Internet connection that citizens
could trust. For instance, they could introduce legislation that would protect citizens’ private
information on the net and provide safe payment systems which all online transaction payments
could be conducted through (Carter & Belanger, 2005).
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Finally, government agencies in the transactional stage could also try to encourage people to use
their transactional services through the influence that important others could have on individuals’
decision. Similar to informational e-government, the majority of participants in this study
indicated that using government websites to transact with government by others would positively
influence their decisions. Thus, government authorities could try to identify these influential
individuals in different social groups and promote their services thought these individuals. As
mentioned earlier, in the context of the current study, these individuals could be teachers,
classmates or managers and supervisors.
Overall, it can be concluded that government agencies at both informational and transactional
stages in the Kurdistan region could use the same strategies to encourage citizens to visit their
websites for obtaining information or conducting transactions. However, extra effort may be
required when applying them for transactional e-government. The methodological contribution
of the study is discussed next.

Methodological Contribution
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this study also makes a methodological contribution by applying a
more robust approach in identifying the indirect relationships (mediating relationships) between
the predictor variables. In order to more accurately locate the mediating relationships and to
ensure that mediating relationships actually existed between two variables, prior to testing the
model with path analysis, a hierarchical multiple logistic regression was conducted for both
informational and transitional e-government. Variables were entered in blocks starting with those
that were logically and theoretically believed not to play a mediating role. After the addition of
new variables in each block, the beta values for those in the previous block were checked to
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identify potential mediating effects. As a result a number of relationships were identified and
tested through path analysis. Overall, the hierarchical regression allowed the researcher to more
accurately identify the potential mediating effects and to more effectively prepare the input
model for path analysis.

Limitations of the Study
Despite producing invaluable information, this study had several limitations which, however,
could not be avoided. The first limitation was regarding its sample. Although students and staff
have been regarded by e-government researchers as the potential users of e-government services,
they do not represent the general population. However, these two groups were believed to be the
most appropriate samples for the current study because they were believed to be the most
educated and computer and Internet savvy people and more likely to become the users of
e-government services. The second limitation was regarding the location of the study. This study
was conducted at the Salahaddin University in the capital city of the region. Salahaddin
University, however, is the largest university in the region which holds students from other parts
of the region. The third limitation was that the majority of participants in this study were under
30 years of age which was due to having undergraduate students in the study.

Recommendations for Future Research
The above limitations suggest future directions for research in this region. This study was
conducted in the capital city of the region only. Future studies could be conducted to investigate
e-government adoption in other cities and particularly in rural areas because people in these
remote areas do not have easy access to government agencies and must travel long distances in
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order to visit a government agency, therefore it is important to understand their perceptions about
e-government services.
Moreover, this study was conducted on a cross-sectional approach due to the newness of
e-government. Future studies, however, could be conducted on a longitudinal approach in order
to investigate citizens’ perception about e-government services before and after they have used it
in order to detect potential changes in their perceptions after experiencing the technology.
Finally, future studies should seek the opinion of those aged above 30 as well to discover their
perceptions about e-government services.

Conclusion
This research was conducted to investigate e-government adoption from citizens’ perspective in
the Kurdistan region of Iraq. Despite several limitations, particularly regarding the sample, the
findings of this study provided important insights both in theory and in practice. Theoretically, it
was one of few to distinguish between the intention to use e-government services for
informational purposes and the intention to use them for transactional purposes. The results
showed that it is indeed necessary to distinguish between informational and transactional
e-government when investigating e-government adoption because the strength of the
relationships between predictors with the dependent variable changes according to the type of
service. The results showed that the strength of the association with the intention to use for the
duplicated variables was greater for transactional e-government. This suggests that, theoretically
it is important to distinguish between the two types of e-government services for more accurate
results.Moreover, this study contributed to the existing literature by empirically testing the
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variables proposed by technology adoption models and testing them in the context of Kurdistan
region.
Practically, this study was the first to investigate e-government adoption in the Kurdistan region.
Considering the current status of e-government in Kurdistan and the government’s intention to
invest in e-government initiatives, the outcomes of this study provide an important source of
information for government authorities about the future of e-government services from the
perspective of the potential users. The study discovered that the majority of participants were
willing to adopt e-government services for both informational and transactional purposes.
Moreover, all the variables that were hypothesized to have a relation with the intention to use,
were found to be associated. However, some were directly associated with higher intention to
use, and some were only indirectly associated through their relationship with other variables.
Thus, this study proposes that government authorities in the Kurdistan region should take all of
these factors into consideration when developing and promoting their e-government services at
both informational and transactional stage in order to further increase citizens’ willingness to
adopt these services which would in return increase the chances of success.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Survey questionnaire- English version
Information sheet for research participants
Thank you for showing an interest in this research project. Please read this information sheet carefully before
deciding whether or not you wish to participate. Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you may decide
not to participate or withdraw at any point of time without any consequences.
Purpose: I am conducting a survey as partial fulfilment of requirements for the degree of professional Doctorate at
the University of Canberra Australia under the supervision of Pr. Linda Botterill. The university website is
www.canberra.edu.au. My doctoral research aims to find out whether people in Kurdistan are willing to accept egovernment services, and to identify the factors that are associated with their intention towards e-government
services. It is hoped that the outcome of this research will help the e-government authorities in the region to design
their services according to citizens’ expectations in order to increase acceptance level.
Description: the survey will take about 30 minutes to complete. The survey will seek your opinion about using
government websites to obtain information and to conduct transactions. It will also ask some background
information about you such as age, gender, education, computer and Internet experience. In return for your
participation in this study, you can request a copy of the conclusion by emailing Khosro Mohammad Ahmad at
khosro_araki@yahoo.com.
Confidential: the success of this survey depends on your participation and candid response. I would therefore
greatly appreciate your assistance in answering the questionnaire. Please be assured that your responses will be kept
strictly confidential. Individual participation will not be identified in the analysis as only aggregated results will be
analysed and presented.
Complaints: if you have any complaints about the conduct of the study please do not hesitate to contact Ethics
Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, Office of Research, University of Canberra, Canberra ACT, Australia
at humanethicscommittee@canberra.edu.au or Phone 0061 26201 5220.
Thank you in anticipation of your involvement.
Yours sincerely
Khosro Mohammad Ahmad
E-mail: khosro_araki@yahoo.com
Mobile number (Australia): 0061434520494
Mobil number (Kurdistan): 07504470375
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E-government Description
E-government: e-government the usage of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) such as
the Internet to deliver government services to citizens.
Types of e-government services: there are two basic types of services in e-government; Informational egovernment and Transactional e-government.
Informational e-government: is the use of government websites by citizens to obtain information that
they need or to download forms to apply for a service. For example, information about weather forecast,
education related information, job notifications, the location of a government agency, the contact details
for government employees, etc. This type of e-government services DOES NOT require the users to
provide personal or financial information to the government agency.
Transactional e-government: is the use of the Internet to conduct transactions with government agencies
online. For example, including online submission of hajj applications, registering child birth, registering
death, renewing driver license, paying bills online, paying fines, applying for jobs etc. In this type of egovernment services, in order to receive the service users MUST provide either personal information or
financial information or both such as name, date of birth; address, bank details, phone number etc, and
this information will be accessible by all government agencies.
Informational e-government already exists in Kurdistan as the majority of government agencies have
launched their websites which allow users to obtain information, and in some instances to download
forms. Transactional e-government, on the other hand, does not yet exist in Kurdistan. However, some
agencies have introduced some limited transactional services. For example, the Ministry of Higher
Education allows users to access information, to apply for higher degree courses and to apply for jobs
electronically. The government has planned to develop its e-government services according to a 5-year
plan (2011-2015).
This questionnaire consists of 3 parts. In the first part seeks demographic questions about yourself such as
age, gender etc. In the second part, questions are asked regarding the use of e-government for information
access only. In the third part, similar questions are asked regarding transactional e-government. Note that
questions may sound similar, but they are different in wording so please do not be confused.
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Some examples of government websites available in Kurdistan
http://www.hawlergov.org/kur/subject.aspx?ID=468 (Parliament)
http://www.mojkurdistan.com/Kurdish_Malper.aspx (Ministry of Justice)
http://www.zhenga.net/english/index.php (Ministry of Environment)
http://www.krgelectric.org (Ministry of Electricity)
http://www.krp.org/english/default.aspx (Kurdistan Region Presidency)
http://www.krg.org/?lngnr=12&smap=01010000 (Kurdistan Regional Government)
http://www.moc-krg.com/English (Ministry of Transportation & Communication)
http://www.mhe-krg.org (Ministry of Higher Education & Scientific Research)
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Section 1: Please tick the most appropriate box for the following items.
1. Gender:
Male

Female

2. What age group are you in?
(A). 15-19

(B). 20-24
(C). 25-29
(D). 30-34
(E). 35-39
(F). 40 and above
3. What course are you enrolled in (if you are student)? Or what is your educational level (if you are
university employee)?
(A). Primary school qualification

(B). High school qualification
(C). Undergraduate degree
(D). Post-graduate certificate or diploma
(E). Masters Qualification
(F). Doctorate
(H).Other (Pleases specify)..................................................................................................................................... .
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4. How many years of experience do you have with computers?
(A). Less than 1 year
(B). 1 to 3 years
(C). 4 to 6 years
(D). 7 to 9 years
(E). 10 and more
5. How many years of experience do you have with the Internet?
(A). Less than 1year
(B). 1 to 3 years
(C). 4 to 6 years
(D). 7 to 9 years
(E). 10 and more

6. Have you ever visited a government (Ministries) website prior to this survey?
Yes

No

7. If yes, please explain what was the purpose of visit?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
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Section 2: In this section we would like to know your opinion about Informational e-government which
is using government (Ministries) websites to obtain information only. Note that in this stage egovernment can be used only to obtain information and to download forms, which DOES NOT require
you to provide any personal and financial information. If you have visited government websites please
answer the questions based on your experience.
Please circle the degree to which you agree with the following statements:

Perceived usefulness

1
2
3
4
5

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I find government websites useful in my
information access
Using government websites enable me to
obtain information I need more quickly
Using government websites increase my
ability to get timely information
Government websites enable me to access
information I need any time anywhere
Overall, I believe that government
websites are useful in my information
access

Perceived ease of use

1

2

3

4
5

My interaction with government
websites for information access would be
clear and understandable
It would be easy for me to navigate
through government websites and find
the information I need
It would be easy for me to become
skilful at using government websites to
find information and download forms
I would find government websites to be
flexible to interact with
Overall, I believe that government
websites are easy to use for obtaining
information

Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Neutral Agree

Perceived information quality

1
2
3
4
5
6

The information provided on
government websites are accurate
The information provided on
government websites are complete
The information provided on
government websites are precise
Government websites provide
relevant information that I need
Government websites provide timely
information on their websites
Overall, I believe that government
websites provide information
according to citizens need

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Facilitating conditions

1

2

3

4

I have the resources (hardware &
software) necessary to use
government websites to obtain
information
I have the skills necessary to use
government websites to obtain
information I need
I have the knowledge necessary to
access government websites to
obtain information I need
Overall, I believe that I have the
conditions necessary to access
government websites and obtain
information
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Social influence
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
disagree
agree
1

2

3

4

People who influence my
behaviour will have an impact on
my decision to use government
websites to access information
People who are important to me
will influence my decision to use
informational e-government
My friends and colleagues will
have an influence on my decision
to use informational e-government
Using government websites to
access information by a large
proportion of people around me
will influence my intention to use it

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Trust in government
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
disagree
agree
1

2

3
4

In my opinion, government agencies
can be trusted in providing good
information on their websites
I believe that government agencies
are honest in providing information
on their websites
I think that government agencies in
Kurdistan are trustworthy
Overall, I think that I can trust
government agencies as the provider
of governmental information

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Perceived risk
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
1

2

3

In my opinion the decision to use
government websites to obtain
information is a risky decision
I believe that using government
websites to gather information is
risky
Overall, I believe using egovernment for informational
purposes is risky

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Behavioural intention to get information

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
1

2

3

I have the intention to use
government websites to obtain
information
I predict that I will continue using
government websites to obtain
information
I expect that I will use and continue
to use government websites to obtain
information

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Section 3: In this section we would like to understand about your opinion regarding Transactional egovernment. Please rate the following questions on a scale of 1 to 5 that best describes your opinion about
e-services (conducting transaction with government online). Please note that this section is concerned
with using transactional e-government, which is using the Internet to transact with government where you
MUST provide personal or financial information or both to government agencies in order to receive the
service. For example, applying for jobs, renewing driver licence, applying for a passport, applying for
marriage certificate, paying bills electronically.
Please circle the degree to which you agree with the following statements:

Perceived usefulness
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

I believe that using transactional egovernment will enable me to complete
transactions with government more
quickly
Transactional e- government will
increase my effectiveness by lowering
travelling and queuing time
Using transactional e-government will
enable me to access more government
services than would otherwise possible
Using the Internet to interact with
government will enable me to do
business with the government anytime
not limited to regular business hours.
Overall, I would find transactional egovernment useful in my transaction
with government
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Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Perceived ease of use
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

learning to use e-government to
transact with government will be easy
for me
My interaction with government
websites for transaction will be clear
and understandable
It will be easy for me to become skilful
at using government websites to
conduct transaction with government
I will find transactional e-government
services to be flexible to interact with

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Overall, I believe that using egovernment services for transaction
with government will be easy for me

1

2

3

4

5

Social Influence
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

People who influence my behaviour
will have an impact on my decision to
use government websites to transact
with government
People who are important to me will
influence my decision to use egovernment services to transact with
government
My friends and colleagues will
influence my decision to use egovernment services to transact with
government
Using e-government for doing
transaction with government by a large
proportion of people around me will
influence my decision to use it
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Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Facilitating conditions

1

2

3

4

I believe I have the resources (hardware
& software) necessary to access
government websites for conducting
transactions with government
I think I have the knowledge necessary to
use government websites for conducting
transactions with government
I believe I have the skills necessary to
use t e-government services for
conducting transaction with government
agencies
Overall, I believe that I have the
conditions necessary to use state
government websites to conduct
transactions with government agencies
online

Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Compatibility
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

I think using the Internet will fit with
the way that I like to transact with
government
Using the Internet to transact with
government agencies is what I like to
do
Using the Internet to transact with
government agencies will fit into my
lifestyle
I prefer face-to-face transaction with
government agencies
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Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Trust in the Internet
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

I think the Internet has enough
safeguards to make me feel comfortable
using it to transact with state
government agencies online
I feel assured that legal and
technological structures adequately
protect me from problems on the
Internet
In general, the Internet is now a robust
and safe environment in which to
transact with state government agencies

Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Trust in government
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3
4

I think I can trust state government
agencies in dealing with my personal
and financial information
State government agencies can be
trusted to carry out online transactions
faithfully
In my opinion, state government
agencies are trustworthy
Overall, I trust state government
agencies to keep my best interest in
mind when doing online transactions

Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Perceived risk
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

Using e-government to transact with
government agencies may cause my
personal and financial information to be
stolen
The decision of whether to use
transactional
e-government services is risky
In general, I believe conducting
transactions with government online is
risky
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Disagree Neutral Agree

Strongly
agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Behavioural intention to do transactions
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

I intend to use e-government to do
transaction with government agencies
when it becomes available
I plan to use e-government to transact
with government when it becomes
available
Using e-government services over the
web to transact with government is
something that I would do

Disagree Neutral Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Thank you for your participation in this survey
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Strongly
agree

Appendix 2: Survey questionnaire-Kurdish version
سوپاس بۆ نيشاندانی حه زو ئارەزوتان لە بەرنامەى بەدواگەران (بحث) ،تكايه ئه م زانياريه به ووردی بخويَنه وە پيَش ئەوەی بريار بده
ی بەشداريبكه ی يان نا .بەشداريكردن لەم بەرنامەيە خۆبەخشانەيە وە تۆ دەتوانی برياربدەی كە بەشداری نەكەی يان پاشەكشەبكەی لە
هەر كاتيَك بتەوێ بەبێ هيچ سزايەك.
مەبەستی ئەم پرۆژەيە:
من هەستاوێم بە ئەنجامدانی ئەم راپرسيە وەك بەشيَك كە ئەنجامدانی پيَويستە بۆ به ده ستهيَنانى دەرەجەی دكتۆرای پرۆفيشنال لە زانكۆی
كانبيَرای ئوستراليا بەسەرپەرشتی پرۆفيسۆر ليندا بۆتيَريل .ئەمەش مالپەری زانكۆكەيە  .www.canberra.edu.auمەبەست لە
ليَكۆلينەوەی دكتۆراكەم بريتيە لە برياردان لەو فاكتەرەنەی كە كاريگەريان هەيە لەسەر سەرەنجی هاوالتيان بۆ بەكارهيَنانی خزمەتی
حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی بۆ مەبەستی زانياری و هەروەها بۆ مەبەستی ئيش و كار (ئەمە بە ووردتر باسی دەكەين لە دوايدا) .هيوادارين
ئەنجامی ئەم ليَكۆلينەوەيە يارمەتی حكومەتی هەريَمی كوردستان بدات بۆ نەخشەكيَشانەوەی كارو خزمەتگوزاريەكانيان بەگويَرەی
پيَويستيەكانی هاوالتيان بۆ ئەوەی ئاستی رەزامەندی زياتر بكات.
وەسفی پرۆژەكە:
پرسيارەكان نزيكەی  03دەقيقە دەخايەنێ بۆ وەالمدانەوەی ،وە بيرورای تۆی دەويَت سەبارەت بە بەكارهيَنانی مالپەری حكومەتی بۆ
بەدەست هيَنانی زانياری و ئەنجام دانی ئيش وكار .هەروەها داوای باگراوندی زانياری تۆ دەكات سەبارەت بە تەمەن ،جنس ،پەروەردە،
كۆمپوتەر و ئەزمونێت لەگەل ئەنتەرنيَت .لەبەرامبەردا بۆ بەشداريكردنێت لەم ليَكۆلينەوەيە ،تۆ دەتوانێت داوای كۆپی كۆتای (پركراوە)
بكەيت لە ريَگەی ئيَميَلی خسرۆ محمد ئەحمد ()khosro_araki@yahoo.com
تايبەتمەنديەتی(نهيَنيەتی):
سەركەوتنی ئەم راپرسيە بەستراوەتەوە بە بەشداريكردنێت .لەبەرئەوە من ريَزو ستايشی ئيَوەدەكەم بۆ بەشداريكردن و وەالمدانەوەی
پرسيارەكان .وە دلنيابە لەوەی كە وەالمەكەی تۆ بە نهيَنی دەميَنيَتەوە  .ناوی كەسەكان ئاشكرا نابيَت بەلكو بەشيَوەی گشتی ئەنجامەكە
بالودەكريَتەوە.
سكاالكان :ئەگەر هەر پرسياريَكتان هەيە لەسەر چۆنيەتە ئەجامدانی ئەم راپرسيە ،ئەوە بێ دوودلَی پەيوەندی بكە بە بەريَوەبەری بەشی
رەوشتی و ليجنەی سەرچاوەكانی مرۆيی و نوسينگەی ليَكۆلينەوەو لە زانكۆی كانبيَرا لەئوستراليا.
سۆپاس بۆ بەپەرۆشبون و بەشداربۆنتان.
دلسۆزتان
خسرۆ محمد ئەحمد
ئيميَلkhosro_araki@yahoo.com :
ژمارەی مۆبايل (ئؤستراليا) ١١٤٠٠٥٠٣٤١٠٠٠
ژمارەی مۆبايل( كوردستان) ١٧٣١٠٠٧١٥٧٣
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وەسفی حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی
حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی :پيَناسەدەكريَت بە بەكارهيَنانی زانياری و تەكنۆلۆجيای پەيوەنديكردن بۆ نمونە ئەنتەرنيَت بۆ پشتگيريكردنی
پرۆسەكە لە حكومەت و گەياندنی خزمەتگوزاری بۆ بەكاربەران و ريَكخراوەكان و هاوالتيان و ئيش و كارەكانی تر.
جۆرەكانی خزمەتگوزاری :دوو جۆری خزمەتگوزاری سەرەتايی لە حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی هەن وەكو خزمەتگوزاری زانياری
ئەلكترۆنی و خزمەتگوزاری ئەلكترۆنی ئيش وكار.
بەشی زانياری حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی :بريتيە لە بەكارهيَنانی مالپەری حكومەت لەاليەن بەكاربەران بۆ بەدەستهيَنانی زانياری پيَويست
يان بۆ وەرگرتنی فۆرم كە هاوالتيان پيَويستيانە بۆ تقديمكردنی خزمەتگوزاری ،بۆنمونە :زانياری لەسەر كەش و هەوا  ،زانياری
پەيوەنديداربە پەروەردە و هەلَی كار ،شويَنی دەزگاكانی حكومەت و ووردەكاری هۆكاری پەيوەندی كارمەندانی حكومەت هيتر .ئەم
جۆرە خزمەتگوزاريە لەحكومەتە ئەلكترۆنيدا داوای زانياری كەسی و دارايی ناكات.
بەشی ئيش وكار لە حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی :بريتيە لە بەكارهيَنانی مالپەرەکانی حكومەت بۆ ئەنجام دانی ئيش و کار لەگەل ئەژانسەكانی
حكومەت(لەم بەشە بەكاربەر دەبيَت ئەو ووشەيە بنوسێ كە دەيەوێ زانياری لەسەر وەربگريَت) .بۆنمونە پركردنەوەی فۆرمی وەرگرتن
لە حەج و تۆماركردنی ريَكەوتی لەدايك بووی منا َل ،مردن و نويَكردنەوەی مۆلەتی شوفيَری ،پارەدان  ،سزادان و تقديمكردنی ئيش و
كار هيتر.
لەم جۆرە خزمەتگوزاريەدا ،بۆئەوەی خزمەتگوزاريەكە وەرگری بەكاربەر پيَويستە يان زانياری كەسی يان دارايی يان هەردووكيان
وەكو ناو ،ريَكەوتی لەدايكبوون،ناونيشان،حساب بانك،ژمارەی تەلەفۆن هيتر پيَشكەش بكات لەسەر ئەنتەرنيَت بۆ ئەوەی
خزمەتگوزاريەکە وەربگريت .
خزمەتگوزاری زانياری حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی ئيَستا لە کۆردستان بوونی هەيە هە روەک وەزارەتەكان مالپەری خۆيان هەيە كە رێگا بە
بەكاربەر دەدات کە زانياری پيَويست وەربگريَت و لە هەندێک کات فۆرم وەربگريَت .بۆ نمونە وەزارەتی خويَندنی باال ريَگە بە
بەكاربەر دەدات زانياری وەربگرن وە تەقديمی خۆێندنی باال وە دامەزراندن بکەن بە شێوەی ئەلێکترونی .لەاليەكی ترەوە حكومەتی
ئەلكترۆنی بۆ ئيش و كار لە كوردستان بوونی نيە بەالم لە پالنی حكومەتدايە كە كار لەسەر ئەمە بكات بۆ گەياندنی خزمەتگوزاری بۆ
هاوالتيان بەشيَوەيەكی ئەلكترۆنی ،بۆنمونە هەنديَك لەو خزمەتگوزاريانە بريتين لە بينينی وەسلی كارەبا  ،پێدانی پارەی کارەبا بە شێوەی
ئەلێکترونی ،وەرگرتنی فۆرم جۆری كارەكان لە وەزارەتی كار و ناوەخۆ و داد ،داواكردنی مۆلەتی شوفيَری و تۆماركردنی سەيارە و
ناسنامەو تەقديم کردن بۆ خۆێندنی باال .تيَبينی ،ئەمە تەنها چەند نمونەيەكی خزمەتگوزارين كە لەماوەی  ٠سالی داهاتوو پيَشكەش
دەكريَن كە  ٤٤گروپ هەلدەستن بە پيَشكەشكردنی  ٠٩خزمەتگوزاری.
ئەم پرسيارانە پيَكهاتوون لە  ٥بەش ،لەبەشی يەكەمدا هەنديَك پرسياری ديَمۆگرافی ئاراستەكراون وەك تەمەن و جنس هيتر .لەبەشی
دووەم پرسيارەكان ئاراستەكراون سەبارەت بە بەكارهيَنانی حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی بۆ بە دەست هێنانی زانياری بەس .لەبەشی سيَيەمدا،
پرسيارەكان تايبەتن بە بەكارهيَنانی حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی بۆ ئەنجام دانی ئيش و كار.
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:سايتەكانی حكومەت
http://www.hawlergov.org/kur/subject.aspx?ID=468 ( )پارلەمان
http://www.mojkurdistan.com/Kurdish_Malper.aspx ( )وەزارەی داد
http://www.zhenga.net/english/index.php ()وەزارەتی ژينگە
http://www.krgelectric.org ()وەزارەتی كارەبا
http://www.krp.org/english/default.aspx ()سەرۆكايەتی هەريَمی كوردستان
http://www.krg.org/?lngnr=12&smap=01010000 ()حكومەتی هەريَمی كوردستان
http://www.moc-krg.com/English ()وەزارەتی گەياندن و گواستنەوە
َ (وەزارەتی خويَندنی
http://www.mhe-krg.org)باال و تويَژينەوەی زانستی
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بەشی :١تكاية قووتووی خاليی نيشان بكە
-١رەگەز:
نيَر

مێ

-٢گروپی تەمەنتان چييە؟
)٠٠-٠٣ (A
)٤٠-٤١ (B
)٤٠-٤٣ (C
)٥٠-٥١ (D
)٥٠-٥٣(E
) ٠١(Fبەرەو سەرەوە
 -٣لە كيهان خۆ َل تۆمار كراوی (ئەگەر قووتابی) ؟ يان ئاستی خويَندنت چييە(ئەگەر کارمەندی زانکۆی)؟
) (Aسەرەتايی
) (Bدواناوەندی
) (Cبکالۆريۆس
) (Dپەيمانگا يان ديپلوم
) (Eماجستر
) (Fدۆكتۆرا
) (Hهی تر(تکايە ئاماژە بکە ) .... ..........................................................................................................
-٤ئەزموونەی چەند سالَت هەيە لە بواری كۆمپيەتەر؟
)(Aکەمترلە  ٠سال
) ٠(Bهەتا  ٥سا َل
) ٠(Cهەتا  ٤سا َل
) ٧(Dهەتا  ٠سا َل
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) (Eزياتر لە  ٠١سا َل
--٥ئەزموونی چەند سالَت هەيە لە بواری ئينتەرنەت؟
)(Aکەمتر لە ٠سال
) ٠(Bهەتا  ٥سا َل
) ٠(Cهەتا  ٤سا َل
) ٧(Dهەتا  ٠سا َل
) (Eزياتر لە  ٠١سا َل
 -٦پيَش ئەو راپرسييە ئايا هيچ سەرەدانی سايتيَك(مالپەرێک) لە سايتەكانی حكومەتت (وەزارەتكان) كردووە؟
بەلێ

نەخيَر

-٧ئەگەر وەالمێت (بەلَی) بێت ،ئامانجێت چە بوو لە سەردانەکە؟
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
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بەشی :٢لەم بەشە ئێمە دەمانەوێ بزانين بيرۆرای ئێوە چيە سەبارەت بە بەکارهێنانی حکوومەتی ئەلێکترۆنی بۆ بەدەست هێنانی
زانياری .تێبينی ،ئەم جۆرەی حکوومەتی ئەلێکترۆنی دەتۆانێت بە کاربێت تەنها بۆ وەرگرتنی زانياری وە دابەزاندنی فۆرم لە
مالپەرەکان کە پێويسست ناکات ئێوە هيچ جۆرە زانياری کەسی وە دارايی پێشکەش بکەن بۆ وەرگرتنی زانياری .ئەگەر سەردانی
مالپەرەکانی حکوومەتێت کرايە وەالمی ئەم بەشە بدەرەوە بە پێی تەجرۆبەکەت ،بەالم ئەگەر سەردانی مالپەرەکانی حکوومەتێت
نەکرايە ،لە الپەرەی  ٥هەندێک لينک ئاماده کراوە کە دەتووانی سەردانيان بکەی وە ئينجا وەالمی پرسيارەکان بدەيەوە.
تكايە بازنە بكيَشە بەدەوری ئەو وەالمەی دەتەوێ هەليبژيَری.
سوودەکانی چاوەرووانکراو

٠
٤
٥
٠
٣

بە بۆچوونی من ،مالپەرەکانی حکوومەت بە
سوودن لە بەدەست هێنانی زانیاری.
بەكارهیَنانی مالپەركانی حكومەت توانایان
داومەتی بۆ بەدەست هیَنانی زانیاری بە
شیَوەیەكی خیَرا
بەكارهیَنانی مالپەرەكانی حكومەت یارمەتی داوم
بۆ گەیشتن بە زانیاری نوێ.
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت یارمەتیانداوم بۆ گەیشتن
بە زانیاری لە هەركاتیَك وە لە هەرشویَنیَك
بەگشتی ،باوەرم وایە مالپەرەكانی حكومەت
بەسودن بۆ گەیشتن بە زانیاری.

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

ئاسانی چاوەرووانکراو

٠
٤
٥
٠
٣

بەكارهیَنانی مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ
گەیشتن بە زانیاری بۆ من روون و جیَگای
مفهومن.
گەران لە مالپەرەكانی حكومەت وە
دۆزینەوەی زانیاری بۆ من شتێکی ئاسان
دەبێت.
بە ئاسانی بەهرە پەیادەكەم لە بەكارهیَنانی
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ زانیاری و
دابەزاندنی فۆرمەكان
من بەئاسانی لەگەل مالپەرەكانی حكومەت
دەگونجیَم
بەگشتی ،باوەرم وایە مالپەرەكانی حكومەت
ئاسانن بۆ بەكارهیَنانیان بۆ وەرگێرتنی
زانیاری.

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣
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کۆاليتی زانياريەکان

٠
٤
٥
٠
٣
٤

ئەو زانيارييەی بالوكراونەتەوە لە مالپەرەكانی
حكومەت راست و دروستن
ئەو زانيارييەی بالوكراونەتەوە لە مالپەرەكان
زانياري تەواون
ئەو زانيارييەی بالوكراونەتەوە لە مالپەرەكان
زانياري ووردن
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت زانياری پەيوەندار
بالودەكاتەوە کە من پێويستيم پێيە
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت زانياری نوێ پيَشكەش
دەكەن
بەگشتی ،باوەرم وايە مالپەرەكانی حكومەت
بەگويَرەی پيَويستيەكانی هاوالتيان زانياری
پێشکەش دەکەن.

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

مەرجەكانی ئاسانكاری

 ٠من سەرچاوە پیَویستیەكانم هەن(وەکوو
کۆمپیوتەر وە ئەنترنێت) بۆ بەكارهیَنانی
حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری
 ٤من بەهرەی پیَویستم هەیە بۆ بەكارهیَنانی
حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری
پیَویست
 ٥زانیاري پیَویستم هەیە بۆ بەكارهیَنانی
حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری
 ٠بەگشتی ،باوەرم وایە کە من مەرجەکانی
پێویستێم هەیە بۆ بەکارهێنانی حکوومەتی
ئەلێکترۆنی بۆ وەرگرتنی زانیاری.

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣
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٠
٤
٥

٠

ئەو كەسانەی گرینگن بەالی منەوە كاریگەریان
دةبیَت له سه ر بریاردانى من بوَ به كارهیَنانى
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری
هاورێ و هاوكارەكانم كاریگەریان دةبیَت له سه ر
بریاردانى من َبو به كارهیَنانى مالپەرەكانی
حكومەت بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری
بەكارهیَنانی مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی
زانیاری بە ریَژەیەكی زۆر لەالیەن خەلك
كاریگەري دةبیَت له سه ر بریاردانى من َبو به
كارهیَنانى
ەكارهیَنانی مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی
زانیاری له الیه ن ئەو كەسانەی كاریگەریان هەیە
لەسەر من كاریگەري دةبیَت له سه ر بریاردانى
من َبو به كارهیَنانى

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

باوركردن بە حكومەت

٠
٤
٥
٠

بە بیرو رای من ئەو زانیاریانەی لە مالپەرەكانی
وەزارەتەكانی حكومەت پیَشكەشدەكریَن راست و
روونن
من پیَموایە ئەو زانیاریانەی لە مالپەرەكانی
وەزارەتەكانی حكومەت پیَشكەشدەكریَن جیَگای
متمانەن.
من پیَموایە ئەو زانیاریانەی لە مالپەرەكانی
وەزارەتەكانی حكومەت پیَشكەشدەكریَن جیَگای
باوەرن.
بەگشتی ،من پیَموایە دەتوانم باوەر بكەم بەو
زانیاریانەی کە مالپەرەكانی حكومەت پێشکەش
دەکەن.

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣
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 ٠بە بیرۆ رای من بریاردان بۆ بەكارهیَنانی
مالپەرەكانی وەزارەتەكانی حكومەت بۆ
وەرگێرتنی زانیاری بریاریَكی مەترسي دارە.
 ٤من پیَموایە بەكارهیَنان مالپەرەكانی
وەزارەتەكانی حكومەت بۆ كۆكردنەوەی
زانیاری جیَگای مەترسیە.
 ٥بەگشتی ،پیَموایە پشتبەستن بەو زانیاریانەی لە
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت هەیە جیَگای مەترسیە.

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

ويستی بەکارهێنان

 ٠مەبەستمە مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بەكاربیَنم بۆ
بەدەست هیَنانی زانیاری.
 ٤پیَشبیني دەكەم بەردەوام دەبم لە بەكارهیَنانی
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری
 ٥ئەگەری زۆر هەیە بەردەوام بێم لە بەكارهیَنانی
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ بەدەستهیَنانی زانیاری

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣
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بەشی  :٣لەم بەشەدا حەزدەكەين بيرورای تۆ بزانين سەبارەت بە خزمەتگوزاری حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی تايبەت بە ئيش و
كار(بازرگانی) .تكايە پرسيارەكان بە ريَژە دياری بكە لە ٠تا  ٣باشترين وەسفی بيرورای خۆت دياريبكا سەبارەت بە خزمەتگوزاری
حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی تايبەت بە ئيش و كار(بازرگانی) .تيَبينی ئەم بەشە پەيوەندارە بە بەكارهيَنانی خزمەتگوزاری حكومەتی ئەلكترۆنی
بۆ ئيش و كار كە پيَويست دەکات زانياری كەسی و دارای و يان هەردووكيان پيَشكەش بكەی بۆ ئەوەی خزمەتگوزاريەكە وەربگری .بۆ
نمونە داواكردنی كار و نويَكردنەوەی مۆلەتی شوفيَری و پيَشكەشكردن بۆ پاسپۆرت وه هی تر.تكايە بازنە بكيَشە بەدەوری ئەو وەالمەی
کە دەگۆنجێ لەگەل باوەری تۆ.
سودەكانی چاوەرووانکراو
بة دلَنياييةوة

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

نةخيَر
پیَم وایە كە پیَرۆكردنی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی
 ٠یارمەتیم دەدات كە مامەلَەكانم لەگە َل حكوومەتدا
خیَراتر بە ریَوە بچن
 ٤حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی كارابوونی من زیاتر دەكات
بەوەی كە كاتی بەسەربراو لە سەفەركردن و
نۆرەگرتنم بۆ دەگەریَنیَتەوە
 ٥بەكارهیَنانی ئەم جۆرە حكومەتە ئەلكترۆنیە وام
لیَدەكات كە زۆرترین خزمەتگوزاری حكومەت
بەدەستبیَنم بە بەراورد لەگەل جۆرەکانی تر
بەكارهیَنانی ئینتەرنیَت لە مامەلَە و ریَكارە
 ٠حكوومییەكاندا وام لێ دەكات بتوانم لە هەر كاتیَكدا
لەگە َل حكوومەتدا كارەكانم بكەم ،نەك تەنها لە
كاتەكانی دەوامی رەسمیدا
 ٣بە گشتی ،وای دەبینم كە حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی
شتیَكی بەسوودە بۆ ریكار و مامەلَەكانم لەگە َل
حكوومەتدا
ئاسانی چاوەرووانکراو

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠
٤
٥
٠
٣

فێربوون لە بە كارهیَنانی حکوومەتی ئةلیكترۆنی بۆ
ئەنجام دانی ئیش و کار لەگەل حکوومەت بۆ من
شتیَكی ئاسان دەبیت.
رەفتاركردن و مامەلَەكردنم لەگە َل ویَبسایتەكاندا بۆ
ئەنجام دانی ئیش و کار روون دەبیَت و ت َیگەیستنیان
ئاسان دەبێت.
بۆ من ئاسان دەبێت كە لە بەكارهیَنانی ویَبسایتەكانی
حكوومەتدا شارەزا بم بۆ راپەراندنی مامەلَەكانی
خۆم
وای دەبینم كە حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی نەرم و
لیَككشاوە دەبێت و ئەگەری جۆراوجۆر بۆ
مامەلَەكردن بەردەست دەكات

بە گشتی ،پيَم وايە مامەلَەكردن لەگە َل حكوومەتی ئەليكترۆنيدا
بۆ ئەنجام دانی ئيش و کار شتيَكی ئاسان دەبێت.

بة دلَنياييةوة
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بةلَ َي

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي

كاريگەريي كۆمەاليەتی
بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠
٤

٥

٠

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي

٤

٥

٠

٠

ئەو كەسانەی گرینگن بەالی منەوە كاریگەریان
دةبیَت له سه ر بریاردانى من بوَ به كارهیَنانى
مالپەرەكانی حكومەت بۆ مامەلَەكردن لەگە َل
حكوومەتدا
هاورێ و هاوكارەكانم كاریگەریان دةبیَت له سه ر
بریاردانى من َبو به كارهیَنانى مالپەرەكانی
حكومەت بۆ مامەلَەكردن لەگە َل حكوومەتدا
بەكارهیَنانی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی بۆ مامەلَەكردن
لەگە َل حكوومەتدا لە الیەن ئەو خەلَكانەی
كاریگەرییان بەسەر منه وه هەیە وام لێ دەكات
منیش حەز بكەم بەكاری بیَنم
بەكارهیَنانی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی بۆ مامەلَەكردن
لەگە َل حكوومەتدا لە الیەن بەشیَكی زۆری
هاوآلتیان وام لێ دەكات منیش حەز بكەم بەكاری
بیَنم

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي
٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

مەرجەكانی ئاسانبوون

١

٢
٣
٤

پیَم وایە كە من سەرچاوەی پیَویستم (وەك كۆمپیوتەر
و ئینتەرنیَت) لە بەردەستدایە بۆ ئەوەی حكوومەتی
ئەلیكترۆنی لە راپەراندنی مامەلَەكانم لەگە َل
حكوومەتدا بەكار بیَنم.
پیَم وایە كە زانیاری و شارەزایی پیَویستم هەیە بۆ
ئەوەی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی لە راپەراندنی
مامەلَەكانم لەگە َل حكوومەتدا بەكار بیَنم.
پیَم وایە كە لیَهاتوویی پیَویستم هەیە بۆ ئەوەی
حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی لە راپەراندنی مامەلَەكانم
لەگە َل حكوومەتدا بەكار بیَنم.
بە گشتی ،وا هەست دەكەم من لە باریَكی گونجاودام
بۆ ئەوەی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی بەكار بیَنم بۆ
ئەنجام دانی ئیش و کار لەگەل حکوومەت.

بة د َلنیاییةوة
نةخیَر
١

١

نةخیَر
٢

٢
٢

١

٢

١
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بةلَيَ

بيَ وةآلم
٣

٣
٣
٣

بة د َلنیاییةوة
بةلَيَ

٤

٤
٤
٤

٥

٥
٥
٥

گونجاوی و بەردەوامبوون
بة دلَنياييةوة

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم
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نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم
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نةخيَر
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٣

٠
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٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥
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٣

نةخيَر
پیَم وایە كە بەكارهیَنانی ئینتەرنیَت دەگۆنجێ لەگەل
 ٠ئەو شیَوازەی كە من دەمەویَت كارەكانم لەگە َل
حكوومەتدا جێ بە جێ بکەم.
 ٤بەكارهیَنانی ئینتەرنیَت زۆر بە باشی لەگە َل شیَوازی
ویستراوی من بۆ مامەلَەكردن لەگە َل ئاژانسەكانی
حكوومەتدا دەگۆنجیَت
 ٥بەكارهیَنانی ئینتەرنیَت بۆ مامەلَەكردن لەگە َل
ئاژانسەكانی حكوومەتدا بە باشی لەگە َل شیَوازی
ژیانی مندا دەگۆنجیَت
 ٠من مامەلَەكردنی رووبەرووم لەگە َل فەرمانگە وە
ئاژانسەكانی حكوومەتدا پێ باشترە
هەبوونی متمانە بە ئينتەرنيَت

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
لە ئینتەرنیَتدا گاردی سەالمەتی بە پ َیی پیَویست هەن
 ٠بۆ ئەوەی بە ئارامی و سەالمەتییەوە بتوانم مامەلَە
تایبەت و كەسییەكانم لەگە َل ئاژانس و فەرمانگەكانە
حكوومەتدا رابپەریَنم
 ٤پیَم وایە كە هەیكەلی یاسایی و تەكنۆلۆژی ،بە
شیَوەی گونجاو لە گرفتەكانی ئینتەرنیَت دەمپاریَزن.
 ٥بە گشتی ،ئیَستا ئینتەرنیَت كەشیَكی تەندروست و
سەالمەتە بۆ ئەوەی مامەلَەكردن لە ر َیگایەوە لەگە َل
فەرمانگە و ئاژانسەكانی حكوومەتدا بكریَت.
هەبوونی متمانە بە حكوومەت

بة دلَنياييةوة
نةخيَر
٠
٤
٥
٠

پیَم وایە كە دەتوانم متمانە بە فەرمانگە و
وەزارەتەكانی حكوومەت بكەم لە مامەلَەكردنیان
لەگە َل زانیارییە كەسی وە داراییەكانمدا
فەرمانگە و وەزارەتەكانی حكوومەت ج َیگەی
متمانەن بۆ راپەراندنی مامەلَە ئۆنالینەكان بە
شیَوەیەكی دەسپاكانە وە راستگۆیانە
بە بۆچوونی من ،فەرمانگە و وەزارەتەكانی
حكوومەت ج َیگەی متمانەن وە شیاون
متمانەم بە فەرمانگە و وەزارەتەكانی حكوومەت
هەیە كە بەرژەوەندییەكانی من بە باشترین شیوە لە
بەرچاو بگرن

بة دلَنياييةوة
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بةلَ َي

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي

مەترسييە پيَشبينيكراوەكان
بة دلَنياييةوة

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي
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٥

٠
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٠
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٠

٤
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٣

نةخيَر
٠
٤
٥

رەنگە بەكارهیَنانی ئینتەرنیَت لە مامەلَەكردن لەگە َل
ئاژانس وە وەزارەتەكانی حكوومەتدا ببیَتە هۆی
دزرانی زانیارییە تایبەتەكانم
بریاری بەكارهیَنانی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی لە
مامەلَەكاندا ،بریاریَكی پر مەترسییە
بە گشتی ،پیَم وایە كە راپەراندنی مامەلَەكان لەگە َل
حكوومەت بە شیَوەی ئۆنالین ،مەترسیی زۆری
تیَدایە

بة دلَنياييةوة
بةلَ َي

ويستی بەكارهيَنان
بة دلَنياييةوة

نةخيَر

ب َي وةآلم

بةلَ َي
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٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

٠

٤

٥

٠

٣

نةخيَر
٠
٤
٥

ئەو كاتەی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی بەردەست
دەبیَت ،من حەز دەكەم بۆ راپەراندنی مامەلەکان
بەكاری بیَنم.
ئەو كاتەی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی بەردەست دەبیَت،
من لە پالنمدایە بەكاری بیَنم بۆ مامەلە کردن لەگەل
حکوومەت.
بەكارهیَنانی حكوومەتی ئەلیكترۆنی بۆ راپەراندنی
مامەلَەكانم لەگە َل حكوومەتدا بە شیَوەی ئۆنالین،
شتیَكە كە من بە دلَنیاییەوە ئەنجامی دەدەم.

بة دلَنياييةوة
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Appendix 3: Ethics approval

COMMITTEE FOR ETHICS IN HUMAN RESEARCH

PROJECT INFORMATION
The following study has been reviewed and approved by the University of Canberra’s
Committee for Ethics in Human Research.
Project title:
Determinants of the Adoption of Electronic Government: An empirical investigation of Iraqi
Kurdistan
Project number:
11-100

Principal researcher:
Khosro Mohammad Ahmad

INDEPENDENT COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
1.

As a participant or potential participant in research, you will have received written information
about the research project. If you have questions or problems which are not answered in the
information you have been given, you should consult the researcher or (if the researcher is
a student) the research supervisor. For this project, the appropriate person is:
Name:

Prof Linda Botterill

Contact details:

Faculty of Business & Government
University of Canberra
Ph: 02 6201 2435

2.

If you wish to discuss with an independent person a complaint relating
to:
y

conduct of the project, or

y

your rights as a participant, or

y

University policy on research involving human participants,
Please Contact:

Ethics and Compliance Officer
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Telephone (02) 6201 5870
Room 1 D116 / University of Canberra ACT 2601
Providing research participants with this information is a requirement of the National Health and Medical Research Council National
Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans, which applies to all research with human participants conducted in
Australia.
Further information on University of Canberra research policy is available in University of Canberra Guidelines for Responsible Practice
in
Research and Dealing with Problems of Research Misconduct and the Committee for Ethics in Human Research Human Ethics
Manual.
These documents are available from the Research Services Office at the above address or on the University’s web
site at https://guard.canberra.edu.au/policy/policy.php?pol_id=3136 (Research Guidelines)
http://www.canberra.edu.au/research/ethics/human-ethics-manual (Human Ethics Manual)
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Appendix 4: Approval letter from Salahaddin University to conduct
the study
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Appendix 5: KMO and Bartlett’s test for informational
e-government

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived usefulness information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.883

Approx. Chi-Square

1755.687

df

10

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived ease of use information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.883

Approx. Chi-Square

1511.199

df

10

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived information quality
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.899

Approx. Chi-Square

2002.812

df

15

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for facilitating conditions information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.792

Approx. Chi-Square

1216.917

df

6

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for social influence information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.805

Approx. Chi-Square

1158.123

df

6

Sig.

.000
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KMO and Bartlett's Test for trust in government information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.865

Approx. Chi-Square

2064.537

df

6

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived risk information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.764

Approx. Chi-Square

1363.970

df

3

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for behavioural intention information
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.744

Approx. Chi-Square

1121.615

df

3

Sig.

.000
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Appendix 6: KMO and Bartlett’s test for transactional
e-government

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived usefulness transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.901

Approx. Chi-Square

1878.095

df

10

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived ease of use transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.865

Approx. Chi-Square

1710.551

df

10

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for social influence transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.771

Approx. Chi-Square

1206.920

df

6

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for facilitating conditions transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.807

Approx. Chi-Square

1227.846

df

6

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for compatibility
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.826

Approx. Chi-Square

1551.000

df

6

Sig.

.000
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KMO and Bartlett's Test for trust in the Internet
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.759

Approx. Chi-Square

1153.669

df

3

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for trust in government transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.867

Approx. Chi-Square

2065.817

df

6

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for perceived risk transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.715

Approx. Chi-Square

1055.433

df

3

Sig.

.000

KMO and Bartlett's Test for behavioral intention transaction
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

.750

Approx. Chi-Square

1240.435

df

3

Sig.

.000
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